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DIMENSION!
Graphic Advent
Creatorand
Arcade Creator

THE PAWNBROKERS
meet Magnetic (

Scrolls

Log on to Multi-User

Games /

REVIEWS: Cauldron 2 » Bobby Bearing » Pyracurse

COMPETITIONS: Mantronix » Boggit » Elite Classics
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MINDPLAY J a

Advantur* tipi and r*vl*w* tram in. twilight world of
Paler Swoaiy.

BBBBHH
ladors' nippy routines. 4

Boagll: win a copy of CRL1 larait maga-ipoof.

AonlronlK; oan you doilgn a (tunning eauetl* Inlay?

illta Claislct win EllhVi now rang* of budget gamot.

Art Studio Artlit: this monfh. . . ttio 5up*rh*ro. 1

Oraphlc Advenlura
CBOSSFIRE 67

t Magnetic Serolli.

OL Suporbailc Into th*

Hlft a villi to th* homo of Bomb Jack
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n that their
irioiriQl game, and wilt eve
m the Master Genius edlllc

Pursuit
'III be true to the 01

iany quettlor

'major technical Innovation' In tha

will allow the one tape to be loaded Into any ot
iputer (yuk! pill tliul lope

to be launched at Ins PCW show

with a price tag ot £550. Thor I* a long awaited upgrade at

QL architecture bul when Is a QL not a QL? Anthony Stuart

reports In the QL column on the new machine which :

chrtilened "the Phoenix".

the main makes i

oto b.

ow where it's been). Trivial Pursuit's
at September's PCW Show atacoi

Making Music
The British Music Fair I* staging

MusiC when It Is held a I Olympla this August. There will be

a series ot hall-hour demonstrations, with the opportunity for

some hands-on experience, featuring all the major makes
ot home computer (which obviously Includes the Speccy).

The show will demonstrate some of the software packages
currently available tar home micros, Including paokagai
from Yamaha, EMfi and Actlvltlon, and will be held at

Olympla 2 In London, from the 1st to the 3rd of August. Entry,

between 10 am and 7 pm, coiti £3 or £1,50 tor children

under 14.

thly August 1986

Pub Games

Skittles. For s

Journalists sp

__,. to reply to
(because II I do I probably wont
be able to stand up straight

again). Still, seven games tor

MM sounds like good value so
Ms probably worth looking out

After Pub Games, Alllgala

cerebral Cyrus II Chess. The
original Cyrus Chess was one al

could well give CDS's Colossus

ot Cyrus to

ling a
8 128.



Falling Stars Saga's Last
Word
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Design's Nemesis

lack ol His Andro-bots. To complete yoor task you have la
;ote all Ihe modules lhal moke up Ihe weapon, Ihon locole
id repair Iho teleporl machine thai can sand both you and
3 weapon la salety Complete wiiri isometric graphics,
imesls will be coming your way soon lor Just £7.95.

*vB3l^

Brain of a Scorpion

dig Hal Inputs, serve

AppNcotions
°

monitoring heat IN

jmerous Including data logging,
d distance changes and controlling

mind lor your Speclrum

: I;. Vll! '(- I;, .1 ,:,!.;..

3 robotic!

d on [0223}

m
Multi-user boom
II looks like multi-user games are really starting lo lake oK.

Following on from MUD and Micro net's new SHADES game,

o claim thai their game will bo similar to MUD. bul will be

larger — containing more than 10,000 locations and 1000

online this autumn, and at about the same time Mike 'lords

ot Midnight' Singleton will be starling to run the Play By Mall

venlon ol hli new game, Dark Sceplre. This Is a game In the

Tlr Na Nog style, blithe PBM version will allow players to send

In Ihelr moves on mlcrodrlve while Mike adjudicates the

Spectrum Games Top Ten

4 Green Beret

6 Very Big Cave Adventure

a iquifiox

o The Price ol Magik Level 4

10 Way ol the Tiger Gremlin

Chart supplied by W. H. Sm litis

controversial World Cup Carnival kicks ott at No 1 1n lis lint

well In a chart thai is usually dominated by arcade games,

Summer Budgets

lots ol sound effects.
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nini have put together [hem

lYSPECIALfuice. WheUi

Speclium, (rem home accoun

ID a complete pujlessiunal bu

Gemini's OFFICE MASTER is he

• Database • Mailist

• Stock • Cash Book
Control m Home

• Final Accounts Accounts

• Easiledger • Graph Plot

ilainsALLBprograr

ila dies, and clearandcomprehensivemanuals tot

EACHprogram Gemini's previous retail price lor

Now they're all together in

PROGRAM PACK.
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Sole distributors to the trade:CCntrGDOl t Ltd.
Tel. 021-359-3020
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C-A M l=;S

Ihe big names In Ihe Spectrum Masle s thai the screens have

order to present you with a real
budgei label and like Creative
Sparls. hove kicked off wllh a

challenge It took me ages to

SJ'flplatform game.
Ine masler has you chasing addictive that 1 enloved the

of trying to get through
ough 1 was having to

lurks somewhere In the llnol he same obstacles over

ore situated on the many levels The addlctlveness ot Ihe y%and, ot course, these plaHorms ftSSm
nakes up tor Ihe tact that

mallon Is a bit lllakery

ol deadly beings who stand ot Ihe screens are a bit and will probably be good fun
n Ihe eyes. There's also when 1 thought I'd managed to for the younger Spectrum

The only lesslhon addlcllve
con Ihen make your way to the collect are themselves deadly feature ol the game Is that you

IjuuIJ mZ-

e«H which leads onto the ne.i ne to time Every now have to go through Ihe screens

All Ihe screens thai I've been
able to reach so lor have been

and then they burst Into (lame
and 1 orlen found thol 1 was so
busy working out how to reach

while going through Ihe early
screens lime after lime could

well known science llctlon IIIms
Ihe cro !

eywere
,

on
d
ilreandiofl

get a bit boring. But at £1.99 this

Is an enjoyable budget title

L^'.'.l.'nV.il.r
The game is enjoyable to

play, it has a charm ol lis own
and Is fairly addictive Backi.T"M

^^^^H Gxa^^^^^^H colourful while Ihe animation Is

reasonable

Take two successlul game connect up lo a beep booster
formulae and blend them to-

gether to form a Ihlrd. A leasr system then your Nln|a char-
this seems to be Ihe Idea wllh
this gome it could be called every blow he mokes or when
Way 01 The Track and Field or
Hyper Sports meets fighting A high score or record' Is

^g kept lor each event and an

h w\

i^H
Actually Ihe main formal is

Ihot ol the track and Held type

though Ihe grades by reaching
qualifying scores In each ol the

overall score is used lor a hall

of lome al the end.
Though limited, 1 enjoyed

** would recommend II. especi-
tour different events. The events ally II you do not aleady own

KO—=^r^*^r^^i
punching ana kicking them out

any of Its predecessors. If you

* «s* this one a little to easy. One lino
2. Build up power by pressing
leltfright In order lo karale chop
a log. Imitation ot a system reset. Very

unnerving
against Hying Shurlken stars.

4 Use a blow pipe lo lire ot
Hying cannlsters.

The graphics are accept-
able buFnoi really In the same
league ol similar programs. Ihe JL :•

number ol events Is likewise
limited but having said this the nnnn
fhdr?

am Is also a tot cheaper
Is contemporaries. buulJ at
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M
RUGBY
MANAGER

Ai loslt A gome Trom
KlOl lives up 10 Ihelr publlcllyl

Based loosely on Ihe old
picture puzzles where you slide 'pushing' It up. down, lefl o

S=OSTi;ii
Irate on getting Ihe puzzle 111 ^ —
together correctFy ana Ignore |-| |
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Spike Sparkler'spick of
the hits. Six SuperGames

'raSsif) ofonly £1.99each-
mmm

Street Date 16 June.

ffHE^WPtQPAEiiHaSCj
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The Explosive Joystick from Cheetah



II appeal wildly la arcade
tans, vet It can be really fasci-

nating lo play. Your first task is

MASTER OF
MAGIC

a chance, Thelrlc

the ability lo .
apart from that y

enough men to cope wiih on

Jrtnglu
As Super, you must both you control I

ralnlaln a salislactory level of where more pi
goodwill, and be needed o

enough to

"

r

fieri v>

/our area ef I Icier

If you lancy a game Ihol
stretches more than your joy-

stick. The Force could well be
for you. I tound il enthralling,
though fortunately I oant vouch

llUUlJ Ki^i.

INTERNATIONAL
MATCHDAY

Spectrum 128 owners patiently
waiting for 128 software will be

old favourite Matchdoy, which
has Deer\ Internationalised and

really h gh rating. As It sland!

bad polnls (including a bug 01

lis back and
flattens you, you realise how
much potential this game hod,

~" ~'3. the grari"i'-! >"

Ihe hero of this tale.
' stop the bandit (or

to his chums) from
rushing up the canyon, guns
Glas'.r.g this might sound



opllon ol being

gure defeats against

Whal singles out Malchday When you score a goal you(
- -"•), simulations is forwards go loopy and charge

tions so lhal you around celebrating, which is a

ACTION REFLEX
a key to get through Ih

Willy character. However, when bounce oft along the course. Graphically the game Is

1 finally got my hands on Ihe This requires good Judgement fairly simple to look at — and
looks a lot like any decent plal-

lots

m
o?"arge

P
c^Fc

a
J!ful7prl'tesIng than 1 eipeeled. to misjudge the speed and

Vou conlral a chequered height lhat the ball will be
bouncing ball lhat has to be malion, parllcularly In the
guided around an obstacle thing accidentally you can IInd movement ol ihe boll llsell.

course. Your conlrols are just yoursell bouncing helplessly all

lettlrlghi and lump, and lo over Ihe place and gelling as you play against time limit,

begin with the ball Is lell lying killed by one ol the traps lying
on the lloor oilhe first section ol
the course. The motion ol the penalty so you've gol io Iry and

complete, each containing 25

obstacles, and each harder
quite challenging working out

types ot obstacles — especially
tains some gooty green man- Action Reflex Isn't going to

win any awards lor the mos!
as gelling past one tricky spoi lorlh onda variety ol Hied traps

lhat can destroy you In all sorts °o
9
jQdd^cirve

!

ond
l

|hoky
&
ga

U
me

control Into an even deadlier ol ways. There are lakes thalyou thol needs a coniD rial en <:;

one |ust a little lurther along Ihe
lhal need lo be smashed open of planning and ludgement.

My only doubt about It Is lhat
lalrly realistic In that II has magnets Hying darts and many three mazes might not be sul-

other devices guaranteed to llclenl to give the game a very
accelerate and decelerate long lifespan.
quite slowly at llrsl then Ihe game-playing ega

rapidly. To get the ball bounc- obstacles which can'l lust be
Ing you have lo slop moving
leltlrlght and press Ihe bounce

bounced past. These require
you to collect objects thai are

button lo build up the height ol

your bounces. The longer you
corners guarded by monsters]. 'fill phi: athigher Ihe ball will bounce The lakes can only be crossed 5*#W_ hill ill

(though obviously Ihis Is limited II you've found a Hie rail, tunnels j- lJlll.nl
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AT LASTYOU CAN REALLY F
RAFPILOlJ

"I JUST COULDNT BELIEVE HOW MUCH THERE WAS IN IT" »*,« jS
"> "ACE IS ONE OF THE BEST SIMULATORS I HAVE EVER PLAYED" ca ^|j

"THERE ARE FLIGHT SIMULATORS AND THERE ARE FLIGHTA
LATORS- AND THEN THERE'S ACE"



in
The Pumpkin returns a

hero In the sequel to

Cauldron

The Pumpkin Strikes Backl II

you played the original
Cauldron game you'll remember
that It was the witch's task to

destroy the Evil Pumpkin In order
to become Queen ot the
Witches.

But now, In Cauldron 2. the
tables are about lo be turned as
the last ot Ihe pumpkins enters

the witch's castle In an attempt
to cul olt a lock ot

'

ir you' o find
5 which are hidden

n the castle as well

os collecting a number ot other
objects that will be needed II

you're to find your way sately

Pumpkins don't have tegs (In

loot they don't have much
except heads and a big grin] s<

lun lies, as controlling the
pumpkin's bouncing Is on art In

Itself. There are three different

heights of bounce that can be
used In conjunction with the
usual lelt'righi controls, but
unlike most platform games
where you just Jump and stop
the pumpkin continues to

bounce all the time, and If you

1 end up shooting <

control and ricocheting from
platform to platform. If

something like this happens In

the wrong place you can find
yourself hurtling out of a window
at Ihe lop ot the castle, only to

fall Into the grounds beyond the
moat at ground level.

In addition to the problems ot
bouncing your way around all

the rooms, there are all the
monsfers wandering around to
deal with as well. One or two
monsters are deadly upon

Spectrum's sound, with nice little

sprolngy noises accompanying
"e bouncing action. And |ust

if you enjoyed Cauldron the
first time around, you'll certainly
enjoy Cauldron 2. It doesn't
really break new ground, being
a descendant of the long line of
platform games, but It Is well
designed and puts the emphasis
on lun and playablllty rather
than enormously complex Icon
menus and suchlike, I haven't
come anywhere near finishing It,

but I'll be going back to
Cauldron more than I do with
most games these days.

through the dangers o! fhe

Each game starts In one ot six

possible locations within the
castle and you have to guide
the little pumpkin through the
corridors, stairways and halls In

search of the objects and the

sleeping. The 127 rooms are laid

out In the shape ol a castle, with
different floors and turrets jutting

out here and there, so finding
your way up or down properly
adds an extra level ol difficulty

to the game since some rooms
are easy to gel through If you're
on your way down from Ihe top
of Ihe casfle. bul Impossible to

contact, but most ot them just

drain your energy level — which
Is recorded as a percentage
level at the top of the screen,
along with a record ot all the
objects that you've managed to

find — and when this falls lo 0%
you lose one ol your seven
fumpklnny lives, fortunately,
lere are sources ot magic

within the castle which allow
you lo rechorge your magic
powers and lo blast most of the
monsters lhat stand In your way
(though at a cost ol 1% ot your
energy each lime).

The graphics and animation
are excellent throughout and
good use has been made ol the

ZX Computing Monthly August 1986



DISCOVERY
CRUSHES THE
COMPETITION
N0W £99.95

At an amazing £99.95 Discovery deals a crushing blow to every

I Spectrum disc drive system on trie market. Now it's not just

the best equipped disc drive you can buy, it's also the cheapest.

Choose Discovery and you'll find a system packed with brilliant features:

• 3'/2"250K DISC DRIVE

• DOUBLE DENSITY DISC INTERFACE

• JOYSTICK INTERFACE

• PRINTER INTERFACE

• VIDEO MONITOR INTERFACE

• RAM DISC FACILITY

• BUILT-IN POWER SUPPLY FOR DISCOVERY AND SPECTRUM

• SIMPLE ONE-POINT CONNECTION

* CHOICE OF DISCOVERY FOR THE 48K OR 128K SPECTRUM

# FULL 12 MONTH WARRANTY

* COMPREHENSIVE USER MANUAL

# OPUS DELIVERY PLEDGE

The Opus package is unbeatable value We guarantee you delivery within

72-hours of receiving your orderand it's absolutely FREE.

To order your Discovery call the Opus Sales Hotline now on 0737 65080
or post the coupon. Dealer and Education enquiries welcomed Special

export rates available.

„*::i*«". allowing; [PHICES INCLUDE VAT AND CARBIA

DISCOVERY unit(s)at £114.94

>,«„„,«, ...i|

1 WV COMPUTER
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1
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1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

I
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Benton musl solve the cases
betore the likes ot Miss Marbles.
Inspector Clousteau or ftaOlock

enables you to visit Ihe clue
table Here you can match up
suspeclsto the objecl they have

exchange whatever t

9
1

1
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Is delayed until

.

lum. The aiming mode Is a rue

and this combined with weigh-

ts a game lor would-be

trigger happy.
Given the lack ot arcade
Ion one would have thought

computers In

gel relnton
aspecls how
token degree ol si

Although the game falls ti

generate much eicllement o—
-
" might appeal tiInvolvement II

.10 like th

h complei game p.

IjuuIJ klZ.
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2001 -
KEYBOARD

OF THE FUTURE?

SEoga ore currently putting Ihe
finishing louches to Ihe Idlest In

Ihe it range ol add-on keyboards
lor Ihe Spectrum — Ihe Infrared
controlled 2001.

What's on Infrared controlled
keyboard? Well, lor a start, It's

one lhat doesn't require you to
take your beloved Speccy apart
and Install il inside Ihe body ol
the new keyboard. Work Is still

being done on the intrared link,

but the prototype that we've
been playing with gives a good
idea ol how The finished version
should work, and It's impress ve
because ot more than iust Ihe
hi-tech Intrared business.

The 2001 keyboard is a
complete unit in itself and
requires no fiddling with
screwdrivers to connect It to your
Spectrum as It connects via an
interlace that plugs Into Ihe
Spectrum's peripheral port like

any other type ot interface. Ihe
interlace goes Into the Spectrum
and the keyboard is linked to
the interface by infrared (lust like

some TV remote control units).

What this means is that not
only are you spared the bother
ol taking your Spectrum apart
(which is a business thai always
worries me, not being very
technically minded) and also
voiding your guarantee, but you
can also dispense with lhat
miserable tangle of wires that
clutters up your desk and makes

" " d lor Spectrum

mi; r BIO
anything. You just set up your
Spectrum as you would
normally, and then, with Ihe 2001
interface in place, you lust shove
it — wires, power supply, and all

tidy 2001 keyboard.

to use Ihe keyboard.
.

to reolise lhat there's more lo the
2001 than just a load of infrared
rays. Saga haven't |ust produced
a unll wllh belter quality keys
and a few extra keys tor numbers
and punctuation, which is what
most add-on units amount lo.

With the 2001 they've virtually
redesigned the enlire keyboard
layout and entry system. The
single letter and keyword entry
system remains Ihe same, but
Saga have more or less done
away with extended mode, and
altered the fiddly symbol
shIIWshlft pk
system.

Shifting keys
Along the top of the keyboard
(the rear row] is a row of keys for

all the extended mode
functions: if you want to enter
commands like CODE. PEEK, TAB,
and so on. ail you have lo do is

press the appropriate key —
there's no need to press symbol
shirWcops shift or anything else
These new keys also carry the
various VIDEO and symbol shift

functions, Put because you only
have to use fhe symbol shift key
(sensibly positioned away on fhe
left of this row) lo get at these
the whole business Is much
easier than on the Spectrum's
normal keyboard (especially
wllh the VIDEO functions which
allow you to manipulate Ihe
attributes ol what you're putting
on screen — I've always found
using these a horrendous
business on Ihe Spectrum, but
the 2001 makes It simple).
Furthermore, the way these
(unctions are grouped together
on the Individual keys has been
rearranged: normally the key lor

V would carry lhat letter, the

keyboard INPUT, symbol shifted

node CODE and
1e plus symbol shift

would give you IN [and mot's an
Indication ot how awkward Ihe
Spectrum's entry system really Isl)

But on the 2001 Ihe T key offers

just INPUT and the letter T as
usual, and all Ihe other functions
normally assocloted with that
key are arranged on other keys
on Ihe back row of fhe unll.

Because ol Ihe extent to
which all Ihe keys hove been
rearranged It took me quite a
while to get used to the new
layout, and

I made lols ol
mistakes when my hand
automatically went to press a
key that was no longer (here or
did something totally different to
its usual function, but the new
arrangement is a definite
Improvement. Saga have even
Improved the layout over Ihelr
own earlier keyboards: most
punctuation symbols have their
own keys and at lasf they've put
the Delete and Edit keys In
sensible positions.

The 'calculator cluster', the
group ot keys on the right hand
side of the board which deal

functions, hos been enlarged
over Saga's previous efforls: the
block graphics characters are
labelled on Ihe number keys, all

the obvious maths keys are there
((-+) and separate Delete and
Enter keys have been included.

Mind you I would have liked
the 2001 to hove separate Stop
and Break keys, and for one of
the puncfuatlon keys to be a
little further from the Enter key. as
I often found myself typing sets
ol quotation marks when T was
trying to hit Ihe Enter button
instead. The keys themselves are
noticeably smoller and closer
together than on other Saga
boards and I found that I often
over stretched my fingers when
trying to hit keys, but this Is really
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just a matter of time and
becoming familiar with the

Overall
Because you don't have to fit Ihi

Spectrum's circuit board Inside i

the 2001 Is very slim and quite

flat and looks like a real'

computer 1

keys along the back. All in all

the 2001 is an impressive piec
of hardware but though the
£119.95 price lag isn't

unreasonable considering wh

st £140 itself. A
Amstrad apparently rea<
lounch a 128 Spectrum \

'proper' keyboard and b

tape recorder for just E140.

existing 48K owners could
upgrade to a whole new
machine for just another £20.

If you're looking for an add-or
keyboard then you couldn't do
much better than (his (though
Saga's Elite 3 is still a strong
competitor], but the 2001. tor all

--"-it features.

night w
II market.

1128: THE FIRST DISK DRIVE

ling up
Speclrum 128
rather like filling a

you get there eventually but It's

a long haul. The Opus Discovery
1 disk drive has come to the old
of Spectrum owners In the past
and the new 128 compatible
version has now made Its timely
appearance

Using the word 'new' Is a little

misleading becouse the only
difference Is the ROM controlling

Ihe machine. The Version 2.2

chip makes no radical changes
to the operation of the drive and

Is the original 48K machine's
document with a sheet of A4
paper outlining the few small
changes to the system.

The unit is more than lust a
disk drive because It replaces
the strung out power supply,
provides a Kempston compatible
joystick connector, a parallel
printer interlace and a through
connector for peripherals. There
Is also room for expanding the
system Into a twin disk drive
utilising 3.5 inch disks which are
fast becoming the Industry norm.

In operation the computer
sees the drive as a standard
mlcrodrlve. The commands
follow closely those long-winded
phrases required tor mlcrodrlve
operallon but this is a syntax
Imposed by the mother
compufer, parllcularly when it is

In 48K mode

Good connections
Setting up the drive requires
more care than skill. The
standard disk Is supplied with
Ihe new ROM In a plastic
casing, Atter following Ihe
simple Instruction sheet on
dismantling your new drive's

".I i:i|.' I

removing Ihe old chip from Its

socket and slotting in Ihe new
one. When the casing Is

slotted onto the connector and
the drives base plate screwed to

Ihe bottom of the computer to

make a good solid connection.

plug. Surely it would nol be too

difficull for Opus to fit a special
connector through to the bock
of the disk drive to overcome this

problem.
Apart from this the drive was

very easily assembled and
tidied up the messy collection ol

abound with my miroodrlve
connection. The olher pleasing
feature tor me is the inclusion of

an ontoff switch It's lust a small

Improvement but somehow
makes Ihe system feel more

To be honest, though I

marvelled at the technology
involved in the development of

the mlcrodrive system. Il's never
really appealed to me. I lind Ihe
cartridges to small and fiddly. In

contrast Ihe rigid cased floppy
disk has plenty of room tor

labels cataloguing Ihe contents
of the disk, access to information

' places

Irom cassette. In a year this will

probably mean that the modesl
cost ol £100 will be recouped by
Ihe reduction In my weekly
consumption of coffee fwhat else

can you do while a program
loads from lapel).

n advantage ol disk o

dbyn ylng ie stylus

.n LP

directly onto the c
cassette relies on fast winding to

the selected area and then
hunting up and down for the
beginning. Wilh a computer disk

the n s the

the individual eniries

loaded, modified "' '

way which is Inco
a tape based system, me
Discovery 1 turns the 128 into a
plausible small business

disk
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Programming in machine code
Is essential to realise Ihe lull

potential of any micro The
Spectrum can execute on
overage 300 thousand machine
code operations every second.
BASIC Is never really executed

that runs Is the Spectrum BASIC
interpreter, a machine code
program hidden awoy In ROM. It

may take thousands ol
Instructions to decode and 'run'

a BASIC line

But most people llnd the
transition Irom writing BASIC to
programming In machine code
a formidable task. Using BASIC
we are looked otter by the
Spectrum. Using machine code

these features It is

process writing large program.
I recommend a full page
editing sysfem where you type

II over the screen and the
formats your work into the

conventional columns. Cursor,
delete and insert control should
be the good old spectrum
monitor standard or you will be
forever using the wrong keys. It is

surprising how many packages

approach.
Another feature to look for Is

thai the Assembler does a
proper listing after fully

assembling the code. The
Assembler should provide

wrong instruction can era
machine. These obstacles
the 'Machine Code Barrie

i me

objec
to that used in this month's
example routine. Essential

features are the addresses
printed on the left with the
assembled abject code. The
source line should appear
alongside Some assemblers
print the listing before all labels
are resolved Into addresses and
these are not so good. The line
numbers of the source (five digit
numbers In the middle of Ihe
example list) are not really
necessary. [Line numbers are a

Steve Turner, author of

Hewson's Quazatron,

with advice for

budding games writers.

This month — The

Machine Code Barrier.

carry over from when we used t(

Input programs on punched
cards which could get out of

ly, consider what
ire you wish to use. This

may limit your choice as tew
packages cater for non-standard
drives It you own a disk drive
the manufacturer Is Ihe best
person to advise you about a
compatible Assembler.

2. Monitor
Although I do know some games
programmers working without a
monitor I strongly advocate their

use. The machine is there to be
used so why not let It help
debug your programs! It Is best
to loofc lor an Assembler that has
a sister monitor so you can
- _

"lly get from one to the other
If then

m). If the monitorloaded o

does not leave much space for

your own program. I prefer a
monitor that is as small as
possible as my programs fill the
machine.

Essential leatures are a
register display, memory display,
memory change and break-
points. Breakpoints allow you to
run your program up fo any
paint so you can check register
and memory contents Their use
Is rather like using the STOP
statement In BASIC to halt a
program at a particular point to
check the variables. A
disassembler Is advantageous
especially II you have nol got a
printer, since when running your
assembled code there may be
no room to hold the Assembler
and source program in the

" it the same time.

3. Storage Medium
If you want to develop large
programs a fast storage medium
soon pays for Its cost. In writing
Quazatron I saved over six

hundred versions ol Its ten
modules. I dare not count how
many loads I mode when testing
the program. When the machine
crashes, be It from code or a
hardware or power problem, you
need to have the system up and
running In a tew seconds to
prevent you from loosing trace ot
what you are doing. Incidentally
I suffer Irom about two crashes a
day from typing causing the

t the b k fo
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4. Printer
Printers seem to be available at
a lower price every veor. For

programming, cheap ones will

surllce os print quality does not
have 1o be that good. Speed

important unless you like to

program with headphones on.
An 80 column print width is best
so that there is room across the
page to print a line of Assembly
listing. Choose an Interlace that

malches your assembler. Find

Inches thick of listing, At
anything up to £12 a time the
cost of the ribbon Is many times
that of the paper |£9 per 1000
sheets) that I use for any project.

5. Z80 Books.
There are many books printed
about Z80 machine code. The
kind you need as a reference
guide devotes one page to

details of times o( execution. A

Cd reference manual is ISO
mbler Language

Programming by Lance
Leventhal.

code a different kind of book Is

needed. Visit your local library

and you will find many to

choose from. Look (or a book

good old Spectrum mar
a wealth of useful Inform
the appendices Using n

There are some good books
written tor the Spectrum
expanding on areas like screen
layout, keyboard addressing etc

Program Development

My own method of program
development is based on
professional training by both ICI

and IBM. The development

development is tackled ditters

depending on the tools that are
available on any machine ond

program being developed.

What is the program going to

do? For a games program there

are several important decisions
to be made at this early stage
Which method of screen
presentation is going to be
used? What is the theme of the

game? What Is the size of the
gar
required for graphics and data
storage?

If you are developing any sort

ol routine try to define the
following.

Outputs.
These may be screen layouts,

print formats, tape or disk

saving, and also sound. How
often T see "not applicable" in

reviews for use of sound. ANY
program that communicates
with the user benelits Irom useful

sounds. Not that I list outputs
before Inputs. You cannot

program until you know what
you expect out ot II. For games
programs you could also
consider less obvious outputs
like colour, speed ot ploy,
excitement.

.
. Draw a list up of

everthlng you W~"'""

j design g

These Include keyboard and
Joystick use. and possibly tape c

disk loading during the gome.
Files and tables set up before
fhe game are also Inputs and
are discussed below.

Keyboard and joystick use.

together with the control

gami kthe
payability. Joysticks a
limiting factor becaus
only one button. If joysticks h

"CHANGE FUNCTION" I

im

learn. Plan your control method
carefully and be prepared to

change it it people can't

manage If.

Files And Tables
At this stage only an outline of

what data tables the program
will use is needed. This is

developed In the next design
phase. Consider what data is

needed, Its size ond the 'lookup'

method. For example In a game

numbering system, how will

doors link to the next room?

At this stage you should be
getting a firm idea ot whether
your project is possible or
whether a rethink is needed. I

usually end up wllh o desk full

of scraps of paper which are
used to prepare the next stage.
Sometimes I play about with

BASIC or an old program to test

preliminary ideas I have found
paper cutouts useful. You cut out
a tele screen in cardboard and
run skerches of the characters
behind It. I designed Avalon like

Stage 2: Program Design

9 Up* e first

stage. It starts with the Job ol

adding the detail ond tidying

up the first stage. I like to end up
with clear tile and table layouts

to which I will add variable
names Your design of the data
should be done before the
actual program procedure
design. Then you can set about
the important job ol splitting the
program into smaller
manageable ports. These are

particular purpose which you
can Just summarise until you are
ready to code.

The program design
a proje I. Bad

undesigned programs take
much longer to get working and
often never do completely! II Is o
cosily mistake to neglect th'

stage I sholl cover the met
used In detail in the next part ol

this series. II is the c
ding to
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Stage 3: Coding

Now comes the task of coding
each routine. II Is very important
lo build a reference guide on
the program as you proceed.
You may think you can
remember what each variable is

used tor but unless you hove a
photographic memory many
time consuming mistakes will be
made. For each variable used
wrlle down its name, formal, and
contents. Record ony codes or
special uses ol a variable Eg.

For each subroutine you write
record the registers that It sets
up on entry and exit, the

This can all be Included In the

quick reference sheet on each

You need not code all the
program at once. Start with the
small self-contained routines that
can be Independently tested.

Stage 4: Testing

I like lo try each routine as soon
as I have written It. Sometimes
this means writing a lew lines to

provide the data the routine
expects when executed.
Sometimes It emails coding
many routines that support each
other. Remember, the chance ol

hing n IS to
be related to the square ol the
size of the coding, 'he more
coding tested at once the
longer It takes lo find the
problems.

By the time every routine is

tested you should be confident

on Its own. It Is then a question
I Ironing out communication
problems between routines. If

you have defined each routine's

inputs ond outputs these
problems will be mlnimoi. I like

to add each routine to the other
completed routines as I finish

them. The trusted routines form

Good and bad coding

Clear coding means fewer
errrors. Remember thai you may
need to go bock and Improve
routines so try not to leave traps
for yourself. Here Is a list of things
I consider lo be poor coding,

irely is the use of an
ir method |u stifled.

Exceptions are when speed is

absolutely critical, as in the
main plot routine in a Spectrum
gomes program.

PIX6L PUfclTlDHb

TKRbU JlLrtl infctLb

WIS iUI-H

WBir LB1MH
bbin cs

UOIB ^HH,1U

1141 LONG LD C.tl-

1 UUBKUUTlNk

BMjr'U

BtfJSkS

U3« sustatmi M4?a

use ce<:e

i-'fsa ctae

bbbe mac more

BUe£ 26Be ee?w

me? ed; :*=--.

ae?»u

RND Blffrl ififcl lELIIUN
LB C.H
lo a,0
ItHti B7H J&ET 1 6L1CE

LD «.<HL)
NND n

RET £ iCDUNI INVALID

T LD (OUTPUT), DL
ML HL
LD ( INPUT ),HL

j'-hcw line zaonM NZ.CHM)

LD IDUTL1N),

RDD HLiHL
HDD HL.HL

LD DE,(CHH3ET>
HLjL I'L , ut
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Misuse of the slack.
The stack Is best left atone for

the CPU. Do not be tempted to
push variables onto It. Using a
variable name is faster, clearer
and amendable.

you need more the design is

wrong. Never lump to a
subroutine and then play about
with the stack to pretend It was
called. Always execute a proper

Bad Jumps.
A program reads
sea,uenti ally. The

Good features to code are as
follows:

Meaningful variable names.
Remarks tor tricky bits and

heading each routine.
Use Equates definitions for

constants.

Try to use the registers as they

] the o

hi - Primary 16 bit data access
reg pair. 16 bit accumulator,
de = secondary 16 bil register.

BB73 :,lo BUBBB HI re
>!:::; eses

bubzb EICHT
LD

Fl'(HL)

were a B8B4B INC ML j LIGHT
easa ?n fl.P J&Lltti
KdrTl tLtBf B7 J OF

aeini INC H itHHNMLlER
BB7U FtMB MMU CP 1
e&tf neat.

Et3i;i;
J8 H&NUCM

uusi Lars
S|

«

ld* U
K
H
H

gg L62W S5«5
LP
HDD

Fl,6

BOH
oaua 3F IB E-H
eean seas JR MC.NSX1SL

Jgg L60B MTM
LD R,I)

B
BB3JB LP
B1BBB INC

jaii; lBb.4 BIBltf NDtTSL DJNi EiUHl
earn imbmh LD DE .< OUTPUT;
ease ic NEXTLT ni„ £

JB HZ.KEJU1N
UB99 7H uluaa

(WO
H,D

U1U/B
BB9L 2HHBUB UlUbB RfcJOlh CO HL.t INPUT)

till id* Jk N£,PRULE1
BBMJ C9 Rtf

uBUBB
u iLiht ilKKI

B1266 B ^ [EXT HDUNESs"
tfl2rtf LHHiE EUU i.'rilJt.'.MMKnUtK itl
JU-.b.i ,tiLWt;i-c-jc aiuKtu tsv sFtUKun

WJ
fl

8
**

uuHrt 07 B1JUU TXHUU PfcFl

UUflF &B8L-I5
UBtW OU BL32J

BBB7 tbbBS4iu

ww is
,l4Mt'

HBHUU IUIHL t KUK*

Machine Code MACHINE CODE: preceeded by a byle containing

Constructs LDB.7
LOOP . . .

its length. Call Ihe routine text to

find the text and print It. The texl

code Is
1 hove converted some

key BASIC commands. There Is

always more than one way ot
doing something with machine

lust one way of achieving the
equivalent BASIC

number Is passed in the A
DJNZ LOOP register. The y and x pixel

BASIC:
GOTO 9000

registers. Alternatively you can
set up the position In DE and

MACHINE CODE: point HI at a text area you have
JP NAME

BASIC:

set up. For example to print the
score of a game set up the
score In a number of bytes the

IF LABEL=1 THEN . . . tlrsl containing the number of

MACHINE CODE:
SASIC: LD A,(LABEL)
LET LABEL=1 CP 1 SCOREDEFB 04
MACHINE CODE: JR NZ.DIFF C1 DEFB 00

LD A,1 C2 DEFB 00
LD (LABEL),A DIFF C3 DEFB 00

LABEL DEFB C4 DEFB 00
Note that you have to define the BASIC:
label somewhere, The DEFB PRINT ''TEXT" Then set up the values of C1 to
command says this byle Is

called "LABEL'' Not so easy this one. This month's ot SCORE. Then coll PRINT
example routine allows you to directly.

BASIC: prini at any PIXEL position on the LD DE, 1010H
FOR Z=1 TO 7 screen, you define all text in a LD HL, (SCORE)
NEXT I text table. Each text is CALL PRINT
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PROGRAMMING

\
If you're bored with

Basic but not yet up to

machine code, there

are alternatives. David

Nowotnik looks at the

increasingly popular

'C language.
^>nce the basics ot BASIC hove
been mastered, then the
programming enthusiast often
looks lor a fresh challenge. One
of the main motivations for this Is

tor speed. For fast action games.
BASIC Is trustrollngly slow. This
sluggishness is a result ot the
fact that BASIC Is a translated
language. In other words, a
BASIC program exists In memory
In a form which Is relatively easy
tor us to understand, and this

program Is then translated by
the routines In ROM to machine
code, In run-lime (while the
program Is In operation].

It would be better for this

translation process to be carried
out before the program Is In

operation, simply to save time.
Doing the translation ihis way is

called compilation, and the

1@
Learning machine code (or

assembly language) to achieve
fast machine code programs Is

a daunting task for amateur
programmers. For those with
neither the time or palience to
devote to mastering the
complexity of machine code,
there are 'high level' languages
which are designed to be
compiled.

Over the relatively short
history ot microcomputers, the
fashionable alternative to BASIC
has changed a few times. Pascal
was the favoured language in

the 70s, but gave way to FORTH
in the early f980s. Now, top of
the chorls is Ihe language of 'C.

The attraction ot C Is that It

adopts a structured style similar
to Pascal, and allows close
interaction with the machine
operoling system. 'C Is machine
language orientated, compiling
to Wl „.„1 «...—

.

dtov,

program (or something close to
machine code] which runs very
much taster than the original
translated program.

Compilers

You can buy BASIC compilers for

both Spectrum and OL
computers, which convert your
BASIC programs to machine
code, However, these compilers

r fully c
all aspects ot BASIC
often than not, alterations have
to be made to BASIC programs
to allow them to be compiled
and to run smoothly.
Furthermore, BASIC was not
designed to be compiled, and
the machine code produced by
BASIC compilers can still be
rather slow and wasteful of

'C originated In 1972 as the
systems language ol the UNIX
operating system, designed by
Bell Laboratories. Like many
other languages, 'C developed
because of deficiencies In other
languages: 'C was based upon
BCPL and 'B'. The former is still

used, but the latter appears to
have Jaded Into obscurity.

Lure of the 'C
The attraction at 'C Is Its size. It

has very tew keywords, so it Is

easy to learn. Routines can be
small, but very powerful. Many ot
the operations adopt a
shorthand which save on typing.
and enhance readability [e.g.

++i is equivalent to LET i-.-i in

BASIC).

Its structured style will be very
familiar to SuperBASIC
programmers on the OL.
Programs are built up In a
modular fashion using routines,
called functions, which can be
Independent of each other.
Each function can be written
separately ond tested
independently before building
into a program. By tradition

i g IV

there are no (unctions built In to
the 'C compiler; all compilers
are supplied with a 'standard'
library of functions, and routines
are 'borrowed' from the library In
compiling a program. Like most
libraries, new functions can be
added by the user, or the
supplier. This Is also a feature of
SuperBASIC but 'C has Ihe
advantage that all functions
remain In Ihe external library
[rather than occupying ROM or
RAM space), and are Included
only when required by a
program.

'C' Is not without certain
disadvantages. Being small and
powerful, It can be very difficult

to de-bug. A particular problem
lies In the multiple use of
operators such as ",+,=, etc For
example '=' and '= = ' mean
quite different things, but a
simple typing error could enter
the wrong operator, which n
lake some time to spot and

It Is beyond the scope ol this
article to provide a detailed
description ot 'C Due to Its

popularity, there are a number
of books available which
provide o tutorial on the
language. The 'C programmer's
'bible' Is "The C Programming
Language" by 'C designers ft W.
Kernlgham and D. M, Richie,
which sets the standard for the
language. Good lower price
options are "C at a Glance" by
Adam Denning, and "Practical
C" by Mark Harrison; both cost
£7.95 However, to give a flavour
ot the language, (Ig. 1 contains
o listing of a simple 'C program,
with its equivalent In BASIC The
BASIC lisflng was designed to
run on both QL and Spectrum,
and Is a simple test ofspeed.
The 'C listing was typed into twoC compilers, one for the QL
and one of the Spectrum, to
determine how much faster the
compiled program will run
compared with Ihe BASIC

s. Mor n that It

Notice In the 'C listing, there
Is one defined tunction called
'main'. This function appears in

all 'C programs, and Is the
starting point for all programs
(other functions can be called
trom 'malnl. The body of the

'braces' (curly brackets); braces
are also used to group together
blocks ot statements which
combine logically together, eg.
the do. . while block. Variables
can be defined as local (as in

SuperBASIC] to the (unction, and
these are normally defined at
the beginning ot a function. In
the example, the keyword int'

defines the variables a. b and c
as Integer. The mathematical
expressions used In (Ig. 1. are

both languages.
The 'print!'

standard t

output to n
d function of formatted
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Hlsolt's compiler costs E25 and
consists of a tape cassette with
the compiler on one side, the 'C
library on side 2. and two
manuals. The main manual, 78
pages In length, provides
Instructions on how 1o use the
compiler and test editor, with a
reference section giving
differences of Hlsoft's

Implementation of 'C' to the
standard of Kernlgham and
Richie. There Is also chopter
explaining error messages.
The* ;xplains

upgrades ol version 13 (the

second Issued version of this

compiler) and responds to
deficiencies reported bv users In

the original version.

Once the compiler Is loaded,
the user Is given the option to
save the compiler to mlcrodrive.
The library routines on side two
can also be transferred to

mlcrodrive once In the editor

The compiler Is very simple to

use, and Hlsoft's package Is

ideal II you are learning to
program In 'C. Pressing 'EDIT'

takes you into Ihe text editor.

When typing In a program, the
lent editor assigns each line a
number. Line numbers are not
part ol the language ol 'C, but
they are used to simplify text

editing. Once a program or
routine Is complete, compilation
Is simply a matter ot returning to
the compiler (pressing 'c'), then
typing ' include'. The compiler
appears to operate, unusually, In

a single pass. Many of the
standard 'C routines are built In

to the compiler so there's often
no need to access the library. If

the compiler tlnds any errors, II

stops to present an error number.
line number, and short error
message, of course, the actual
error may not be on the line
Indicated (and the compiler did
sometimes gets Us line numbers

mixed up), but with very tew key
presses the programmer can
return to the lext editor, edit the
offending line, then back to the
compiler for another try.

Once all bugs are removed,
the programmer Indicates end
at file; and Ihe compiler asks If

you want to run the program,
and if the reply Is yes, the
compiled program is executed.

In this mode, the compiler,
text editor, text file and
compiled code all exist in RAM
at the same time, so the amount
ol space lor 'C programs Is

rather limited. The op|ect code

it be saved independently;
tou

i, the It

rogram
t file n

saved to tape or cartridge, then
compiler and text Hie loaded at
the next session, then the source
file re-complled and run.

Alternatively, use of the
' translate' command In the
source tile causes the compiled
code with run time routines to

be dumped to tape, lor use
Independent ol the compiler.
Compiled code can only be

address of 25200, leaving lust

enough space for short BASIC
boot program.
A feature very useful tor

beginners Is the library; as It Is In

source code, the library can be
loaded into the text editor and
many lessons learnt from
examining the routines. User
routines can be added to the
library, and Hlsoft promise to
add routines periodically.
Library routines are added to
the user programs with the
' Include' command. A special
variant of this command,
' ?lnolude?' searches the
library, and only Includes
routines which are required by
(he user program,

Hlsoft's compiler ofters Integer
arithmetic only, but otherwise It

Is an excellent, easy-to-use
package, ideally suited to both
beginner and computer
professional.

Before moving onto the QL
compiler, it's worth making the
point that neither package ofle

any tutorial on C. Both manual
make frequent reference to

Kernlgham and Richie's book.
This Is a must tor professionals,

although beginners may find
i ol the cheaper books.

Lattice C
Metacomco
£99
At £99. the Metacomco Lattice

C compiler, called the 'QL C
Development Kit', is much more
up-market; not only in price but
in the extra facilities on otter. It is

professional package lor

In its smart case, this package
provides a plug-In ROM, software
on three cartridges, and a 246
page manual. The ROM Is the
system's security mechanism,
providing a tew extra keywords
essential to the operation ot the
system, and allowing the
cartridges to be backed-up
fr&

'

The c
Metacor highly-rated full-" - wide-
ranging set of Immediate a
extended commands to make
program development very easy.
Once complete the source tile is

saved to disc or mlcrodrive with
a '_C suffix, required lor

recognition by the compiler.
Compilation Is carried ouf In

a two pass process, followed by
use of the GST linker' (Included
in the package) to add library

and run-time routines; all three
steps are required to produce
code sulfqble lor running with
the QL^ EXEC OR EXEC_W
commands. First pass
compilation Is Initiated with the
new keyword 'LC1'. Several
arguments can be added to this

keyword to provide a very wide
range of options tor the
compiler, including adjusting
workspace, producing list files,

and setting the stack reserved
space. The compiler, loaded
Irom the tlrst mlcrodrive
cartridge displays any warning

mpllation u i total

the second pass, loading the
compiler routine Irom Ihe
second cartridge. Again, many
compile time options are
permitted. The second pass
compiler signs off with a

uninitialised data.
v rig < ailed

C compiler a professional
system, It must be sold that It

really needs a professional G

standard QL, with no added
memory It con take over 10
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be Included, provided they
follow Ihe standard explained In
the manual. The compiler
closely follows Ihe Kemlgham
and Richie standard with full

floating point arithmetic; and It

also supports Macros. The
compiler was designed by
lattice, so code written on the
QL should be compatible with
other lattice compilers for 6800C
and 9086188 micros. 'QL 0' may
be expensive by home
computing standards, but II Is

well worth the Investment lor
those taking up 'C
programming seriously.

Speed test

leglnnlng?
of the test

minutes to compile even a vt

short routine, such as shown I

fig. 1. With 'only
1

12BK of RAM.
the compiler needs to use pc
ot the screen display as
workspace, producing some

and Ihe longe
using the llrike

memory and c

Wilh added

mlciodrives provided with 'QL C
Is devoted lo llbrory routines,
and a comprehensive set of
Unix, mdthematlcal, and QDOS
lunctlons are available to the
user. When Including any library
routines, all the library is

Incorporated, giving rise lo very
large (lies, even with short
programs (the object code
compiled Irom the program in

example in fig. 1. occupies 29
sectors on mlcrodrlve).

programs Ir

took 164 sei
through the BASIC version; I

the program ran In Just 9
seconds. The corresponding
times lor the QL are 82 and7.5
seconds, Quite savingl

As a footnote to all those
tempted to take a look ot 'C. II Is

worth bearing In mind that
many established software
houses now program almost
entirely in "C. and It Is predicted
by some thot C will eventually
take over Irom BASIC as the
standard for microcomputers.

ARE YOU A BUDDING
PROGRAMMER? Dl ,

^.X is always looking for top
quality games and utilities for

publication. If you have a top
notch game or a useful utility for

the Spectrum or QL why not
send it to us for appraisal on
cassette or microdrive complete
with a listing if possible.

There is also our new feature
Short Cuts to showcase your
practical, novel or imaginative
short routines with cash prizes for

published listings For longer
programs we pay competitive
rates, and if you have an idea
for an article or series for ZX —
drop us a line or phone Bryan or
Cliff on 01-437 0626 to talk it over.
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MICROSNIPS
37 SEAVIEWROAD
WALLASEY
MERSEYSIDE
L4S HON
(NEXT TO TSB)
051-630 3013

INSTANT CREDIT UP TO £1,000.00 ^\}

^\

f°^ Jm^J t^m |m,»^,„;-,..,:- ,,,,,„ m,^»,> 5 I

SPECTRUM REPAIRS
4 Better Deal from Micro-World

REPLACEMENT OF MIC. EAR 1 POWER SOCKET
POWER SUPPLIES (Spec!rum/Plus/ZX81)

KEYBOARD - REPLACEMENT
(Mat, Membrane & Plate)

ALL OTHER FAULTS

KEYBOARD AND REPAIR
j

SAGA EMPEROR ONE inc. fitting I

SAGA EMPEROR ONE AND HEPAIH
!

16-4BK UPGRADE (12 months Warranty!

FOOTBALL MANAGEMENT STRATEGY GAMES
FROM

E S J SOFTWARE

w,a*
ABK SPECTRUMS

112SX£
PREMIER LEAGUE

ill

rrx

EUROPEAN TROPHY

~|
WORLD CHAMPIONS

f
THREE GAMES FOU ONLY CI5 9i

DEMONSTRATE TO AUNT EDNR THAT

THE C0MFUTER CAN DO SOMETHING
tzx rnwurii

mmHEETj
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Ighly

Ihdi oltempls to recreate
format of a Batman or

Superman style comic str

your computer screen. In

play the pari of Kevin ON
mild mannered chop wh
wakes up In hospital one

he con remember Is the
'kwah; which, when utten
him Into the ultra-dynamic
superhero, Redhowk.

Redhawk has superslrength
and the ability lo fly. which Is

probably lust as well becai
Kevin's a bit ol a wimp and
doesn't even have enough
strength to fight an unco-
operative librarian.

At the start ot the game Kevin
is carrying on unloaded camera
which can get him a job as a
news photographer. This will

keep him In touch with all the
criminal goings on In his horne
town, and os you go through the
game you can choose between
playing Redhawk as a
superhero or a supervllloln,
according to your actions ot
various stages. It you do your

solve the main problem of the
bomb hidden In the power
station, then Redhawk's
popularity (meosured by a bor
meter) will increase and people
will be more likely lo trust him
and offer help. However there is

always the option of running
mok and beating the living

daylights ouf of everyone you
come across, but this Is likely lo

get you arrested and slung In
|ail (though there Is a way out ot
ihis !you

demerits of o

;hanges properly).
In some ways Redhawk Is a

fairly traditional adventure In

that you enter all your
s tent In the lower
screen, but fhe

llty lie

responds
your input.

The top halt ot fhe screen Is

divided info a row ot three
cartoon drawings which elect

Kevln/Redhawk carry out. The
right hond cartoon is updated
show what happens alter o
command and this then scrolls
left leaving the right hond
position for the next cartoon.
When, tor example, you decide
to switch identities by soying

There have already

been games based on

existing comic strip

heroes, but now
Melbourne House have

created the first

original superhero tor

the Spectrum.

close up of your lace and the
word 'kwoh' In a speech
balloon, the next will be a
Hashing block of colour
representing the transformation
then (he final cartoon will show
our costume crusader along
wllh the caption 'Redhawk
appears'.

The text editor Is very
sophisticated, and allows you to
store up to ten lines of
commands at a time, as well as
accepting a fairly wide
vocabulary. This saves you
having to type out commands
over and over, so that If you wish
to enter (he same command
more than once within a short
space ot time you can |usl scroll
the tent display back to the tlrst

time you typed It and use It

again.
There Is also a series of single

key entry commands for the
mosl often used adventure words
(examine, get, say, save, lood
etc) which can save a lot of

Idenllty

the time

The te«t area alst

displays tot your cui
strength, popularity
of day, all ot which can come in

useful during the course of the

There are a number of
characters and objects In the
game that you can manipulate
and deal with os you would In
any ordinary adventure, but the
sophistication ot the cartoon
strip style ol presentation does
seem to have eafen up quite a
lot of the Spectrum's memory so
that the game Itself doesn't
really match the level of
complexity and problem solving
that more convenflono)
adventures might offer. Alter
playing Redhawk for a while I

began lo feel that I was going
over the same ground time quite
a lot of fhe time, and this format
would probably benetlt from the
extra memory of a 128K

hybrid. As an adventure ft

as challenging os a Level 9
gome might be. neither does II

have the sort ot dazzling
graphics and action that might
appeal lo Ihe arcade ployer. But
It does have Its merits, ond as a

le-off gome It

be worth a look If

3 hove o break from
onventlonal games

cluttering up the

GREAT
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Not just ghosts 'n

goblins but gargoyles

too In Elite's medieval

rescue mission!

II first of all Elite ought to

consider supplying some sort of
Instructions for the gome along
with the packaging. The outside
ot the cassette Inlav claims 'lull

instructions inside', but the little

leaflet that comes with the
game only tells you that you
can move leflrrlghl and so on, In

halt a dozen languages. There Is

a bit of sell congratulatory blurb
along with this that tells you
what a terrific version of the
original arcade game Elite have
produced, and the assumption
seems to be thai everyone will

know all about the original
because there's absolutely no
explanation of the plot, the
purpose ol the game, scoring
system or anything else. As a

figure out fhe game mechanics
- admittedly I began to enjoy it

once I'd worked out what was
going on bu! it was a bit ol a
chore getting th

liyWjl lirltrier

has been captured by
of winged gargoyle and It's up
to you to fight your way through
haunted cemeteries and castles
to rescue her. You are equipped
with a suit of armour, one ol
several possible weapons, and a
lotal of nine lives to help you
achieve your goal within the

it section ot th

time Hi

The
a bit III.. _ .

Green Beret. Y
scrolling landscape (In this case
a cemetery! being chased by
zombies who rise Trom beneath
the ground. Some of these are
fairly harmless, but others will

rob you ol your armour and
leave you vulnerable to the nex
blow that strikes you. Dying
causes you to go back to the
start ol that sir "

goDiins
^onTOV August 1986ZX Computing faonffly August

Further into the graveyard
- that swoop down

on you as wen as plants (?) that
hurl fireballs at you. Some fancy
lootwork can get you past these
and all the creatures that attack
you can be destroyed with the
weapons you carry. If you gel far

enough you'll then be faced
with the gargoyle who stands

the game
ter stages ol the
ibine elements of the

Beret
good old fashioned platform.
and throws In a bundle ol

additional monsters for you to

cope with. Despite ft

age of the platform
now this one. along
combat element the
added, Is enjoyably
It's not as sophisticated as

days but It's

The graphics are good,
though --' -

dark side - but this is probably
dictated by the game scenarir
ghosts and graveyards and the

Ilka The scrolling landscape
works well, and the controls
respond quickly and smoothly
which adds to the game's
playablllty. I did find the front

loystlcklkeyboard controls and
redefining option a bit fiddly. On
several occasions I redefined the
keyboard controls only to find

that the game was still on
joystick control, so I had to wait
until I'd lost all nine lives and
then start again. Thl

» detailed
i included.

Once more Elite hove done c

good |ob In

could'i have
presentation.
a good game, but one or two
easily reclllfled flaws have crept

?an that It doesn't
quite match the heights of

boggle-eyed addict Iveness that

Elite's recent conversion ot Bomb
Jack achieved.



printer yet again dominates our
postbag. bul Ihls time Ihere Is a lair

smattering ot Spectrum 128 queries
Flrsl I would like lo thank Dr. G.J.

Water Ink ot the Netherlands who sen
us on Interesting letter * 'h his view;
on Ihe ever tallhlul TASWORD ond

lion. "Why doesn't
vith his

and COPY corn.i-:^'.-.!:--

te quite righllv complains tnat
ZX Printer is alrlghl tor hobbyists

a?a VIRIES

Ray Elder tackles more readers' problems

backotth. .....

these machines with me general
populace and was also Intended
an answer to the BBC computer. I

suspect that people taking Ihe
Spectrum seriously and using II tc

applications which previously
needed a dedicated machine
surprised even Sir Sinclair. And hE
we come to problem number MM

DIxons' pack
BCM Dear Mr. Elder.

M^M ' purchased a Sim^— Spectrum 128 compu

-#-
is that was clever, I

;onvenlently forgot to mention. As tc

ilmple and cheap one I can ofler. i

linger In charge and his

helll Eventually I got throu
' " '

sor. who sold "A
ot dllflcullles In

m

ci.pecl c;

happening. .
." He \f

excellent value
Indeed. I rang Opus and explained
our problem and they were very
helpful, bul unfortunately II does
seem you connol use the ZX Printer
options with Ihe Opus ond the
M1009.

'mpatlbllily as only systems whl<

Ih the modem (eg. Spectrum

10 gel II lo woriE FORMAT "P";1300
mis works bul I cannot use Ihe

printer control codes, le. IPMNT
OHRffMK which should prim
whatever lollows at double width,
bul does not DIxons can't help me,

Andrew Warwick
lyneslde

And again. .

.

Dear Sir,

Can you please advise me on a
problem with my Spectrum 128 and

the computer in a Dixons package.
Alter several trustraling hours

trying to gel Ihe printer lo work, I

st use your 8056 with the 48K Is tc

3sl In an RS232 unit such as the
trtoce 1 at around llfty pounds oi

levlce such as the ZXLprlnt 3 Iron
o TAPE SAVE commands

- le. leave out the *"m':i; bits. Restart
<V GO TO 25, connect a tape
acorder and use the SAVE TASWORD

Interlace 1 a.._ ....

aliach the Opus [ofler switching M

machine olt first ot course].

not accept Ihe FORMAT entry.
Similarly, my old Alphacom prln
will only work In 48K mode and
In 128 model II would appear Ih

the onboard &S232 Is dlsconnec
In 48K mode and the expansion
Is disconnected In 128K mode.

More printers

Rl Oea,m^M I recently bought on
OPUS discovery and a BROTHER
M1009 printer and I have several
questions that I hope you will be

1. How do I gel the printer lo COPY,

programs which are ZX Printer

compatible, but do not state other
printers Does this mean thai t ,k: tv
unable to use my printer lviNi !i-,cm>

2. I am gelling a VTX 5000 modem
and wonder it I will be able to use

H
leel silly at being

e this every time I

version ot TASWORD 2 I

o.'sJt dir.-tp Win;:: i r'-ed :o !:a:v.<f>r

to tape it didn't work, and Instead ot
gelling the usual screen I didn't get
anything but a blank screen.

ADAPT unadaptable?

problems he was experiencing with
the ADAPT RGB monitor Interlace and

rently their unit will not work

she was very polite but not very
enlightening. I gathered that they
were working on a version ot their

was the only i«« <:! r,porali-g I, ?,

British Spectrum In the USA.
Allowing for postal time and

development lime he should have
his unit by now. I would very much
like to hear II he encounters further
dilt-cUlies or from anyone else with

dedllngs with Adapt at both
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HI
Merlin and Co start to

take on a life of their

own In this Installment

of Alan Davis*

adventure series.

Readers who hove been
patiently typing In the re

-night H
sr articles In the si

is going to start.

Wonder no longer, my friends
the lime has come. II you'd Ilk

:klng straight away.
In (tie program —

code you -

BREAK. "
"

I in Listing 1. Notice that the
line 2000 (which contali
a RETURN instruction) M

complete updated program and
code [GOTO 9998 will do the Job
lor you] and then type GOTO
8010 to get the program started.

As usual, you II find yoursell In

control of Merlin, fhough since
the program doesn't have a
proper command analyser your
control Is only partial, Of
necessity. You can move him
about or check his Inventory, but

"I perform all other actions of

leasl In ihe first instance, so that
you can get a good Idea of the
kinds ot Interaction which are
taking place But these are
realty no more than
demonstration examples of the
sort ot thing thai can be
achieved, and I hope you'll be
able to develop the routines to
devise other Interactions ot your
own. For this reason I want to go
through this month's listing In

some detail, describing
precisely what has to be
programmed to achieve Ihe
desired ends. Deep breath. .

.

here goes.



working adventure vou wouldn't
need lines 2500 and 2570. I've

Included these to make the
program loop twice through the
Interaction routines so that some
kind ot Interaction Is more likely

to occur, keeping up a more
Interesting screen output, (After

all, without a full adventure to
play there's not much tor you to

do once the program Is

runnlngl) There's a small price 1o
pay tor this In that the program
doesn't run quite as fast as It

ob2: object carried by "fk2"

M and f2 are couple of

Independent random variables
used mostly to provide variety in

the text output.
The llrsf |ob Is to determine

which characters ore present at
Merlin's location and to choose
one ol them at random [see line

2510, where the relevant
e let ir I USR

The rt

do
3t meat of the

programming storls at line 2510.
which begins by Initialising the
Important variables. These
variables will each be assigned

to one ol the characi
objects, as follows:
fkl: the "(__::._

fk2- the "passive" (

ob: object ]ust lying about
ob1: ob|ect carried by "Ik1"

indlng

who: LET fkl = PEEK (pret+INT
(RND'm)) ). This defines which of

the characters Is going to "act",

and fkl will always be non-iero
simply because Merlin, at least,

will always be present. If there
are two or more characters
present (i.e. m is greater than 1J

we dive back in again to assign
a value to Ik2: a character
which can be "acted upon" II

necessary. The last statement in

line 2510 checks to see If the
same character has been

s fk2 if

r ":"'':' ;: "':'!. ;/!'V^"' :>

On Location

The next Job Is to check through
the objects present on the
ground at the currenl location,
and pick one ot random [line

2520]. If there aren't any. then
"ob" will be reset.

Carried objects are dealt wllh
next: line 2530 checks through
fhe active character's Inventory,
choosing an object af random
(obi). Again, If the character Is

emply-handed [I.e. m = 0] then
ob1 Is reset — and II a "passive"
character Is involved then line
2540 does a similar Job for him.
assigning a value to ob2. This

leaves everthlng set up ready for

Nine possible activities are
provided lor, and the first Is the
simple one which Involves the
picking up ol any object which
happens to be lying around. This

is done In line 2550, and since

the Inferaction routine Is called,
It's unlikely that any object will

be left lying about lor iongl
Here, by the way, you can see
the power ol (he siring handling
functions we dealt with In an
earlier article. If doesn't matter
who picks up what — this line

will generate the approrlate text.

Finally, since the object has now
been picked up, we need to
change Its "I" coordinate to

by Ik1" - and the POKE In line
2550 does Just that.

The main bulk of the
interaction options comes next.

subroutine, and line 2560 selects
one of these at random. It's

worth noflng that each
subroutine needs Its own error-

checking system, as there will be
times when a cerfaln kind ol
action simply won't be possible.
For example, you can't have a
conversation II there's no one to
talk to (line 2600), you can't drop
anything If you're empty-handed
[line 2650), and you can't thieve
If there's nothing to steal, nobody
to steal from, or If you're a
morally upright citizen like

Merllnl (line 2900], Remember
too that In an actual adventure
you'd almost certainly want to
impose other conditions — like

preventing unfriendly characters
from giving valuables to each
other, tor example.
Once the error-trapping Is out

of the way. each of fhe sub-
routines consists really of only
fwo parts; first. It generotes the

t which needs to be printed
to the st
shuffles the Ic

around as necessary. J__. _.

detailed example should be
enough to help you sort out the
others, and since the swapping
routine [lines 2750 - 2760) Is

fairly representative we'll use
that. Line 2750 checks that there
is another choracter present to
bargain with (fk2), that the active
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im
character has something to otter

(ob1), and that the passive
character has something to
swap [ob2). Line 2760 generates
the initial conversation and
prlnls the tent. Line 2770 gives
the passive character the option
ol refusing the deal (depending
on the value ot rl). II the deal
goes ahead, then line 2780
prints up the appropriate text

and transfers the "I coordinates
ot the two objects so that obi Is

now carried bv Ik2. and ob2
carried by Ikt.

Spell-casting

As I've written them here, the
Interactions are pretty random —
but logically consistent at
course. I've Included the spell-

casting routine however, as an
eiample ot the way ihol the
actual plot ot particular gome
might Influence things Here the
stall and the book ot spells are
assumed to be under Merlin's
command so that he can recall
them by maaic II they're lost or

It just too lazy to

strength falls to zero, and a
dead character can be
eliminated from the game by
setting his location coordinates
to some "Impossible" value —
say 200.

Something like this, together

theb
3 text d crlptlo
juld really b Ihe

What you do will depend very
much on the particular
adventure you're writing.

Next month will see us
Involved In a Utile machine
code again to that we can get
our characters moving about
independently, b '

further. The Idea ( "friendly"
and "hostile" characters could

friendly characfers don't steal
from each other, lor example.

mprovlng o

eplaelng If

you might like
- 1 the various
suggested h

ofty

e careful though — if

you start to hear screams of
protest when you switch off your
Spectrum, then you're probably
doing just a little TOO well.

. .

pick e
* trapping needs to be

very speclllc, and so lines 2950
- 2970 must be Included to

check on the whereabouts ot

these particular Items. It Merlin Is

already carrying both these
Items for example, then there's

nothing lo cast the Spell of
Retrieval on (line 2950). Oh yes.
|usl one more thing — I'll leave
you to find out for yourself what
Ihe USR 65250 call does. Spell
costing, after all. Is a pretty
mysterious business. . .

You'll notice that there's a
lalrly Importont type of activity
which Isn't deall with at all here:
combat. Obviously It would be
easy lo add a simple routine of
Ihe "llmbrll hits Merlin with the
magicol slaff" variety, but this

wouldn't be enough on Its own.
The truth Is thai combat would
really need o whale article
devoted to It, but here are a lew
suggestions which you might like

to develop. Probably Ihe simplest
way lo start is :r the
individual characters a
"friendly" or "hostile", perhaps
using an array to store this

information for all Ihe character
[eg. = friendly; 1 = hostile!.

Error-trapping w
that friendly ch
attack each other, un lop of this

you'll need an array lo store the
"strength" ol each character,
and another to store the "hit

points" for each object when
used as a weapon, When a
character Is attacked by

worked out by comparing the
strengths of the two combatants,

points ot any weapon used. The
strength ol the loser Is then
reduced by an appropriate
amount. Death can be said to
occur when a character's

'lit li.'O'OkrV!..). , |*J>» I itILB <V#« h»tCi-|lTJ. LUH.

:'?.''!;;":!,!-!"'"'
''•"''

: -- : --
^';%,hrl'^'i./

l

'!'i;''',',i'^i':i'.!i'

:
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MINDP£^B
Peter Sweasey

enchained and

engrossed in the

adventurer's dungeon

Sod's Law I; how I would
describe my current situation,

well as dismal, damp and
depressing. Regular readers w

whlngelng about the lock ol

good adventures since I starts

writing this column. Then this

month Everyone seems to be
releasing adventures. And

' h them? No, I llipplr

t. Fore

to do. So
oil the lovely

. month I Tini

much other \

ne else is gi

n gomes —

is tordown her In the dung«
years My savage editor Bryon
would no doubt be chortling
despicably at the thought ol II,

but he Is away, probably on a
torture and torment training
course; so Instead his "assistant

editor" — le. evil henchman —
who calls himself CM has been
chucking down the cold cuslord

this month.
Anyway, I did manage to see

one or two adventures which are
reviewed here, along with o
somewhat shortened helpline
and a look at adventure clubs.

Normal service will be resumed
next issue!

As lor the continuing saga ol

Hunchback The Adventure — the
nice lady at Ocean says II

shoulO be released by the lime
you read this. But then it should
have been released In mid-
January, so who knows whether
she Is right?

Knight Clubbing?

Such Is the nature of the

adventurers that they like to

group together In clubs. This

issue I'm taking a short look at

what three have to offer.

The Adventureline Club is rur

by Roger Garrett, an adventurer
of considerable experience. A
years subscription costs £12,00,

for which you receive the
monthly mogailne of the club.

'Ihe Guiding Light", and a
helpline service This latter is

very good: seven days a week
there Is a phone number which
you can ring lor Instant solutions

from extremely well Informed

n games
reasonable:
length

players, complete st

other assorted hints,

competitions and discounts on
selecled adventure software. It Is

short considering Ihe pound
price though, and not very
professionally or attractively

produced (nearly all text); also

someone at ADLC cannot
punctuate text to save their lite.

which makes some ol it hard to

read. Advenlurellne Is a good
club, but pricey. Information or

membership from Roger Garrett.

52 Micawber Way, N
Spring, Chelmsford, Essex CM1
4UG.

Queslline is run by another
certifiable adventure nut, Tony
Treadwell, a man with a
frequent, long laugh. Annual
membership Is £6, for which you
receive a monthly newsletter
(consisting of brief tips, news and
plugs for club services) and a
bi-monthly magailne, The
Ouestllne Chronicles. This Is half

the cover price ot The Guiding
Light but is over twice as long
[about one tifih of it is adverts
though, from companies like

Ocean and Melbourne House). It
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m
a (but wifh the

n ol screenshots,
albeit fuzzy ones); loads of tip:

and several compieio solutions,
plus lots of maps aid a tew

could still be Improved: bolt-

clubs use extremes grotty

photocopiers. One of me
Ouestllne revleweis also has o
similarly falal lack of

punctuation,
Questiine offers a couple ot

telehelpline numbers, although

large as Advenlureline's. They
publish their own software too:

Ihe first game on the Queslline
label, Trollbound, should be

(I monfh. I'm very

impressed with what this club
offers: certainly recommended
'o the adventure freak. Questllne
*s at M Headley Way.
Headiington, Oxford. OX5 OLR lor

more details.

Both these clubs have a lot ot

enthusiasm and good ideas
tiehind them. I wish them both a
lot of luck for the future: I hope
•here will be some friendly
competition between the fwo
before long.

The Spectrum Adventure
Exchange Club offers ralher
different services. The club has
realised the limited lifespan ot

adventures — lo. that when
you've finished them, you cannot
really play them again. Their
worthy Idea Is to build up lists ol

ibers want to

swap, and arrange this tor them
at a modest handling charge. A
monthly newsletter Is also
produced; the sketchy details I

obtained about this (SAEC Is a
lledgling organisation)

rs and support for

worth joining it you are a keen
venturer. Send to 4, Kilmarfin
Lane. Carluke, Lanarkshire MLB

profit making organist

Firebird

EM9

range ot messages as a result

o! various actions. Unfortunately

"Ontvluchl de vl)andellk|e when messages are revealed,

In one ol six different

with a redesigned character

Generally though, good fun

price Ms particularly good tor
play wildly named reporter Ed

THE
DOOMSDAY
PAPERS

Incredibly eas.
In two hoursi There o
bugs too ondaslupld

H
Vocabulary Is very friendly
luilled gome: n ;>t:r1.t;t,

(AMINt !
,i.ir

!
.;rismr.)lvr EXAMINI

mewtiat bio lan I

1)81)1]

TIME OF THE over-long pauses ond mindless
beeping have ail been
removed; now we have a very

nonetheless a bit limited, and ..;.! Woking. Surrey

GU21 3QJ. Mandarin Is a

END lions 1 would have liked il to be company thai certainly shows

The Bottomless Ml, sounds most
The good points 1 messages after every move

game several months ago But

<$!$$pleasantly off-beat sense ol

taulfs Although the vocabulary
Is friendlier than many gamesnomely the unprofessional
1 review, ot points 11 is
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MINDPfa^

u E L P L I N E

Amongst this month's mall were
missives from Notway, South
Africa and America — good to

see thai adventuring Is a
worldwide pastime But our first

problem this Issue comes from
Middlesex: Cathy Maher Is

having problems with the
perennially puzzling Splderman
In answer to her questions: to

lake Ihe bio-gem, SHOOT WEB -
AT EGG from the corridor outside
the room. To stop the fan, use
your web to continually press

the button. And to reach the
. _. srthe maze of

Is behind the fan and head

Peter Butcher from Surrey Is

having difficulty progressing in

Ocean's Never Ending Story.

Unfortunately I havenT caught
up with this popular game yet,

so I rely on master-adventurer
John Wilson's invaluable help (as

I have done for some of Ihe
probten

otheli nthe
and LIGHT THORNS, then head
downwards. He also asks where
to fly Falkor. You can use him to

cross the great desert; FLY SOUTH
from Its edge,

Norwegian Jan-lvar Hansen-
Bergll writes from Tofte about
Artie's grim nuclear warning.
Ground Zero. To get to the
shelter you should CUT CONIFERS
with the aie: you will then need
to cut the lence with the wire
cutters. He osks where to find the
battery (or his radio: you don't
have to in fact, Jan-lvar. as the
tranny is only used for trading tor

bread. In the shop. You'll (Ind

another radio when you enter

W. Booth in Nottingham writes

: Sin bad and The
Golden Ship, Presuming you are
at the start, you need to SWIM

NORTH then CLIMB UP. In water
elsewhere in the game, you
need the command (orm SWIM

M. P. Shovelton has what at
first could seem a simple
problem in Incentive's Temple of

Vran, He can't get the bow and
arrow (rom the hole. Well, "M",

Is takes a little time. You need
climb up a steptadder. which

. found at the bottom ot the
cliff. To get this, you need to tie

the rope to the elephant, who
will need bribing with an
obvious tood. Feed him at the
diffiop. Then take the ladder *

I can help solve-.. .

s. You vi

ake It through the trapdoor, as it

ivon't til through the normal way
" " But, you can only open

advanced planning Is

needed . . . Then you can use

iqulo
suspected.

problems to be dealt with, but
;lmply all I have the time

Write to me. .

.

you 11 was a short onel Bui
ay, back to full length next
i, when I'll be catching up

with all your problems and the
adventurers that need dealing
ivlth. Meanwhile. I hope to
receive loads more mall. Having

baffling adventure puzzle
solved Is as easy as tilling In the
coupon printed here. Don't forget
' enclose a 5AE tor a personal

>ly. I must also ask that you be
as specific as possible about
the problem: it necessary, send
me a supplementary sheet
giving lull details of where you

Sometimes your
e forsimply tc

n effective a

Mindplay, Dismally Dank Argus
Press Dungeons, No. "i Golden
Square, London W1R 3AB Unfit we
next meet, happy venturing, my
friends. .

,
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t h SAGA
he best (ram your Spectra r

Saga Systems have the ideal keyboard
I

MTHE as
LAST ===
WORD ,S

k.K E Y B A RDS
¥

SfflSl iS

i spreadsheet to (olio* soon.w

lessors we have The List Wort.

Uit Wort - Sinclair User Classic Awatd. £1195.

Seat 3 -"The ben." Chris

Weekly. The Last Wort available

win il free. 169.95.

Direct Entry Keys

£119 95.

&05J0 iVP E R I P H E R A L S

(O ^ Q- ai O) MiuoJnveeitcnsioniableloruscwithyourSaga 3. H 95 Oust cover. To keep your computer and Saga keyBoardi

n S" £ UJ 3 Sound Boosl. To put music in your ears land television! E9.95

V) Q LL (N (0 l-FleiicabloonablesyoulodriveZinlerfacos. £11.95 > Centronicscs interlace To drive your pi

QL
Dtaae3QL

Supej-lffliSIC-CTfeaisions ii

ROM -i aaas~7lTpf6ccaurcs and
fut ctions includ ig

Rani lorn access fi ing;

Ma :-style windo vs;

\ Job control;

and niu :h more only £29.95

HiSoft
Speed, Price,

Facilities, Proven

Experience and

Friendly Service

You'de be surprised how
many of the games you
play are written with

HiSoft programs!

HiSoft tools - the ones

the professionals use

To order: use cheques,

Access or Visa. All goods
sent first class

Tel (0582) 696421

SPECTRUM
C Compiler

WW
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io desire or any combination ol

the two). T~~ "
(nature It mat in order lo

confusion of bollis

M GREAT
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g a4ije s
very strolghrlotward and theie
are optional arcade sequences
II you vvanl to participate in

them Rebuilding allows you to

loo up bath army and all

st controversial

Europe is a wargom

the lad that players have the
facility la launch a nuclear
attack If they so desire CND
were alarmed and the Issue
was deca led in the press and
on the radio. What no-one
seemed to notice was lhal the

game and I hat using these
weapons was a losing ladle
leading to defeal not |usl tor

ill Ihe publldiy,
- "sell tendedthe actual garni

There are three skill le»

seled Irom and you car
decide whether to play Ih

ol Ihe Warsaw Pad or the
Alliance. The map i

Europe and Western Ri

:

ply lines. 1

opportunely to make a special
arrack. This might be a chemi-
cal attack, a limited or a full

launch a nuclear arrack, you
10 input ihe proper

_ scllon code and there (s

phone number tor you to coll

ri i order to receive the code as
well ot gel o message about
Ihe probaCle etteds.

Politics aside, Theatre Europe
Is o superbly chilling game
and eilremely well presented
Lei's Just hope lhat II never

displays Ihe Initial disposition
Ihe forces, as well at ma|i

moving first ani

d one side moving, a
rebuilding and ihe -

>
IU
0!

</»
IU

s

3
s
3
Of
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A warty hero in search

of a princess to give

him a magical

smacker.

f you ore an ambitious load
wanting to be returned to your
princely form you can't just hang
around on the nearest Illy pad
waiting tor a smoochie princess.
In Toadrunner the animated
amphibian has decided to take
some positive action and mokes
oil to Una the royal antidote.

In his way are many hazards,
enemies and problems strewn
through over 50 locations, which
may not sound very many but

is plenty to keep you
upled on the way am

triple exits between some
screens add an extra elen._ ...

Instead of |ust wandering trom
scene to scene. There may be
three exits to the next screen but
only one Is passable, the other
two lead to swift termination. At
first these exits must be tried at
random, which can be
Infuriating as the sale exit may
change every game. There are
however subtle clues In the rocks
around each entrance to give
you a hint on which exit to take,
but it takes a while before you
can read these signs with
confidence
Many potentially usetul

objects ate scattered around the
locations and any tour can be

object is simplicity Itself — just

moke sure It's placed In the
toad's "fourth pocket" and hit

the fire button. An axe-wielding
toad Is especially effective In

dealing with some of the

who guard e
After a while (six toad units w

ore told] a Hitting thief appears
In order to spread confusion by
stealing any objects that might
be around. He can only hold
one and can drop whaf he's

tilched any second to nick
something else He's a nuisance
but not Indesfructlble. killing him
takes up a lot ot yout energy
and make sure he's not carrying
something vital to finishing the
game before you finish him oft

because In his case he can take

his energy runs out. raking the
wrong triple exit and getting
squashed do, however, mean the
wiping out of all lives, which
seems a bit harsh and means
you face a lot of annoying
restarts before you really gel Into

A screen display at the top ol
the screen shows the objects you
are holding, toad units licking
away and percentage ot the
game completed. I managed to

complete 15 per cent and It

kept me busy for a good while
so don't be put off by the
apparent low screen count — It's

not quantity but quality that
counts and Toadrunner offers

gooa value. It may not be the
most original game In the world
ana spotting the forerunners to

Toadrunner could be a gome In

itself but despite this It's an
enjoyable gome with enough
perplexing problems to keep-

"ie hop, «*a^)I£
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There are 30 copies of

CRL's Hobblt spoof The

Bogglt to be won in our

Tolkienesque

competition.

The Boggit Is the prequel to

Bored of the Rings and follows

the adventures of Bimbo Fagglns
an obese and lazy Bogglt who
grudgingly gets Involved In oil

sorts ol scrapes in the faraway
country that is Muddle Earth,

Berkwood, the Great Anadln
River and the Plastic Hills. In his

palh ore perils aplenty
especially Ihe dreaded "horrid

squelchy things". In all this

Sraphlc adventure trundles over
JO screens of spoofery

tomfoolery and wacky
encounters with comically
distorted Tolkien characters.

An epic competition
What you have to do to be able
lo join In the Bogglt trail is show
that you are one of the world's

authorities on Tolkien and
answer three excessively testing

questions.

1. What was The Hoabit's real

2. Name Ihe wizard who features
in both The Hobbit and Lord of

3. Finally what was Ihe name ot

Ihe creature who talked In

riddles and was tond of saying
"precious" when anyone gave
him Ihe chance?

Fill out the coupon below and
send It to Bogglt Competition, ZX
Computing Monthly, No \

Golden Square, London W1R 3AB
to arrive by September 5lh. All

ZX leaders can enter except
employees of Argus Specialist

Publications. Alabaster Passmore
andCRL. The edl' '

llnal and no corresponde
can be entered Into

The Boggit Competition

s to the three tricky questions are

Name

Address ...

Send this coupon to Boggit Competition, ZX Computing Monthly.

No 1 Golden Square. London W1R 3AB. The closing date Is

September 5lh 1986. Please write your
the envelope. >g

z
O

Q.

S
o
o
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Carol Brooksbank gets

into the Code Machine

and finds it a good

vehicle for machine

code programmers.

is EditortAssemr.

MonllorJDisassembler suite, first

marketed as two separate
programs by Picturesque, is now
sold by Gremlin as a single
package for £d less than the old
combined price.

The two can be used
separately — both are fully

relocatable — or con reside
together in memory, providing o
complete environment (or

developing and testing machine
code with room to assemble 6K
— 7K of code. Longer programs
can be developed in modules
and assembled In sequence
automatically to produce one

For si

i. the EdltorfAssembiei
accepts decimal i

defaulting to decl
must put 'H' after t ,„ ...

while the MonltorfDIsassembler
only accepts hex numbers,
rejecting ony with the 'H'. This is

infuriating when you use the
programs together. I found
myself accidentally entering
decimal numbers Instead of hex
every time I went from Monitor to
Editor because I forgot that I

had to switch back to adding W
to the numbers

All listing can be senl to

screen or printer, and both
programs will drive the ZX
printer, Interface 1 RS232 port, or
one of seven popular Centronics
interfaces — but look before you
buy. There are some equally
popular Interfaces It does not
support, notably Kempston 'S'.

After customizing, you can save
a backup copy to either tope or
Microdrive, and listings and
code can be saved and loaded
with either storage system.
Backup copies can be made on
Wafadrive, but the Editor source
text and object code save and

driven Irom within the program,
so It Is not possible to use
Wafadrive there.

The Monlfor allows you to
examine memory locations;
change the contents of RAM
addresses; insert or delete code;
fill blocks of memory with a
single byte; copy blocks of code
to other locations; and search
tor o sequence of up to five

bytes. Text strings can be
entered direct. A hex dump of
any section ot memory can be
sent to either screen or printer.

Passing the test

Theft
good. Breakpoints are available,
and a display of registers and
flags can be called up at any
time. In trace mode, the
program will single step through

The
i display, upc

each step, shows o disassembly
of the last and next instructions;
the contents ot all the registers —
which can be changed — and
the firsf five bytes at the
addresses to which they point;
the state of the flags: and the
top five entries on the stack. If

you use a previously tested
subroutine you con speed up
the operation by last running to

RET. It Is virtually Impossible for

the program to crash in trace
mode. The Monitor has Its own
slack, and if your operations
corrupt the normal one, you can
correct the Stack Pointer simply
by going into BASIC and then re-

entering the Monitor.
The Disassembler will operate

on any part of the ROM or RAM,
except lhat it coyly refuses to

disassemble Itself. It has no
objection, however, if you copy
the c ' *lse lr

II happily

INSIDI
THE

iCWN]

The Editor/Assembler has a
40-column screen display
divided into fields for line
number, label, operator and
operand. You must use the
correct fields. If you put

,

DJNZ
I

into the label field, it will be
taken to be a label, not on
operator. Line numbers, which
con be generated
automatically, work like BASIC
line numbers but there can only
be one instruction per line. All or
part of your listing can be
renumbered.

Notes con only be entered In

separate lines, rather like BASIC
REM statements. This seems a
pity. It is often helptul to moke
notes on Individual Instructions,

and the listing Is clearer if these
con go on the same line as the
insfruction they explain. Labels
can have up to six characters,
can be permanent or
redeflnable, and their high and
low bytes can be used
separately. LD A, LOOP, for

example, will put the value of
the high byte of the label
address Into the A register. The
table can be carried forward
offer assembly, so lhat later
modules of a program can refer

to labels used in previous ones.
The program accepts all fhe

standard Z80 Insfructlons, and
the normal pseudo-opcodes like

DEFB and ORG. JR and DJNZ
instructions are accepted with
arithmetical displacements or
label addresses. Addition and
subtraction are permitted In

operands, so you could use
instructions like LD HL.LOOP+42H.
A very useful feature Is that the
program will accept the
unofficial instructions — the ones
which work on all Z80 chips, but
which Zllog do not list or
describe. They Include SLL and
a group of Instructions which
operate on fhe high and low
bytes of IX and IY individually.

The handbook is excellent,
clear and straightforward, with
lucid explanations of technical
terms and plenty of well
documented examples. This

mokes The Code Machine a
particularly good package for

code programming. It will not
tell you how to program, but at
least you will have a test and
development environment thaf

you can understand and use
easily. It probably does not have
the sort of exciting features
which would make someone
already using a similar package--

to change to this one, but It

Is a good workmanlike program
and well worth considering If

vou are still using a hex loader
sh-and-try-again

icd of testing.



Budding adventure

writers are well served

by The Quill and GAC,

but now arcade fans

can get in on the act

with The Arcade

Creator.

""he Arcade Creator Is the first

title In the new Creator range ot
programming utilities, and It's a
reasonable, il not outstanding
start for the new range
Arcade Creator Is quick and

easy to use. but It does ha\/e
very clearly defined limitations
The programs In this two
package are designed I

non-programmers to create t

own arcade games, but for t

purpose the word I

help

ally tr nir,g

simple platform gan
em ups. This Isn't necessarily o
crillcism — remember, some of

the most addictive gomes ever
released fall Into these
categories — but ]ust don't
expect to produce your own
version of Knight Lore with these
programs

Tape 1, Side 1 Is mainly
concerned with designing your
own UDGs and sprites. Programs
for designing these things are
probably familiar lo most of you
by now — grids of different sizes
In which you define the shapes
of your graphics by filling in

squares on the grid which
represent pixels on fhe television
screen. This aspect of the
Creator Is fairly standard, but Is

well thought out and fhe option
of loystlck control makes If much
quicker and easier lo use than
most similar utilities that I've

come across. I managed to
knock up a few simple sprites In

Jusl a couple of minutes using
fhls program, whereas designing
sprites normally takes me ages
and uses up stacks of graph
paper, so Creator gets good

The sprites ft

^slgn o
lyou

m

high by two wide, and
there are also options allowing
you to rotate. Invert and produce
mirror Images of sprites. The
program comes with about two
sels ol sprites built in, and Ihere
are lour variations on each of

produce animated sequences In

your games.
This side of the tape also

allows you fo 'manufacture'
sound effects for use within the
game. This is also made quite
simple as you can choose
be Iween 'Beeps' and 'White
noise' (explosion type noises)
and for each of these you can
vary the frequency, slarling and
ending tones and number of
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repetitions. This won't allow you
to create music as In the wav
that dedicated music utilities

can. bul It's perfectly adequate
for 'spot' sound effects,

explosions, collisions and the
Ilka

Agoln. the ease of use Is quite
Impressive and clearly this has
been considered as ma|or
part of Ihe package's design.
The manual Is lust 10 pages long
and not al all Intimidating (I can
remember reading the thick.

Incomprehensible manuals of

some other games-designing
utilities and wanting to give up
before I'd even gof started).

Game screens can be built

up simply by entering the screen
editor option. Once In this mode
you can position a cursor
anywhere on screen and then
jusl drop the appropriate UDG
Into place. All the UDGs
available (either your own
designs, or fhe Creator's own
built-in files) are displayed af the
bottom of the screen and
correspond with the keys A-U as
normal. The type of screens that

you design need to be kept to

under 1000 bytes, and of course
the simpler the screen design
fhe more ot them that you can
tit Into the available memory —

n of forty. The
is lhal c

the program occupy about 600
to 800 bytes each and some are
quite complex, so the memory
limitation lsn'1 likely to be much
ot o drawback.

Side 2 ot this tape contains o
demo game called Nutty

Gnome, set In a garden and
featuring a little gnome sprite

who bounces around collecting
things and trying to avoid
deadly butterflies and plants. As
the instrucfion manual tells you,

It's a simple example ot what

some of the budget games that

ore around these days. The
colours are a bit garish, and Ihe
layout of the platform seems to

have been done In a bit of a
hurry but It wouldn't disgrace
most budget software ranges
(Mastertronic might think twice.

but some of their budget stuff is

streets ahead of the
competition).
Once you've designed your

graphics and screens, or chosen
to use the Creator's own pre-

designed files, you then go onto

you to program the game's

Here you tlrst choose between
the platform and shoot 'em up
type of gome, and then decide
on the allocation of points and

are asked to choose the numbe
of items to be collected, the
number of aliens' (sprites that

are out to get you) and the
effect of collisions on your own
player sprite. For all of these
sprites you can also define the

speed and direction of

All the way olong Ihe
program gives you prompls and
indicates the options available,

so all you have to do is press the
appropriate button. This makes
game design quick and simple,
but you are limited to lust the
few options available (tor

instance the number of objects
to be collected on each screen
is limited to 0, 1 or 2).

I haven't looked closely at
how this program is actually
written but it does seem to

include a chunk of BASIC and
on a couple of occasions I've

caused it to drop back Into

BASIC and Ihen crash when I've

accidentally returned a wrong
reply to a prompt. Potential

buyers are unlikely to have a lot

of programming knowledge (or

else why buy a utility of this

sort?) and can'l be expected to

iron out bugs in the

programming, so this should
have been ironed out before
now — it doesn't make the
programs unusable but It Is an
irritating and fairly sloppy
mistake to let through (mistakes
in input have to be expected

h this ifllltyl

The only drawback with
Arcade Creator lies in the
relative simplicity of the games
thot you will be able to design.
If you think back to the days of
Manic Miner and Jet-Pac those
games represent about Ihe level

ot complexity that you'll be able
to achieve. As I said earlier,

some of those games were
enormously addictive and
spawned vast hordes ot Imitators.

so Ihe potential Is definitely
there for you to produce a mini-
classic but you shouldn't expect

anywhere near 'slate of the art'

by today's standards (ot last

year's for that matter).
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(Challenge
I n the summer of 1986 the crew of VIRGIN

I ATLANTIC CHALLENGER once again

attempt to win the coveted BLUE RIBAND

title for Britain by crossing the ATLANTIC

OCEAN in the record time of 3 days and

10 hours.

Virgin Games brings you the VIRGIN

ATLANTIC CHALLENGE GAME. This arcade

game is a fun simulation of RICHARD

BRANSON'S part in this exciting and

dangerous event. You must guide Richard

at BREAK-NECK SPEED from one piece

of equipment to another to keep the

boat ON-COURSE and in good time and

take vital MONEY-MAKING (or breaking)

decisions that are telexed to him from

all parts of the VIRGIN EMPIRE.

„ £.7.95 £8.95 .,. £8.95
id Software Retailers ectlylrom Virgin with the tear-olisl

Please rush me my copy of the Virgin Atlantic Challenge Gut

Spectrum4B/12S£7.95 QA lb CPC 464/664/6128 £8.93 Q Commodore 64/ 128 £8.95



V
Creator

recommend several readings of

the manual before you even
load In the program. There ore t

few points which remain
obscure, giving rise to much
head-scratching when you're
using the program, but virtually

all you need Ts In there
a matter of finding Itl

Unfortunately there are no
for transferring the

program to disc or mlcrod rive,

lust

THE BOX CAREFULLY. (Personally I

view this with some misgivings —
I foresee a spate ot games
whoso solution depends entirely

on the correct use of obscure
adverbsl)

Enlerlng location descriptions
nd messages Is sheer delight.
Gone are Ihe days ol fiddling
about with your text to get It

formatted correctly on screen.
You can |usl bosh In your text as

programming utility appears
which makes a major Impact on
the games-writing world, and
undeniably The Quill was one of

them, It opened up the art ol

adventure writing so that anyone
with the necessary patience
and Imagination could turn out
a professional and polished
game regardless of his or her
programming ability. Of course
It's true that a great number ot

Quilled adventures leave much
to be desired, but the best of

them (remember the superb
Tower ol Despair?) show Just what
can be achieved.

Although The Quill has
dominated the adventure scene
for some considerable flme It

does have Its limitations, and
now 11 has a serious competitor
In Ihe shape of The Graphic
Adventure Creator, designed
and written by Sean Ellis and
B'wndan Kelly for Incentive
Software. You'll have seen the
oCs already: on paper the GAC
ooks very promising Indeed,
ottering complex sentence
analysis, multiple commands
itoii compression, a wide range
ol g-aphlcs facilities, and much
mote besides What really

counts, ol course, Is how It

performs In use, and the

potential quality ol the

and neither are we fold where
an alternative character set

could be salely stored In

memory — two pieces ol

Information which many users

will very sensibly require. It's not
difficult to sort this out yoursell —
but personally I dont see why
you should have to be put to this

(rouble.

On loading the program itsell

you'r* presented with a
comprehensive menu ol options,
ana* If you're wise your firs)

choice will be to load In Ihe
"Qljlckstart" data tile which Is

provided on the cassette
following the main program. This

jglves you a uselul base from

e with It

A1 Ihe time of wriflng this I'

been beaverlng away with a
f

copy lor severafdays; fhls isn't/

long enough to completely »

master the program, but lis '
enough to get its measure, Suite
simply, It's the most exciting*
utility I've encountered forborne
considerable lime. It isn't without

flaws, and It does suffer tfcm Ms

own Inevitable limitations, but
there Is no doubt that tile GAC

budding
s potential

Getting started

Iter.

irttie

might be expected (or a utility

which alters sa,much, a fairly

lengthy instruction manual. I'd

/

/

/

verbs which all adventures need
(GET, INVENTORY, LOOK, EXAMINE
and so on) together with a set ol

basic syslem messages without
which the program can'l
operate [YOU CANT, WHAT MOW?,
YOU ARE CARRYING etc). All ol
these can be edited as much as
you Ilka

Vocabulary Is added to the
program in three separate tiles

for VERBS, NOUNS and ADVERBS
(yes folks, ADVERBS!), a process
which is made admirably simple
by the excellent editing facilities.

Each verb, noun, or adverb Is

assigned a number between 1

and 255, and synonyms are
catered for by assigning the
same number to each synonym.
The ability ol the program to

recognise adverbs (or

adjectives) as such represents an
i The Quill, since II

3 distinguish

the

alio- tyou

It comes, ignoring the effect of

words breaking at the ends of

lines, since GAC sorts all this ou
tor you when the adventure Is

running, word-wrapping where
necessary. That's the good news
The bad news (which caused
me much loss ol temper] Is that
It doesn't always work properly!
Although If's standard practice
when typing to leave a space
after a punctuation mark, the
program doesn't seem to know
this and falls to cope with It

when punctuation marks fall at
Ihe end ot a line. The result car
be a messy, Irregular left hand
margin, necessitating either a
fresh editing ol your text

description or the omission of

Ihe obligatory space as a
matter of course (which gives
text a rather cramped
appearance}. Neither is reall

satisfactory.

At every stage the progran
prompts you In an Intelligent

manner. After completing a
location description, for

example, you are asked to er

the connections between this—
and adjoining location* il^oTrv

15 (or exama'eTTnls Is simply
enta^d-flsTJORTH 15 - and In

this way the map ol your
adventure world can be built up
quite painlessly. Modifications

can be made with great ease

Logic

Once your basic text

descriptions, messages, map
objects and so on have been
entered. It's time to start building
up the logic of your adventura
This Is where the real strengths of

rig
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this program become appan
nd it's also where things cai

\ get rather difficult. There are
basically three types ol

I conditional actions available
"~

tiles for each type being
\ separately accessible
. main menu. High priority

d before

8 checked
Is entered,

•and local conditions reter to

fvents which take place in
'"

: locations. The logical
Operators available

*j that It

iralltr
>uid

like considerable
explore their potential fully, and I

cln'l pretend to have done
more than scratch the surface so
far. 255 flags or "markers" are
provided so that you can keep
track ol Important events (such
as whether doors are locked or
unlocked) together with the
means for testing just about
everything you'll ever want to test
- weights ot oblects, whether
oclecls are present, carried, or

In some specified room. This Is

all accomplished using a simple
language — well explained^
the manual - which** used to

describe botl»«dndltlons
(enters* Ibrackets) and
^uBftquenl actions

" One specific exomple should
Illustrate the power of the
program here. In the little

adventure I wrote to test GAC,
the player encounters Nasty Nick

appropriate mesage. and to

have the gun (which In fact

.

doesn't yet exist' as an object)

added to his list ol possessions.
Ine needed tor

IF ( VERB 24 AND NOUN 3 AND
NOUN 5 AND MS? 6 AND HERE
3 1 SET 6 MESS 6 5 TO 3 GET 5
END

Roughly translated (I) this means:
If the player's command
contains the verb "tell" (34) and
nouns "Nick" (31 and "gun" (5), It

flag 6 Is reset, and It Nick Is

present [HERE 3), then set Hag 6
(so that this action can occur
only once), print a suitable
message (MESS 6), create the
gun In this location (5 TO 3) and
put it In the player's Inventory

(GET 5).

Multiple commands work
beautifully without any special
ettort on the part ol the writer,

nd "IT" Is automatically
understood to mean the last

h separate

graphics commands are
mastered. This picture takes up
about 450 bytes. A help In this

respect Is the facility for merging
pictures together, so that you
could use a "standard' tree (or

. and merge this Lu.u-.Lvt.
whenever It's needed. The value
of this feature Is limited by Ine
(act that "the tree would have to-
be drawn In the some place
every time In the graphics
window — there's no facility for

Overall the program is such a
Joy to use, and Its potential so
great, that my chief criticisms

might seem like nlt-plcklng. I've

already mentioned the word-
wrapping problem, but there are
other rough edges which I'm

sure could be very easily put
right, and these do affect fhe
polish ol the final adventure that

can be produced. The worst ol

these concerns the way In which
Inventories and objects are listed

— Instead ol "You are carrying a
gun,( and a
actually get "You a
gun, a hat, a letter'

lull stop at the end. I

carrying a

ethe ol't ". but

"UNLOCK THE D36R. OPEN IT AND
GO IN" Is easily adapted, with

each command be In^executed
in turn. The only notable ^
omission is "DROP ALL" ana^GET
ALL" which, sadlv. are not 2..^

i of the full stop

really does matter H a high
priority message Is printed
Immediately afterwards, giving
rise to output like "You can see
a lelferNIck arrives." You can
fiddle a way around this (and I

did so to produce the screen
shot) but things can become
rather messy. 1 also found It hard
to get consistency In the printing

of blank lines to space out the
text pleasantly: an unconditional —
'line feed' as a high priority «•»

*^

Instruction works most ol Jfce^Ime
1— yp iflbve

n loaa^ens.

»t, aesplte the claims torFuji

•Wxreompressl

Graph ic£ *
i
Ad»»irures can Km

_h thing. Free memory Is

displayed constantly o_ "*"

finished i played. The
pictures are arawn in a window
which occupies the top % of the
screen, which I thought was
rather excessive. It leaves
relatively little room below lor

text, and I found I often hod to

amend a location description to

prevent the top lines scrolling

out of. view before they could be
read: facilities lor drawing
ellipses, rectangles, lines, dots,

solid filling and shaded filling

are all provided, together with

very good editing facilities, and
one of the screen shots here
represenls (he result ol my
experiments with these. Not a
masterpiece. I'm afraid — but It

should give you some Idea ol

the sort ol thing you can turn out

In hall an hour or so, once the

^such tl

drapla 1

.

menVscreen, and so Its easy to

keep trick of whals going on. II

you type H^say, 500 characters
ol location descriptions, tree

memory seems ta reduce by
considerably moTfe^han 500
bytes! Am I missing Ibsiethlng, I

wonder? ~

.

II you've never used an^
adventure generator before.Tfcen

I suspect you'd find The Quill X
easier to use Because The Quill ^
attempts to do less, It's naturally
easier to work with. But if you
want to boldly go where no Quill

has gone before, then Ihe
Graphic Adventure Creator must
come very close to what you're
probably looking lor. Even as It

stands, the program Is a superb
addition to the game writer's

armoury; and II Incentive can
sort out the minor presentational
delecls mentioned earlier, then II

could very well prove
unbeatable.
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Four Intrepid explorers

take on the tomb

dwellers In Hewson"s

latest 3-0 scroller.

K^ee-n in trie jungle - i

Totec ana deep in the
an Cngllsh explorer who has
Been captured by the grotesque
ana aeaaly Inhabllai

m guide a team Of tout.

Daphne; Roger ace reporter
legless" O'Bonneii ar
dog ftoitJle or
attempt Bvi'

'

abandoned burial ground, it's

teeming with scorpir
head lets guardian* mechanical
men and other assorted no&lle*

aklng the tomb vour
; pioce

FVracurse I* similar m style to
Uewsons previous games Avaion
and Dragcntorc ana sprawls
pleasingly over three levels ol
approximately 100 screens eoch
trie scrolling Is eftortless and the

layer a slightly elevated
ot allows peeks Into

the rooms by the side ol your
chosen path. While tt

easier to gain an iaea ot me
layout it also creates corners

venous hiaeous foes can
conceal themselves.

I
'he tour controlled
nave then own
« and some ore
others at throwing or

collecting oblects and access to
some ot the rooms ts open for

just one character so ihere is the
usual trial and ettor stage
before you get into the gome tor

real. II Is, though, qutte possible
to move around o greot aeal of

the tomb without hmdronce and
a nice feature lhat cuts dawn on
characters just doing the
legwork from one area to
another is the LEAD leal
can opt to deploy your
character in SOIO m< I

'haractera
will remain sfationary, but If you
use IfAD they will gravitate
towards the leod character
undet your control (unless of
course they ore trapped, which
tended to be the tale of my

There are all sorts ot objects
and eoch character
"use (of course some

qu > 'r capable
i jp some objects).

One object worm collecting for

prolonging active life
:

>-:u*enaiing fluid
which can be used to bring
members of the heroic foursome
back from me deaa But the
giant vose- wl
of the objects may also contain
a lethal scorpion so beware
One big advantage with

Pytacurse Is that It Is easy to
play with either jovsi' .

keyboard and it does not take
long to become acquainted
witn what you can do ond how

simplicity combined
with the sophisticated 3-0
graphics, the expansive scrolling
scenario ond involved
gameplay. mokes Pyrocurse a
game well worth the money.

It does lock that certain
something to make >f a classic
but It* only a near miss
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George Duval looks at

the latest 3D offering

from The Edge.

8obby Bearing
rhe Edge
C7.95

Within Ihe last four months,
Ihree different games based t

Ihe Marble Madness Iheme
have been released. First can
Gyroscope, and Ihe less said
about lhat the belter! Next wo
Spin Dlizy. a game I personally
thought w" —

_ _i. With Bobby
Bearing, the Edge have
slretched the Spectrum to Its

absolute limits, and in doing so
have produced an all lime

You ploy Bobby, a small and
immensely cule little bearing
who Is getting lonely having no
company. Upon hearing that

owoy. you set about atfempling

Ihe safety of your home.
Unfortunately, they are Immobile,
and you musl therefore push
Ihem everywhere!
Bobby Bearing is played In

oboul two hundred and filty

screens, each of which hos
different entrances and exits

Getting Irom A to B is (rough!
wllh difficulties, and lo be even
slightly successful, you must
learn your way about. To
succeed In Bobby Bearing you
must be prepared to moke a
mopl To help, as well os hinder,

mobile blocks. These can either
lake you to a new section ot the
mop. or more often squash you.
Aller a couple ol hours play, il

soon becomes apparenl lhat

style, and then dive out of Ihe

Graphically. Bobby Bearing is

stunning. Using a technique the
Edge coll Curvispoce 3-D', the
realism crealed by the rolling of
the bearings is quite
remarkable. Whal makes this

game so superior to all the other
Marble Madness games I have

backgrounds No longer ore Ihe
backgrounds flat locets wllh
sharp angles. Bobby Bearing
1— s curves, loops and bends —

II o' -a

e first o
laged tc

squashed! — all of whom are
spread at the extremeties ol the
massive maze. Only when you
get near Ihe edges of the maze
do you discover all the really
clever little touches, which

you Immune lo all dangers lor

thirty seconds. Ol these, my
personal favourite ore the hoi air
blasts which Ihrow Bobby into

ihe alt. enabling him lo reach
higher ledges. IT I hod lo
criticise the gome, a map
similar to Spin Dizzy would have
made life a great deal easier —
although I'm not sure I' that Is

what The Edge would have

Otherwise, Bobby Beoring Is

very nearly perfect. This may
sound o bit over ihe top, but this

game deserves o whole siring of
~"-—. It you w— ' ''

e gam

employed.
As lar as haze

game revolves n

which is called Barnaby tahhlj,
you must push him through the
maze back to Ihe originol slarl

screen. II is only when you
attempt this that you realise
what all the banking around
each corner Is for; you try

pushing a bearing round a
ninety degree turn!

In all, there are live different
cousins to rescue — or to gel

b undecided, buy Bobby
Bearing and help him save his
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Spectrum 128 adventurers can look forward to

the intricacies of the Magnetic Scrolls parser

and will soon be able to "plant the pot plant

in the plant pot with the trowel" with The Pawn.

^lagnetic Scrolls are taking The

than 6

soga are being fine tuned at
the moment. And it all began on
the QL, In the dim distant past ol

1984.

"The Pawn was designed lor

the QL as we wanted o very
powerlul machine with which we
could write a parser thai was
better than Inlocom's." said
Magnetic Scroll's managing
director Anlla Sinclair.

The Pawn was originally a sin

month project begun by Anito
and a group of friends but
constant improvement and the
complexity ot text recognition
meant it wasn't finished until

earlier this year.

"Once we had the scenario
written other things became
templing to do. We would say
let's make it understand this

down and write it. ! wc uld think
lhat The Pawn has laken four lo

Magnetic Scrolls cc
being once The Pawn
complete and Sinclai Research
marketed the product
Magnelic Scrolls have signed a
marketing deal with Rainbird to

produce six adventure
wide range ot machlnes in the
next two years.

128 Pawn

A text only Spectrum 128
ol The Po\

the PCW :

"Thai
particularly diflicult," saic
"except (hot the memory

3 128 ii

slightly nasty tc

Many of the conversioi
lealure graphics but Anit
considers that texl only
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s (hot c erbs.

ir parse: il is possible 1c

recognise the meaning Irom It

construction ol the sentence s(

that three part, two noun

Also it

o lie tw<
I, tor

hlngs
together with a third One thing
we hope to be able to do in the
future is accept relative phrases
so that you could say 'you
wanted to examine the box that
was lurlhesl away'"

Another aspect ol adventures
thai Magnetic Scrolls have
worked hard on Is responses
Irom characters.

"I think that characters should
display an Intelligent response
to almost anything you say to
them and the porser will work

you will see a response Ihot has
some bearing on what you've
said. For instance il you tell a
character that the weather Is

nice today he may respond with

'That sort ol response cuts
down the teeling of distance
Irom the program and plants the
idea that maybe the characters
really are clever. I olways like il

when I iind people talking lo the
screen as il they were talking lo
a real person."

Vocabulary

The size o
vocabulary is olten taken as an
Indication ol its complexity but
this can be misleading.

"There is a trade-olt that has
to be made between the
vocabulary and the amount ol
texl you can use. We preler to
give depth to our descriptions so
that you con discover things
obout ihe world ralher than add
to Ihe vocabulary

"The vocabulary ol The Pawn
Is about a thousand words and

is because II won't

w
allow the adventurer

ro teei more closely involved
with the created world.

"The whole idea Is to gel
people closely involved in the
plot. II you t\ave graphics it

takes it away Irom your own
imagination and dilutes the
imagery. Also graphics Cdn
mean you lose a lot ol text and
what we have tried lo do is

Include as much text os possible

something you get a vivid
description. It may not be
helpful but it does give the idea
that there is a complete world to
walk around In."

As well as the teeling that you
are inhabiting a real world, the
OL Pawn impressed because ol
Ihe range and complexity ol
what you could do — as shown
by the example. "Plant Ihe pot
plant in ihe plant pot with
trowel," which The Pawn accepts
without any problems.

'Icully here Is

accept o portlcular word
people criticise the porser. but it

doesn't have anylhing to do with
Ihe parser itsell, just Ihe extent ol
the vocabulary."

While Ihe parser may be Ihe
star lurn ot adventure
programming, impressing you as
il accepts complex phrases, Ihe
whole created world depends
on skilful database
management.

"I suppose writing a parser is

about os complicated as writing
a routine to rotate a 3-D cube In

spoce but It's creating the
database that is the most
complex challenge. Every object
has to be defined within its own

relerencing everything so Ihot
you don't have d situalion where
say. keys can cut shirts or glass Is

unbreakable."

Guild of Thieves

Magnetic Scrolls' r

is Guild olThieves wmcn. tike

The Pawn, is set In the land of
Kerovnia.

"It's a very simple plot, but
extremely devious," said Anilo.

steal 19 tr

Guild ol Thieves will come
complete with a 43 page
novella, and will be released
betore Chrislmos. Beyond Ihis lies

a third pari to ihe chronicles ol
Kerovnia but Magnetic Scrolls
will also be toking their parser
onto adventures in different
genres.

"We would very much like to

do a murder mystery and
science fiction adventures and
also very humorous adventures,
perhaps In conjunction with lop
comedy script writers."

The Magnetic Scrolls parser
has been developed almost lo

"We know we can take it

lurther but we need 300K for Ihe
memory to live in so I think we

it larger

Guilt
to gain n toll

become the n
In ihe rr

be glad In

Magnetic Scrolls a
appear for the rr

~

"We will continue lo support
the QL with adventures because
il is nice test market."

It the mysteries ol how a
porser operates appear a bit
mind boggling, boggle no more
because nexl month we will be
presenting a basic parser written
by one of Magnetic Scrolls' own
programmers.

O
ot

O
v>

u

Z

I
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Multi-User
j£K. Multi-User Gome is basically gaseous area whllsl carrying a acquire more and more points,ally

one player can lake pari in !
any one lime. It is not merely a
game where people lake turns

lo play. Instead of being
confronted by some lolally

dumb monsler as you would be
In a normal advenlure, your
opponents in a MUG are other
players, aparl from dumb
monsters, which are known as
mobiles. You actually play Ihe
adventure together with all the
other players who are
logged-lr

st MUGs you can
communicole with other players
In three ways. Firstly, you can
SHOUT messages in which cose
all the other players will gel your
message, with Ihe possible
exception of those with a
hearing problem as a result oi

being magically deafened or
some similar spell.

Secondly, you can

basis with another player by
typing NAME, message. Nobody
else apart from 'he player at
whom Ihe message Is directed
will receive anything.

Lastly, you can SAY message
This is similar lo SHOUT, but only
players in Ihe same location as
you will get Ihe message. This

con be used by a group of

players who wish to work
together, or fo lorm alliances, or
maybe even to declare war on
each other (although this is rare
— fo; most attacks you will

receive no warning!). This is what
really makes MUGs so addictive.
They are interactive. Players can
tight together against o

other, chat together, co-operate
with each other, and generally

wish. Maybe you I

I Item a leiio

ployer needs, so you might strike

a deal. "You give me Ihe wand,
and I'll tell you how lo get past
the Dragon" Is a pretty good
example. Of course, you might

Multi-user death
This leads nicely on lo the
subject of death, of which ther
are usually two forms. If you ar
merely suffering a mild case o
death resulting from being
crushed to pulp under a
waterfall, or maybe entering o

gaseous area whllsl carrying c

lit brand, Ihen you only lose a
tew points. This Is known as
being deaded, and Is not very
harmful. However, if you are
dead-deaded, Ihen that's It.

Finite! No more character; back
lo the start etc Bang goes your
hard won 100,000 points and
heaven knows how much time,
phone bill, and effort In a puff of
smoke Being dead-deaded tor

the first time Is absolutely
devastating, especially If your
persona was of a high rank, But
life goes on, and you soon get
used to It!

When you've finished playing
tor the day, you lust type QUIT,
and your current status [score,
slomlna etc) Is saved for use in

the next session. In some MUGs.
certain possessions are also
saved, and In Image MUG, your
position Is saved as well. MUGs
are reset every tew hours as the
Items and treasures are used
and collected. When you log In

alter a reset, all objects have
been returned to their starting

positions, and all puzzles
restored.

In most ot Ihe present MUGs.
the object of the game Is to gel
fo an all powerful rank (normally
a Wizard]. Once you have
achieved this rank, you can, in a
small way, control what happens
in the game. You can kill mere
mortals by a Finger of Dealh
(FOD] or its equivalent. You can
teleport to anywhere in the land.
You can go Invisible, snoop on
other players to see what they
are doing, change players'
scores, summon them to any
location, such as Limbo from
which they cant even Quit
unless you remove them from
thai location. In some MUGs,
such as Image. Wizards can
even create their own locations,
monsters and puzzles, thereby
creating mini MUGs within the
game The Wizards can then
summon two poor, unsuspecting
mortals into this home-mode
area {some of them are quite
good!) give them each a
weapon and make them fight it

out lo the deoth. purely tor their
own amusement. The victor is

normally rewarded with some
points, and the lower, may, at
the Wizard's discretion be
resurrected. It is all very
medieval and viciousl

To gel to that much coveted
rank of Wizard, you have to
collect treasure and depending
on the game, drop it in Ihe
swamp offer it to Ihe gods, or
Jusl find it. lo gain points. As you

acquire more and more points,
you will rise through Ihe ranks,
being given more and more
powers as you do sa These
powers may be spells, or Just
new commands. Normolly you
will also mature physically. Your
strength, dexterity and stamina
will rise, giving you a better
chance of winning when you
fight. Your strength and score
may also determine which
weapons you can use. A Novice
In MUD cannot use the
Longsword because (sjhe is nol
experienced enough. Only on
rising a few levels up can the
Longsword be used.

Revenge is best
II you gel Into a fight, II Is to the
death. In almosl all MUGs, with
the exception of GODS, you get
a percenloge of your opponent's
points when you kill him or her.
Of course, when they die, they
may take revenge by attacking
you ceaselessly until your
stamina has been worn down
low enough for them to bump
you off. It Is unwise to kill

unless you absolutely
eta
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Gaines
private army'. In return tor being vou say to a Wizard, and how
protected by these players, and you treat him/her. It they (eel you software, you v,

being able to command them
to kill someone, they hand out
the occasional treasure.

Desertion Is pretty widespread
though, because the risks are
pretty hlghl

Although Wizards are all-

powerful, they will help out
struggling players so long as
they receive courtesy, and
provided that the player Is

worthy of help and Is not Just

trying to get as much help as
possible. Be very careful what

George Duvall takes

you into the intrigues of

Multi-User Games or

MUGs as the insiders

call them.

purchased the hardware and
eto

making subscribe to whichever game
i FOD you in you wish — and set up your
If a Wizard character — name, sen and

you, you would do password — after which you are
away!!
One problem with MUGs Is

that they can get very
expenslvell At up to two pounds
per hour of play. It pays to limit

SK"**?

involves grovelling — which is

frequently does I

To play MUGs, you'll need a
modem that con handle 1200/75
baud. Spectrum owners can buy
one of these almost anywhere:
but you will also need some
simple terminal emulation
software. Once you have

early In the morning! To see If

you like the Idea, most MUGs
gave a guest account, on which
you con play free for about 15

Overall. Multi-User Games are
a lot ot fun, and give you a
chance to lose your 'real world'
Identity. It's also one of the few
places you don't get In trouble
br killing real peoplelll
Contact:

pa

B&ta-wx

A\\
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k there's going to be rr

tore demand tor multi-
player games." Mlcronet's Peler
Prol r( (old rr I visit

lr London offices recently.
And, starling In August, there's

going lo be a new multi-user
gome available to Mlcronet
subscribers when SHADES goes
online [and If you're not o
Mlcronet subscriber you should
be. after all ZX ran a special
subscription and modem offer

Just the other month — where
were you?).

After a few unkind words
about British Telecom's MUD
game (which I shan't repeat
here), which did admittedly
suffer a few delays In going
online. Peter took me upstairs to
meet Mike Brown, Micronet's
Technical Manager (and
resident Genius, according to
Peter) for a look at the new

Hot in the Shades

Like MUD, Shades Is set In the
sort of Tolklenesque Middle Earth
environment lhat most adventure
game players should be familiar
with. There ore castles, forests,

caves and swamps all hiding
treasure and deadly traps for
the unwary player. The aim ot
the game Is simply to stay olive
and, by collecting treasure
forming alliances and/or
stabbing other players In the
back, to amass enough wealth
and power to Join the ranks ol
the game's elite players, the
Arch Wizards.

The game's Just about
finished, Mike told me as he
rang through to the game on
East Grinsteod's Prestel number.
'There s lust some software
needed for the Interfacing
between Prestel and Mlcronet
which should lake about four

"Shades has been running for
some months now. Its been run
from Neil's home — it seems to
have quite a following." Neil Is

Neil Newell, the gomes author
and the person who will run and
continue to Improve Shades now
that It has been taken up by
Mlcronet.

As Mike logs on to East
Grlnstead, a warning appears
on the screen felling us that
while the management will try to
ensure fair play they connot be
held responsible for whatever
may happen to players In the
gome In other words we're on
our own as we find ourselves In

character called Arthur the
Novice — Novice being the level

ot which all new players join the

The Saga ot Arthur The
Novice

The cave In which Arthur finds
himself Is cold and dark, and in
the distance there Is a fluttering
noise like the beating ot many
wings Arthur goes west only to
tlnd hlmselt confronted by a bat,
which, being only a humble
novice, he is unable to defeat.
From a long way away a voice
calls to him - "Want any help?"

Like most adventure games.
Shades has Its own vocabulary.
The tull extent of the vocabulary
Is far you to find out on your

standard words that will come in

handy and Mike calls some ot
them up on the screen to see If

we can get some help far Arthur.
All the usual adventure
commands are there [GO, GET.
TAKE, and so on), but Shades has
some unusual commands such
as CRINGE, BOOGIE and QUAKE,
-nd there's also a WHO?

thate J to
; playing the

Me lime Using
Arthur discovers

that his offer of help comes from
Fink Ihe Sorcerer. Using one ot
his tew spells, Arthur SUMMONS
Fink to his otd.

Fink appears, summoned by
Arthurs spell, and with his
Sorcerer's powers despatches the
bat lhat has been causing
Arthur so much aggro. Kindly
Fink offers Arthur a key and a
pewter goblet - small Items ot
treasure to boost his score a little

— then goes off to find some
more treasure for Arthur. 'Jerrltlc"
he thinks lo himself "Whats the
catch?" Fink returns empty
handed, "Well, I don't want to
give you too many points," says
Fink. "Scumbag," thinks Arthur.

There are according fa Mike,
some very complex rules to
follow in the game and already
there Is a large area on Prestel
devoted lo advice for players of
multi-user games. Including
those who have already started
playing Shades.
One aspect of the game that

mlghf seem unusual to Mlcronet
users Is Ihe way that the game
manages to duplicate a
'viewdata' method of
presentation. What this means Is

that most of the top ol youi
television screen will be given
over lo the controlling
computer's oulpuf whilst the
bottom two lines of the screen
will be for the player's own

New information will be
highlighted in white whilst older
information will 'lade' into cyan,
and commands from the player

will be highlighted In yellow as
fhey are acled upon. Quite a lot

of work has gone Into the
presentation of the gome, and
Mike clalmes to be pleased at
the effect lhat they've achieved
as It should enhance the game's
playabllify.

Eventually Shades should be
able to cater lor some 60

"The number ol players Isn't

problem. We could go up to SO
or 60 buf we won't start off with
that number. We'll test the water
ot first, but we can expand at
any time" Already, a
questionnaire about the possible
Eopularlty of a new gome has
roughf a great response from

Mlcronet users, so Mike has lew
doubts about Shades' chances

Once the gome Is online
["We're nol sure when In August,
but It will definitely be August."]
there will be no registration fee
and the charge for playing llm<
will be 99p an hour, which will

be llemlsed and added onto
people's Prestel or Mlcronet
accounts at the end ot every
quarter. Having seen lust a
glimpse at what Shades will be
ottering I can see that there are
going to be plenty ol people
with healthy Mlcronet bills

before the year is out.
Arthur walks through cave;

. »_.,j odours and dripping
full

water Unknown to Arthur, a thiet

enters the cave behind him and
springs to attack. Arthur, without
the help of Fink, is unable to
fend off the attack and snuffs It.

But In Shades death Is not the
end. It means the loss of hail his
points but Arthur wilt return, It he
can afford the Mlcronet bill. .

.
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MUD has competition.

Very soon Micronetters

will be able to enter

the world of Shades, a

multi-user game set In

a world "where magic

works and logic are

really rather

unreliable. .
."

Nell Newell on Shades

Before Micronet became
Involved, Nell Newell had been
running Shodes on tils own tor

tome sii months, although In a
simpler 'orm than It will be in
once Mioronet get the game
online

According to Nell, Shades
"started at a hobby, it's not
rigidly structured and grew as
people suggested things Some
people wanted a castle, so one
got put in. It was Incredibly
simple 10 begin, and only got
this den and complex since
Micronet became Involved."

At present the gome takes
place above ground tor the
most pari ana contains about
500 locations, though Nell will
continue to expand and Improve
tne game In Ihe future and
Micronet members will be able
to moke suggestions too He has
also included a number of

mobiles' In the game These are
corrau'er generated players
whose main rote Is "to attack
people", though they have
varying degrees of Intelligence
and some of them can be quite
useful to ployers It you can work
out how to deal with them.

Al present the main
geographical features In the
game are Ihe Swamp, Castle,
forest and the Ruined City to the
soulh of the game world. When
Nell ri , Ihe
home he hod some 400 regutai
players, though Ihe phone
facilities only allowed six at a
lime to get Into the game Bui
some of the players were
Incredibly dedicated and would
keep on trying the phone lines
until another player left and
allowed them lo gel In, Joining
Micronet will allow more players
access lo the game, though Nell
Intends lo keep Ihe game under
control so thai loo many players
don't start stumbling aver each
othet:-

"We'll have thirty two players
to start off with on Micronet. then
sixty four. We'll probably hove
lour games ol sixteen players lo
stop Tl getting too busy."
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Get on the trail of

Interstellar villains with

the bounty hunting

robot Mantronlx.

Mantronix
Probe Software
E7.95

irou'w finally done I! - at long
las! you've managed lo achieve
Legal Combat Status and quality

as a galactic Bounty Hunter.

So, like oil budding bounty
hunters you're ready To track

down all the cod guys In ihe
universe and rake In Ihe rewards
[not that you're doing II tor the
money ol course, the chance to

light tor truth, lustlce. and all thol

loth Is Its own reword otter all).

The nice thing about being a
bounty hunter in 2001 AO Is that

you can gel your remote
controlled Monlronl* robot to do
all the ditty work tor you. Ihe
Maritronn is equipped with a
pulse laser tor combat, and you
can control lis movements and
actions via the Mark 1 Autoscan
thai allows you to observe the
Montronlx al all limes
When you're hunting villains

Ihe planet ZyDor Is Ihe place lo

be. The entire planet Is

Kopulated by defence
Limanolds whose only purpose

In lire Is to defend the four

criminals who are hiding on the
planet Intormotion about each
ol these criminals Is presented
on your communications
console, and consists ol the
criminal's name, nature of his

crime and Ihe bounty on his

The surface ol the planet is

seen os a series of grid-like

surloces, presented In the 3D
Knlghllore style graphics lhat ate
so popular these days. As you
walk across the planet's surface

the screen display switches
quickly to show the latest section
ol Ihe grid thai you've moved
onto The display Irom your
auloscan Is In lust two colours, to

avoid attribute clashes, though
the background colour varies

The defence humanolds are
easy lo spot as they're the only
things moving They bounce
around the screen, slowly

homing Ir rl It you're

quick on your leel you can
outmanoeuvre Ihem and gel
Into position and blast Ihem with
your loser.

Also scattered around the
plana! are various obstacles,
many of which are harmless in

themselves, but which can slow
you down II you're being chased
by one of the humanolds, as
well as Items of treasure that
can be collected to increase
your credit rating. Some sections
ol the planet surface are
Impassable so you have lo find

conveyor belts

you trundling along,
unable lo change direction.
Added to all this are the

power packs thai are needed to
fuel your cratt when you leave
and also to neutralise some ol
Ihe oblects thai can kill you.

Though the animation Is nice
and smooth and the graphics
themselves are all large and
clear I must admit thai I had
quite a lot ol trouble when It

came to moving around and
shooting a I these things. The

o! control keys was a bit

odd, and even when a
Kempston joystick was used the
directional controls still took a
bit ol getting used to, with the
result thai at first I had lo play
an awlul lot ol games without
getting anywhere just lo
familiarise myself with the
controls Bui once I became
more used to the controls the

ol Ihe gome started to

closer It ;l(lng down my

Mantronl* puis less emphasis
on problem solving f*""" ,K=
Ultimate games, but
tricky shoot

'— '

playing —
good

.,, UH „,.., u large
mg area thai should keep
trigger finger Hexing for a
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SHOIJTfllTS
If you've got an amazing chunk of code or some dazzling short

routines lying around, why not send them In to Short Cuts —
and earn yourself £10!

Fade Out

*. Waters of Slough sent us the
lirst program, a great way ol
clearing the screen in games. It

really gives that professional
touch to vour programs

It works bv removing pixels to
/e a dissolve effect and uses a

50 byte machine code routine.
As it is printed here, It Is loaded
to address 30000 so that both
16K and 48K owners can use it.

To relocate It higher in memory
d make it more practical tot

C users lust change the '30000
to 30049' to the address of your
choice [is. 60000 to 60049) and

ill II wlfh RANDOMIZE USR your

10 RESTORE : FOR n=30000 TO 30
049

20 READ a! POKE n,a: NEXT n

30 FOR n=0 TO 21: PRINT "12343
678901234367B90123436789012-: HE
XT n

40 RANDOMIZE USR 30000
50 DATA 17,234,8,123,7,7,7,93,

33,0,64, 1,24,0, 126, 143, 119,33, 16
,250, 13,32,247,21,32,233,58, 141,
92, 119,84,93, 19, 1, 192,2,237, 176,
59,72,92, 119, 14,63,237, 176,201,0
,0,0

One lor the newcomers sent In

by Nlclas Carlenlus ot Sweden if

3 version of the ever popular
icrolllng games. Notice that use
Jf USR 3562 to scroll the screen
jne line.

To adapt the program to your
uwn taste should not be that
difficult a task for even the least
eiperienced. and to ad|ust the
speed of the game vary the—mber 20 In line 150 and you

n adjust the toad width by
modifying the number of spoces
In line 90.

"' e aim ol fhe game is to
drive as long as possible along
the road as It scrolls towards yoi
using keys 5 and 8 to move left" J

right. Nlclas tells us his

ssT dlstanceJscore Is 1900 —
OK, get driving!

Hacker Basher

One ot our most frequent
requests is lor ways ol making
your programs hacker prool
[personally I teel pleased that
anybody would want to see hov
I wrote a program). I. J. Rogers

ie done by POKING the
line length ol the first line In the
program with 255. When the
program Is saved and someone
tries to MERGE it the computer
thinks It hasn't enough memory
and refuses to accept It!

Due to the way In which
Sinclair BASIC is stored you have
to add a little more to your
program than a simple POKE,
but this Isn't a lot and It is very
easy. The secret Is to include the
following lines:

1 POKE 23758,0: GO TO 5
5 main program starts hate
9999 POKE 23758,255: SAVE
"PROGRAM" LINE 1

SAVE your program by using the
instruction GO TO 9999 and
verify It wllh VERIFY "" as per
usual. Now NEW your computer
and try to MERGE the program.
Mind you It is not much use on

and BREAK the program to list it.

To make It completely loolprool

POKEs which cause a crash if

anyone tries to break It as the
lirst line of your program. Ie. 5
POKE 65364,0: POKE 65365,0

And. lust to make llle really
difficult, you may have to use a
bit ol extra code to find the start

of the BASIC line if you hove a
microdrive or disk unit attached.
is POKE (PEEK 23635+256* PEEK
23636)+3, 255 or

ZX81 Screen Print

Here Is a short, six byte routine
which will let you COPY as many
lines of the screen as you like

(up to a maximum ot 24)l

Dennis Clinton of California
sent us this one and It should
work on machines both sides ol

the Atlantic The second POKE
line determines how many lines

of the screen will be copied on
the ZXJAIphacomJTimex type
printer, so change the number
24 to suit your needs.
Once the code has been

poked Into the line 1 REM
statement, the other lines can be
deleted one at a lime. The COPY
routine can be used at any
stage In the program by RAND
USR 16514 BUT the line 1 REM with
the machine code must stfll be
there The program makes use of

the loot that the 81s own COPY
routine expects the register pair
to contain the number ot lines to

be copied before calling it. We
simply set It to the number of our
choice.

ZX81 COPV

10 POKE 16514.22
20 POKE 16515,24
30 POKE 16516,205
40 POKE 16517,107
50 POKE 16518,8
60 POKE 16519,201
100 REM RAND USR 16514 TO
USE.
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Toni Baker continues

her graphics series

with a look at the

layout of the screen

display.

"printing". To
must (ifsi understand how Ihe
screen works. The mysterious
layout ol the TV screen Is

therefore today's topic. Let us
proceed.

The screen display

The area ol memory which Is

normally used tor the TV screen
lies between addresses 4000
and 5AFF. Those between 4000
and S7FF store Ihe 'black and

with all the colour taken out],

whereas addresses 5800 to 5AFF
store the colours. Those of you
without a 128K Spectrum are

addresses only — the screen
area cannot be moved. Those ol

you with o Spectrum 128 will find
that there Is a second area of
memory which may be used to
store a screen Image (addresses
7C00O to 7DAFF) and we'll be
looking at thai possibility later

on in the article. For now though,
-'I just take!"- -'

POKE 16384,15 -

you a Utile bar half the length ol
the first, and not quite in the
corner.

What you have to do to
understand this is to think of the
numbers In binary. II we imagine
that the zeroes are blank
squares, and the ones are filled-

In squares, then we can easily
see the picture given by Figure
One. According to this Figure
One, the Instruction POKE
16384,85 should give a speckled
bar In the top left hand corner
[If It doesn't then try tuning your
TV in a bit better).

In other words, each bit ol Ihe
screen memory corresponds to
one pixel on the TV. Have a look
at Figure Two - Ihis contains two
machine code programs (very

short), and a BASIC program
(also very short), which \'a like

you to try. The lirsl of these prints

a symbol on the screen, but
without using RST 10; the second
prints a lower case letter "a '. The
third program In the set is In

BASIC, and this too manages to—
' "i whole character-sized

sym

the i
st (hex) address for the

screen is 4000. In decimal this Is

16384. Type CIS followed by
POKE 16384.255 (Spectrum 128
owners would be advised to use
the Screen option from the menu
to move any program to the
bottom of Ihe screen first, il they
are operating in 128K mode),
Walch what happens — you will

see little bar appear In the
top left hand corner ot the
screen. Now type BORDER 5 so

without using PRINT.

Graphics in ROM
All ot the keyboard characters
are stored in pixel expansion
form in the ROM, To find the
pixel expansion lor any given
character just multiply its

character code by eight and
add 3C0O. For instance, "a" has
character code 61h, and 8'61 +
3C00 = 3F08. This is the address
we gave to DE in the program in

Figure Two.
Vou may have noticed that

the machine code programs
used INC D (and INC Hj lo
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im
locale Ihe next row ol pixels on
the screen. Now this Is very
Interesting because INC H
Increases ihe value ot H by one,
and therefore Increases the
value ot HL by 0100h Also the
BASIC program used an
increment ot 256 [note 256d =
0100h). This tells us something
about the layout ol Ihe screen. II

HL contains Ihe address of the
lirst (lopmosl) pixel-row ol a
character square then the olher
seven pixel-row addresses con
all be obtained by an
appropriate number ol INC H
Instructions. (See Figure Three.)

So now we know Ihe eflecl of
adding 100h to ihe address,
what about adding one? Try
typing In Ihe following BASIC
program and running It lo see
whol happens:

10 LET x = 16384
20 FOB I = TO 7
30 POKE x,25S
40 LET x = x + 1

50 NEXT I

out across the top ot the screen.
Changing line 20 lo FOR 1 =
TO 31 extends the line right
across Ihe lull wldlh. So tor II

seems simple, bul Is Ihere more
to il than thai? Change line 20
again to read FOR I = TO 255
(after all, we already know what
happens if we odd 256). Try It

All well and good — the first

eight rows of characters are
lined oul. But — surety there's
something wrong here? After all.

we've added 255 lo the original
address to gel Ihe lost address,
and yet we know lhal II we
added Instead 256 (le II we
added one more] then we'd be
one pixel-row down from our
original position. Vou can Iry it II

you like Oust change line 20
again]. Common sense, on the
other hand, would lead us lo
expect that the next pixels would
be at Ihe led ol Ihe screen, one
more choracler square down.
Common sense, unfortunately,
doesn't mean much in the world
of Ihe Speclrum. Change line 20
lo read FOR I = TO 2047 and
see what happens.

It vou can Imagine lhat the
as of character
a completely

I separate part ol

laving no relation lo

then the problem

first eight

squares c
Isolated c

rother boring and sensible once
more. Adding one moves you
one character square to Ihe
right [skipping down lo the left

hand edge ol the next line ol

character squares If you go off

the right hand edge], and
oddng 256 (1D0h) moves you
down by one pixel-row (provided
you don'l Iry lo move down
below Ihe boltom of a character
square). Figure Four shows thai II

we write Ihe address ot any
screen position within these top

?o ,npui 4

SO DEF FN h|.*l - CODE .f - 7-|<*.":~t -W

eight rows in binary, and assign
such a number lo KL then It

looks very sensible indeed, wilh
H recording Ihe row number
within a character square, ond L

recording which character
square. II you split the value in L

into two pahs, as I have done In

the diagram, then we actually
come up wllh the PRINT AT
coordinates ol Ihe character
square In question. This ..

one way of looking at the
-' ;— between what

H

On SEGMENT ZERO
I I

— l«'l I

s £ zS £5

|
010|..| rrrjlll

|
Q , q q q

|

|I*HII

(A

O

<

<
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Flour Four also shows u
s. You see

we've only looked
eight lines of Ihe screen, we now
need lo look ol Ihe other 16. The
first eight lines use up all the
addresses from 4000 to 47FF. The
next eight lines are organised in

exactly the same way! They
occupy addresses 4800 to 4FFF.

Finally, Ihe third eight-line

segment occupies addresses
5000 to 57FF, and once again Is

organised in exactly the same
way. What this means in practice
is that we have to envisage the
screen as being divided up Into

segment zero being the lop
eight lines, segment one being
the middle eight lines, ond
segment two being the bottom
eight lines. Thus — although In

general adding one to o screen
address will move you one
square to the right (or onto the
left hand edge of the next line)

the procedure will not work It

you try to cross Irom one
segment to the next. For

Instance, the last square in

segment zero has address 40FF,

i the first square In

The second diagram In Figure
Four gives Ihe general picture —
the address of any pixel-row on

'line', etc with precise meaning.
Figure Five shows you the best
way to visualise this breakdown.

Now this way of representing
screen addresses is fine lor

computers, since computers
work In binary, but It's not all

15801400 ! 40K5B1)

I5B6140E
_.._ -

| MTturj
(SBB1408 409(5891

.
: 40DI5BD)

43919991

(5A6I506 507(5A7)

[SAAISOA
* -

50B(5ABI

that good for humans. The
diagram In Figure Six looks at
screen addresses directly in hex.
All you hove to do Is read oft the
first three hex digits from the left

or right edge of the screen
(whichever Is closer) and the
fourth digit Irom the top. Thus the
square on the diagram which Is

filled in has address 509A. I

hope you can see how to read
this Irom the picture This means
thot the eight addresses which
together comprise this square
are 509A, 519A, 529A, 539A, 549A,
559A, 569A and 579A.
And now, a quick little

subroutine to turn PRINT AT
coordinates Into screen
addresses. This Is Ihe subroutine
in Figure Seven, which

Attribute bytes

Now that we've looked at the
screen In black ond white, we

aspect of it. Consider the
following BASIC program:

10 PAPER 6: INK 0: BORDER 6:

CLS
20 FOR I = 1 TO 22
30 PRINT , "SVNCHBONICITY"
40 NEXT I

50 FOR I = 2252B TO 23295
60 POKE 1,15

70 NEXT I

Watch what happens when you
run It. First ol all some text Is

printed on the screen [In black
on yellow), and then, one square
at a time, the screen changes
colours (to white on blue) without
altering the text.

To understand exactly why the
program works it Is much easier
to think in hex, The area of

memory between 5800 ond 5AFF
Is called the attributes tile (as

opposed to the display tile

which Is the screen area). The
contents of the attributes (lie

determine the colours on the
1 simple Every

:r squar n the si

has one attribute byte all lo

itself. The contents of such an
attribute byte determine the
colours of the corresponding
square. This means that If you
POKE an address In fhe
attributes file then you will

change the colours ol one
character square. We discussed
qftrlbute bytes In lost month's
article, so I won't go over them
here in too much detail, but Just

a reminder: an attribute byte
stores the FLASH status (ofl or on),

the BRIGHT status (off or on), the
PAPER colour [0 to 7). and the
INK colour (Oto 7). The byte
value is 128"F + 64*B + 8'P + I,

or in binary: F B P P P 1 1 I.

In machine code, of course. It

is useful to know precisely which
byte In the attributes file

corresponds to which square on
the screen. Vou can work out the
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WA
attribute byle in BASIC bv the
formula 22528 + 32'V + X
[where X and Y are the PRINT AT
coordinates of!he
corresponding square). You see,
unlike the main screen, the
attributes file is laid out
completely sensibly — left to
right, lop to bottom! In (act — it

you go back to Figure Six i'll

show you an easy way to
visualise It, Pick a square (for

Instance the one marked], and
read oil the (list three digits from
the left or right of the screen
(whichever Is closer), buf use the
tiguies given in brackets! Finally
read the fourth digit from the
top This gives the full address in

hex - lor Instance the attribute
byte for the square marked hos
address 5A9A. Sot It?

Changing the BORDER
colour

There are essentially two steps
Involved in changing the colour

code. This Is because the ROM
uses the border colour in two
different ways. The actual border

Itthao
, right n

d border
colour Is a separate record kept
by the Spectrum amongst the
system variables. Every time you
press a key whilst in command
mode the actual border colour
is changed to that of the

problem for the programmer Is

that changing the actual border
colour does not alter the ROM's
permanent record — so you
may find that the border colour
changes back to what It was
before. Ihe next time you press a
key. Alternatively, simply
chonglng the permanent record

on Ihe screen (not Immediately
anywoy) You must change both
of these.

To change the actual border
colour on screen you may use
either the BASIC Instruction OUT
254,colour or the machine code
OUT (FE),co/our These
instructions look Identical — In

tact they are.

To change the permanent
record you must POKE the system
variable BORDER (address 5C48)
with an attribute byte tor the
border. It Is the PAPER colour of
this attribute which will be used
lor the border, The rest of the
attribute byle Is used to specify
Ihe colours ot the lower pari of

Ihe screen used tor INPUT etc.

There Is, as always, an easy
way at doing bolh jobs at once:
Ihe machine code Instruction

CALL BORDER A at address
2297 (In hex CD9722). This will

change both the actual border
colour and Ihe recorded border

Additional Information
lor Spectrum 128
owners

The Spectrum 128 has not one.
but two areas of memory which
may be used lo store a screen
image. Ordlnorlly addresses
4000 to 5AFF are used, but the
second possible location Is

addresses CO00 to DAFF on RAM
page seven. The first region is

called screen ;ero, and the
second region is called screen
one Obviously only one of these
screens may appear on the
television at ony one time

The addresses of Individual

obtained by calculating the
address for the corresponding
byte within screen zero and then
'setting' bit fifteen (ie change the
initial 4 Into a C, or the 5 Into

D). Remember though that this

screen area resides In RAM
page seven, not RAM page zero
[the normal page). Note that it Is

possible for screen one to be
active Irrespective of whichever
RAM page Is paged In — In

other words, it Is not necessary
for page seven to be paged In

for screen one to work,

screen one (or vice versa) may
be achieved by calling either
label SCR_0 or SCR_1 from the

Figure Eight. Note that the ROM
is only designed to print onto

Neither PRINT nor RST 10 will work
on screen one, nor will PLOT or
DRAW, neither will the automatic
listing, and neither will

command editing or INPUT. You

the end of a program.
Another word of warning. The

Spectrum, being a machine of

very many bugs, not only
displays a complete lack of

ROM software lo use screen one
[not even in the new ROM), but
worse — Ihe software It does
contain clashes directly with any
possibility of using screen one.
The problem Is this: whenever
you SAVE! something into

RAMdlsc using Ihe new SAVE!
command, the tiles saved are

stacked one above the other.

The first file saved will begin at
address 1C0O0. and the stack
will build upwards through
consecutive memory areas:
1C00O to 1FFFF. 3C00O to 3FFFF,

4CO0O to 4FFFF. 6C000 to 6FFFF.

then 7C0O0 upwards Af Ihe
same time a second slack is

built, beginning at address 7EBFF
and growing downwards — this

stack stores the NAMES of the
(lies saved [as used by CAT!)
and other information about the
files. These two stacks are not
allowed to meet — if there is any
danger of this happening then
error report "4 Out of memory" is

given. Furthermore, the directory
slack is nol allowed to grow
downward beyond address
7C0D0 [this is why it is Impossible
to SAVE! more than 562 tiles,

even If they don't add up to 69K.
II turns out that even though
these stacks are not allowed to

meet, they are allowed overwrite

moy be overwritten by either the
file stack, or Ihe directory stack.
Conversely, If enough programs
are SAVEId in RAMdlsc then II Is

equally possible that POKEing
into screen one may corrupt
some of the files - a far more
serious prospect. Machine code
programmers should beware!
Screen one may only b

h Into

RAMdisc You can safely si

64K or 216 files, whichever come:
tirst and still make use of screen

Well that's It for this month.
Next month I shall conclude this

short mini-series by telling you
how onythlng BASIC can do,
machine code can do better —
and faster. Happy Lughnasadh
- see you nexl month.

if tow
desire — the choice of colour
must tlrsl be loaded Info the A
register.
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Here's a chance for

budding artists to prove

their talents and design

their own cassette

artwork!

f\^ontronix is the latest game
from Probe Software — a three
dimensional combat game set

In outer space, In which you
have 1o hunt down a group ol

deadly galactic outlaws and
collect the rewards that have
been put up (or their capture.
On this page you can see (he

artwork that is used on the
cassette ol the Mantronix game.
What do you think ot it - terrific?

awful? Would it catch your eye If

you saw II In a shop or turn you
away In search of something
else? Whatever your reaction to

It, here's your chance to show
whether you could do any better
because Probe Software want to

see what you would come up
with If you were designing the
artwork for Mantronix. Elsewhere
In this Issue there's a review ol

the game which should give you
some Idea of the theme and the
style ot Mantronix, and once you
think you've got an idea that
would suit the game It's |ust a
matter ol putting It down on
paper.

You can submit your artwork
In whatever form you want —
pencil sketch, water colours,

anything you like And
remember, the Idea behind the
artwork Is as Important as the
skill that goes Into drawing It, so
a rough pencil sketch with a
good idea In It stands as much
chance as an elegant but dull
oil painting.

The prizes
The first prize is the chance to

S3
along to the studio and see

e designers at work an the
artwork for Probe's next game
And you'll even be able to gel
Involved and offer Ideas of your
own when you meet Ihe
designers!

And tor fifteen runners up
there are copies of Mantronix on
offer, so you don't have to be In

Ihe Picasso class to stand a
chance ol winning something.
Send your masterpieces in to

Mantronix Competition, ZX
Computing Monthly, 1 Golden
Square London W1B 3AB and
entries should arrive by
September Sth 1986.

The competition Is open fo all

readers of ZX Computing
Monthly, except employees of

Argus Specialist Publications,

Alabaster Passmore and Sons
and Probe Software, and Ihe
Editor's decision Is final.
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Let off steam, blow your top or shower a game or manufacturer with

compliments. It's what Crossfire is for. .

.

Small Is beautiful
Interesl lo ZX readers?

When

\tm to HA Computet

>r the lime g

e 2 Specttun

Saturday and was informed that they

arrived on Tuesday tulty lecoyeied and
with a totally new character: he was an
Issue 3, this means no mote colour drill
problems on my TOSHIBA TV. all for III-

leen quid. Now, hows that lor service?
All loo often IIseems that companies

recommended In magazine editorial

Using

Writing for ZX

ZX Computing

i a ptogrammet
•me guidelines o.

explaining whc

subject We do

very high stone

catalogues when i

changed

(ondon NW3.

n using Sine

n article Is

linos are still an
learning program-

i a lot at satisfaction.

ovldlnguimues'

is 128 Keypad pi

Bran PUps. Vtb/vertanpton

although His Very good even

The following nates will gi
puler, lay the explosives, breat
Bed Dial

First, LOAD the game, then
,

BUTTON (left lo right top to be
1) MUSE GAME/QUIT (YIN)?

2) LOCATION
3) SEE NUMBERS 6*9
4) SEC NUMBERS 6& 9
5) FORMULA

NOTES: CONTROLS AS NOTES

i through lack ot intotmuiivn
without these vital notes that

m you all the understand/,

ought you might like Ic

help other readers whe

' the Plane, Level and Sector you
In. Planet ate changed Py

joking lor a White Vent(oblong In shape)
tnd pressing 6 whilst standing in Ironl al
. You wilt see yourselt transported through
i luOe between two sides ol Ihe ships walls,

Tough, you wilt be behind

or right of <

reading oil Ihe lirst 4 symbols from left to

right, then moving the icon lo Ihe same
symbols on the tallowing buttons, 3, 4, 7.8.
11 & 12. press Fire to enter them in turn, then
move back lo button sit and press FIRE
again. II It Is not accepted, then one ol Ihe

' while you were keying
Ire again, and you are

gfve"n "he ah
II has been accepted, you will se

how long you have before Ihe s,

destroyed by the explosives you hai
laid there, although It won't help yc

Ping Important
n.m

through Ihe BEAM py switching It ol\

61 DETONATION TIME IO BE SET
7} SEE NUMBER 6 & 9
81 SEE NUMBER 6 8,9
91 SECURITY

HOTS: See enclosed diagram,

101 USE COMMUNIPUTER

, WhenthishasPeensetectBd.lt. ...

,
see Mode lollowed by 6 symbols, and a

• statement al the bottom saying Circuit: on
Using buttons 3, 4, 7, 8. » & 12, you have

BEAMS, this Is done as follows .

, BUTTON 3: Changes symOols ttt 1 8 6
, together.
BUTTON 4: Changes symbols & 1 » 5
ogelher,
IUTTON 7. Changes symbols @ Z 4 St 6

BUTTON 8: Changes symbols @ 1 3t 4
together.
BUTTON 11. Changes symbols 2 £ 6

BUTTON 12: Changes symbols 2 & 3



Q|superBASIC
David Nowotnik

examines SuperBasics

graphics commands.

series on SuperBASIC slarled lo

examine Ihe QL's

graphics capabil
you missed II. we
on SCALE, positioning Ihe
graphics cursor (POINT], drawing
slraight lines wilh LINE, and Ihe
LOGO-like commands ol MOVE
and TURN This month we'll be
concenlraling on drawing
circles and arcs, tilling In shopes
wilh colour, and pixel prlnl

positioning wilh the CURSOR
command,

Circles and lines
li could be said thai a circle or

very short slraighl lines joined
together. Try Ihe example in lig.

la to prove the poinl. Type in Ihe
program lines, then lype Ihe new

i 'lurile. circle'. The

.:s commands drawing in

sequence 18D straight lines, and

changes. We'll see lhal later o
The 'circle lesl' routine sels

the scale to 200.0.0, and Ihe
coordinates ol Ihe centre ol Ih

circle lo 200.100. Wilh a radius
100 pixels Ihe circle just tits the

display window. It you lype a
number bigger t'

'• ig '

drawn.

degre

Olo e OL h

progra nfig. 1

lig 1b to t

ond lype in Ihe direct command
'circle .test'. The rouline asks tor

Ihe circle radius; type In any
posllive number. II will keep on
drawing circles lor you unlit you
BREAK ihe program wilh CTRL
and space. In Ihe program
sting, II

nee lo d v il in white (INK 7)

draw il in red (INK

the background,

lust see pari of Ihe circle. Small
circles do look very odd, but this

is due lo Ihe limitations ol
resolution ol the OL. 11 you can
remember how Ihe turlle_ circle
looked, hopelully you will agree

nlnd:\

sophislicaled, and tasler method
ol drawing circles - Ihe CIRCLE
commond. In its simplest form
CIRCLE requires three
parameters; the «- and
y-coordinates. and radius,

respectively The eifecl oil three
will have depends on ihe SCALE
thai you've set belore calling Ihe
CIRCLE commond. There's a
simple example in lig. lb to

' e Ihe CIRCLE
I. Hopelully you've kepi

Fig 1. rest » comma-d for C rcl. Ellipses ann Ore.

„> C1 rclB Drawn with 1 rtle * •phi » ca.Mn» S

ioi> DEFine PROCedure T

MODE B: WINUQW 5

130
PAPER Ol CL5

,16

I;;:, §!25r!f tW M T* «

,,,

SCALE 200,0,0

PENDOMN

,,, xtro Progra* Unes to test th. CIRCLE „.....«

1
DEFin» Procedure C

INK 2l CIRCLE ..0

Mo END DEF.n* CIRCLE.

=> *tra Program lines to dra„ .11 BBeS

260 INPUT HO," Eccen ririty "|B

120 iK CIRCLE ^ ?;,*,.« .,«

th-

too DEF.n* Procedure ft C.TEBT

42Q CLS; SCALE 200,0,0

":'.

^NPufV.," Input «rc an? is "

E rND^RFPeat LODPI
310 ,-ND WHi« "CI. TEH
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Ellipses
So tar the QL has performed In

much the same way as the
Spectrum or mosl other micros
But the CIRCLE command on the
QL can have two additional
parameters to produce ellipses.

to It ir Suid s there
belween the major t

axis ot on ellipse', the second
parameter Is angle; again Irom
the User Guide, this Is the
orientation ol the major axis at
the ellipse relative to the screen
vertical'. Contused? Well, add
the program lines In fig. 1c to
Ihcse already In your QL, and
you have converted your circle
drawing test to a test ol ellipses.
5iar! things going again with the
direct command 'circle_tesl',

and BREAK once you've had
enough. You'll need lo enter
radius, eccenlriclly, and angle.
Try it enough times to gel o (eel
for Ihe ellecl of (hose last Iwo
parameters

any li ninah
h follows a
<e the LINE
the QL's ARC

coordinates, to specily the slarl

>f the a and a
third parameter which describes
the angle ol the curve. As Ihe
arc con curve either side ot the
srruiylit line joining Ihe Iwo
points, this angle parameter
needs same way lo define which

Ihe olher way,
Add Ihe program lines In fig.

1d to the ellipse lesling routine,
then lype in 'arc test'. The

diagonally across Ihe screen.
curing wilh whatever parameter
you sel. You'll find ihat very small
numbers (less lhan absolute 0.6)
will produce no effect. The QL
connol cope with very small
angles of curvolure; instead of
drowing a straight line, it does
nolhlng!

Bofh CIRCLE and ARC have
relotive equivalent CIRCLE I?

and ARC_.R These commands

to be drawn relalive to the
graphics cursor. In CIRCLE R,

relalive to the graphics cursor
position, whereas ARC_R will

drown an arc trom Ihe graphic

moving the graphics cursor in

In shapes with colour, to
produce more slrlklng eflecls.

Colour fills

with colour then
already come a
achieving Ihis ec
series; the WINDOW command.
Opening a window to the
screen, defining the paper
colour, then cleoring that
window will give a block of Ihat
colour. Fig. 2a has an eiample.
Again if is written os a
procedure, so you can type it in

with Ihe other procedures [Irom
(ig. 1). Ihen lype the direct
command 'display'. This shows
one of the effects used in a lot o
prolessionol QL soltware, where
Iwo windows of exactly the same
size are opened, one slighlly

displaced from the olher. The
lirsl window now appears lo be
sianding out Irom Ihe screen
with thesecond window as ils

this window is highlighted. For
the purpose ol drawing blocks.
the window can be of any
desired size. But. unless you are
intending t<

d window as 0.0. BLOCK
way ol left ot the window os

WINDOW has the lop left ot the
screen as 0.0. As an example o(
using the BLOCK command.
(Here is a listing of a BREAKOUT
game in tig. 3. The bricks In the

Htl BLOCK.

vertical sizes of Ihe block in

pixels, the x and y coordinates
ol the lop led point ol the block
and the colour ol the block.
Again. Ihe effect ot the values
depends upon scale The block

belween and 7 for the
slondard eighl colours, or volues
belween B and 255 lor nuaures
ol them. In (ig. 2a you'll see fhai

ronge applies lo the—
' In dellnlng thePAPER

Fig°2b"
procedi 3 to a

sting ol the
" h you to fry o

colours. Again, add the listing lo
Ihe previous lesl roulines. and
type In 'block lest' to inlliale

Ihe routine, pressing BREAK lo

slop Nollce Ihat il you detine a
block to extend outside ihe
dpproprlate window. Ihen
nothing happens (Including no
error message).

You may have noticed thai
the graphics coordinate system
varies depending on the
command used. LINE, ARC and
CIRCLE all use the boltom lefl ol

bat. li

ng the bat at the be

ir right keys). Every ti

wall, and you si a pom'
e delive

(more il you clear all

and gel a new wall), ol random
from either side ol the screen.
The object, like many ot these
games, Is to achieve the highest
score possible.

Fill-in

II would be very limiting for

graphic displays il the only
shape we could fill with colour is

a reclongulor block. The QL

F'.LL. v

that

acls as a simple swilch. 'FILL 1'

converls line drawing with LINE,

ARC, and CIRCLE commands
(and Ihe turtle graphics
commands] lo produce shapes

The command 'FILL 0' turns of!

the colour-tilling f "

line graphics con again be
achieved You do have lo be
very carelul in using the FILL

command; you may gel some
odd eflects. Here are some
simple examples:

:6; FILL 1; CIRCLE 100,100,50:
L0

FILL 1: ARC 50.50 TO 200,100,2:
FILL

FILL 1: ARC 50,50 to 200,100,2;
LINE 50,50 TO 200,100: FILL

FILL 1: LINE 10.10 TO 50.50 TO
50.10: FILL

FILL 1: LINE 100.100 TO 100.150 TO
140,20: FILL

iTVi;you

nly ask
I, You'll

3 SCALE of 200,0.0 (as
sel up by Ihe earlier examples).

The fiisl command draws a
circle tilled wllh yellow (INK 6).

So lar. quite predictable. The
'

s lor

notice only porl o( It

drawn, but you gel a lilled-in

shape with Ihe FILL command
providing a line joining the
slarling point of Ihe arc lo a

Ihe siarljrig point. Ihe rest ol the
arc is ignored. The third

example joins the Iwo end
poinds ol the arc in example 2
wilh a line; Ihe whole shape is

tilled in.
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70

Example 4 draws two sides of

a triangle, but FILL gives vou a
completely llfled (Mangle, with

the third side a horizontal line.

The last example again draws
two sides ol a triangle, but the
expected third side Is not a

FILL does I

and Ignores the remainder ol

the longer ol the two lines.

So. as you can see. If you give
FILL a complete shape, with both
ends joined, then there Is rarely

any problem In getting the
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Just try these two almost
Identical examples to see how
difficult II is to predict exactly
what will happen to the display
when using the FILL command.

LINE 20,20 TO 20,180: FILL 1: ARC
100.150 TO 100,100,-5: FILL

FILL 1: LINE 20,20 TO 20,80: FILL 1:

ABC 100.150 TO 100.100.-5: FILL

The fule of safety applies with
FILL. Switch It off (FILL 0)
whenever you have successfully
completed a colour tilling

operation.
The program In fig. 4 provides

an example ol several ol the
principles dealt with so tar. It

draws a simple countryside
scene. No doubt the artists

amongst you could do much
better, but If you watch the
scene being drawn out, and
follow the listing, It should help
to explain ony ol the principles
dealt with so tar which might not
have been to clear.

Text 'n' graphics
There are many occasions when
drawing diagrams on a micro
when you want text to appear
on the screen mixed In with the
graphics. With most computers,
using the PRINT command will

not allow you to place the text
exactly where you want It. With
the QL, however, you have two
ways of placing the print cursor.
The AT' command organises the
window Into a grid ofcolumns
ond rows, and each character
can only be positioned within
one ot the character sized
blocks of that grid, allocated by
the computer.

Finer control ol the print
position Is attained with the
CURSOR command. Using this
command, you have pixel
control of the print position. This
short example will demonstrate
the principle, and show you an
ottractlve way of producing
program title pages.

10 PAPER 7: CLS
20 OVER 1

30 CSI2E 3,1
40 FOR l=2 TO 4
SO CURSOR 50 + 3* i,60+3* I

60 INK I

70 PRINT "ZX COMPUTING
MONTHLY"

B0 END FOR I

90 OVER
In each circuit ot the FOR. . .END
FOR loop, the print position Is

moved three pixels lo the right,

and three down, to displace
slightly each printing of the
words "ZX COMPUTING
MONTHLY" To prevent each over
printing erasing the previous
text, the command OVER 1' Is

used. If you omit this command
|or cancel It with 'OVER 01 then
only one layer ot text, the final
one printed will be seen.
Another variant of OVER Is OVER
-1' which also allows
overprinting, except that placing

an INK pixel over another INK
pixel con produce some odd
colour effects (try ill). OVER -1'

can be used to erase Hems from
the screen. When prlnl
commands, or line graphics, or
coloured shapes are repeated
exally in fhe same place offer
the OVER -1 command Is used,
that Item Is erased from the
screen leaving the background
colour. Hence, erasing can be
accomplished without changing
the INK colour, <

Windows
So far, In this, and last month's
examination of the SuperBASIC
graphics commands one
important feature ol all

mentioned, for simplicity Every

POINT « 2,10,10
CIRCLE * 20,20,10
LINE > 2,10,10 TO 50,60

In the first example, the graphics
cursor of window two Is moved to
10,10. This does not affect the
position ol the graphics cursor In

any other window. The second
command draws a circle In

widow 0, while the third example
draws a line In window 2.

The final listing to
demonstrate further the QL's

graphic commands appears in

fig. 5. It employs most ol Ihe
principles outlined this month
and last, and It's a game which
Is tun to playl The object Is to
land 10 parachutists onto a
target (at the base of the
screen). The closer to the centre
you get. the more points you

. be directed
towards a specific window. In

the examples to dale, no
window has been specified,
and, as window one takes the
default, all commands have
operated on window one To
direct these commands to
another window, eg. or 2 [or

any other channel that you have
opened to the screen), you must
specify the channel. This Is done
Immediately after the command
keyword. For example:

the top ol Ihe screen, and you
have to press the space bar
when you want the parachutist
to jump then press the space
bar a second time to open the
parachute The wind direction
and speed cause Ihe problems:
take note of those on the gauge
at the top of the screen.

Next month is the final pari of
this series; we'll be seeing how
the OL communicates with other
devices, and how files are
created and managed.
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Antony Stuart reports

on CST's Thor micro, the
main contender.

tod night k

The Greeks used to tell a
parable about the ancient
equivalent of a tramp steamer
plying the Irade toules ol liu

Aegean. At every port ol call,

until every piece of the vessel
had been replaced at least

once. None ol the crew was losf

through death, disaster.

(herewilh the punchline) were
Ihey aboard the same ship they
originally lelt on? No doubl Ihe
issue topped Ihe Greeks' hil

parade ol philosophical
conundrums and may have
even rivaled Ihe alter dinner
problem of whether or not o lirsl-

closs athlete could ever outrun o

It's easy to dismiss questions
like Ihis as non-starters. After all,

whal else would one expect

threw a plucked c

ithoul .__ .

difficulty as long as Ihe various
soItwarehouses cooperate). Thor
should run existing QL programs
with little or no difficulty.

Thor is actually Ihe QL mark II

lhal Sinclair was flirting with
betore giving up and dumping
Ihe problem on Amstrad's
doorstep and promises to be a
very good rr— "-'

and a new model OL will ha
to incorporate a disc drive,

which will obviously boost th.

o push the tl

ladyd

QLo p QLS I aided

reincarnalion info a higher lite

lorm? The question would be as
idle as our Greek parabel were
it not tor Thor's price tag. An
improved QL is to be welcomed
- especially as existing owners
will be able lo up-grade their
machines thanks to CST - but
it's going lo cost some £400
more than Ihe price ol the old
model in one of the large retail

outlets. One ol Ihe main ideas
behind the OL's lirsl [disa.M*rou .)

launch was to bring a high
quality micro onto the market at
a price lust aboul anybody can
fiord. At £550. on the Other
hand, Thor will lie in lhal never-

by Amslrad a
nonenlhusiasl is likely to think
Iwice and start looking at
Spectrum 128s Popular
computers also generate floods
ol software from profit minded
companies while small but
sleody sellers gel less attention

>f bad'finally

level, there is p
improvement a
were to really I

going lo provic
kick up the backside lo software

Elsewhere, plans by various Ol
peripheral and soltware
companies (sometimes In

cooperation with each other an

rtt^uutfmyi oi luierarea a loua-

Qt
mouthed prolo-hippy (Diogenes
again) smugly going oboul
looking lor an honesl man while

dearer jungle ol PCs a

COLUMN
Ton

Greek armed with questions
aboul identity loss in sailing
vessels may now retaliale with

does a OL cease to be o OL?'

QL Mark II

Recently the micro press has
carried stories about the OL
rising from ihe dead [or at least
Itom the Amslrad dust bin) in Ihe
lorm of CST's Thor micro, which is

PCW Show. Thor. to put things in

circuit board in an IBM lormal at

wilh a single 72GK lloppy disc
drive, 640KT RAM, Centronics and
mouse porls and will cost £550.

.
the QL was lirsl

I £399 and Ihe laler
drop to £199 was more due lo

;ial desperation than a
lo micro-hungry people

little disposable income
n Thor's

than £399 die a couple of years
ago bul price trends in micros
are downwards and Thor is

unlikely lo caplure much ot Ihe

tor its quantum leap computer.
CSt has lound an adequate
supply ol QL circuit boards
without going lo Amslrad but
eventually such o step would
seem unavoidable il Thor Is to

Otherwise it could prove to be
lillle more than a clever way lo

reasonable price.

enthusiasm on the pari ol

last lew weeks) some
lo malch this eagerness wilh
hard cash Again the targel is a
PCW launch and scaring up
backing money from reluctant
cheque books is a problem lhal

> betore. So

see a second reincarnated OL
in a tew months time, costing
(probably) about £100 less lhan

Amslrod which still looks set on

(li')'iilv Apparenlly Amstrod is

Mill willing lo sell ils rights lo Ihe

QL for some £2 million but.
considering Ihe small market
appeal so far, this is probably

discouraging would-be buyers
Itom ringing up Rei

—

QLs will be a good t

chances ol keeping a iow-
priced. machine wilh only
^-r-iiiai up-grading on the

v... will hove lo woil for the PCW
Show belore we know (or sure.

(hi-.
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David Nowotnlk takes a

look at what's new on

the QL software scene

including two new

graphic packages.

^^omputer Aided Design (CAD)
Is a rather fashionable phrase to

describe computer graphics
aimed at producing all soils ot

professional designs, from cars to

buildings to maps; anything
which might be otherwise
assigned to a draughtsman's
board. There Is a rather obscure
dividing line between CAD and
computer graphics aimed at

producing pretty pictures. This

review takes a look at two recent

QL releases which exemplify this

point. The tlrst under the
microscope Is CAD PAK;

modestly priced at £14.95, by Its

name, it obviously tries to place
Itself at the professional grade. In

practise, It Is Just on the
borderline, but scores quite high
as a graphics program.

Unfortunately, CAD PAK's 16

page 'manual' is a something of

joke! The pages are only 3x2
inches, and the contents can be
read In Just a tew minutes (It you
read slowly). These Instructions

leave a lot for users to discover

by trial and error.

However, as a graphics
program, CAD PAK is simplicity

ilselTto use. Having produced
the obligatory backup cartridge,

the ommlsions In the manual
can be overcome relatively

easily. After loading, when the

drives stop there is a worrying 6
second pouse before anything
happens, then the drawing
board appears on the screen.

Take a look at the sample
printout In fig. I Apologies for

the reviewer's rather poor artistic

skills, ir.siead, take a close look

at the Icons and text around the
drawing area. Using cursor keys

and space bar (or joystick and
fire button) options are easily

selected by moving the usual
arrow to the selection required,

and pressing 'space', or fire

Working down the icons on
the let! hand side, you get
selections of recolour. text, air

brush, select a shape, 'dustbin'

(to clear the screen), eraser, and
various sizes of paint brush.

Having made the selection, the

arrow Is moved to the drawing

CO

area: press 'space' again, and
start using the option selected.

Moving the arrow keys draws,
paints, erases as the cursor

moves. Pressing space
alternatively swllchr

II'C V.

o start at a new ppsltion.

. demonstration window, wh
shows the type ot result you
should get from the selectior

ink, brush, shade, etc Variou
window shades are shown b
the drawing window. In fig. '•

large areas of 'colour' and
pattern were drawn with the
window shade facility.

;s of the

™3l
of options;

pictures, add text (of various
sizes), select shapes, a few
simple help pages, plus print to

Epson compatible printers. CAD
PAK uses OL's tour colour, high
resolution mode, but the colours'

option permits many
combinations of these lor variou;

shade effects.

CAD PAK he
option to movi
picture from one piace ro

another, or repeat blocks. This

facility, coupled with ability to

create shapes and specific
window shades Just about justify

the 'CAD' label. But lor a really

professional CAD package for

the QL, TechnlOL from Talent
Software is going to be hard to

Down in the cells
The concept of TechnlOL Is the
'cell'. Within each cell you can
create diagrams, icons, and
designs as simple, or as
complex as you desire.

Depending on available
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n that

memory, von can crei

75 cells. So, Ihe main i

be a large diagram with the
basic framework, and '

cell are embedded srr

cells. Within limits, each cell can
be scaled up or down, mirrored,
rotated (90° al a lime). One cell
con be embedded In another
several times, so easing the
problem of redrawing the same

The oblique v

in tig. 2 was created by the
reviewer with TechnlQL. The
outline of Ihe house Is the main
cell, small, medium, and large
windows three other cells, and
the door a fifth cell. After
creating the simple Icons In the
secondary cells, embedding,
scaling and positioning In the
main cell are very simple.

positioning of Ihe line Is

required.
Not only do you have a large

piece of 'paper' to draw on, but
several 'Iranspacencies' which
can be layed over the 'paper'.
Up to eight layers can be used;
the user can select which ot
these eight layers are active, so
allowing the tlnal diagram to be
created lllerallv loyer-by-layer.

Hard copy output is limited to

Epsom compatible printers, but
enhancemenls are planned
which will allow output to
plotters and non-standard
printers. Talent currently offer

service to users In producing
plotter prints of user diagrams.
Other planned enhancements
are cell 'library' maintenance
utilities, and a font (character)

Very large pieces ol 'paper'
can be used in creating
designs, with the monitor acting
as a window over a section ot
Ihe dlogram. Panning across the
diagram, of zooming In and out,
are simple. An example tor using
these facilities Is Included In this

package. This demonstration Is a
map of the isle of Arran;
zooming out displays the whole
Island, and zooming in, and
panning to the right position on
the island gives a street map of
the town ol Brodick. For those
south ol the border. Arran Is

located in the Firth of Clyde, the
detail on this example Is very
Impressive.

There ore wide range of
commands to accommodate all

the facilities offered by TechniQL.
but these are grouped Into live

menus, which are 'pulled down'
simply by pressing one of the
function keys. Alternatively, all

commands can be entered as
Iwo or three letter keywords.

Accurate drawing Is simple
using a grid facility. With 'SNAP'
engaged, all drawing Is

accomplished by connecting
points with a grid of dots. So
lines, polygons, circles, arcs, and
curves are created, and
accurately positioned by
snapping' to the grid. If you
zoom out, Ihe dots of the grid
may disappear, but moving the
cursor reveols that the grid Is still

active. Shape
rJInkc t, top

[on the screen, at least]
coloured diagrams. SNAP c
be disabled, If more preclsi

vide

>odn I, The
appears on the single

mlcrodrlve supplied with
TechnlQL qs a 'compressed' text
file. The file hqs to be expanded
(using softwo re provided), then
printed out by the user. Although

contents, the printout has no
page numbers. Nor ore there
any Instructions on page size, to
ensure that the printout Is

correctly paginated. At £49.95, it

is not unreasonable to expect a
hard copy ot Ihe manual, rather
than the user having to spend
on hour or so producing
something markedly Inferior.

In summary. CAD PAK might
be fine tar producing pretty
pictures, but if you really want
CAD of a professional standard,
TechniQL is well worth the

Monkey business
Despite all the uncertainty over
the future of the QL, It is

reassuring to see new good
quality software still appearing
for this micro. The Cornwall firm

of Microdeal have recently
launched two new titles, 'The
King' and 'Aquanaut 471' for the
QL. Both are priced £19 95. and
both will appeal to quite
different sections of the games
market.

The King is simply another
version (although Ihe first lor the
QL] of the game otherwise
known as Donkey Kong, This

good reproduction ot the
arcade classic has the player
trying to rescue the fair maiden
from that evil giant gorilla. King
Kong. On screen one. the King Is

rolling barrels trom the top of the
screen, down ramps al our hero,
who has to avoid these hazards
(and fire) In making his way to

the top to release Ihe damsel in

distress. For extra points, the hero
can smash the barrels as they
fall with hammers, but must
otherwise ovoid death by
dodging or jumping over the
barrels as they tumble to the
ground.

The reward tor success is a
further three screens, with
variations on the same theme,
ond other deadly hazards to be

always. Ihe object is to score as
much-as possible within three
lives. There is 12 life option to
practise the game, and a 112

player option if Iwo heroes are
competing to save the girl.

might
ulikiiiuii why o past favourite
should be resurrected tor a
quality micro like the QL. The
quality of graphics are weli
below the QL's capabilities. But
arcade game enthusiasts,
starved of material (or the QL
and, no doubt, worried about
the future, will certainly welcome
the arrival ot The King'.

Underwater adventure
Adventurers, also short of OL
material, will be warmed by the
arrival of Aquanout 471. This

offering Is a mixture of fairly

standard text adventure injected
with a little arcade action.
Based In the 21st century, the
object is to guide Aquonaul 471
of the Oceonlc Federation to the
undersea research station ol
Trident Dome, which Is In trouble.
Why this senior officer hasn't got
a map explaining how to get
there, goodness only knows, but
you have to guide him by trial

and error with the usual north.

The journey can take place

underwater. Despite being the
21st century, (he submarine
appears Incapable of detecting
anything under the surface
while travelling on the surface.

to lind where you are going, but
beware ot getting trapped, and
running out of air!

For light relief, Ihe game
Incorporates three arcade
action situations Sound and
graphics quality are reasonably
good in these sections, and the
games are fun to play.

The
3 map to help yi

jre rather complex. For those
vho get really stuck (like the
eviewer!) Microdeal offer two
lelp sheets tor an extra £1 eacl
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Mark Fendrick reports

on product news from

the States and the QL's

brightening future.

For whol Is probably the first

time since the original ZX-30 was
introduced, U.S. and U.K. Sinclair

computer owners have many of

the same concerns. Although
Ihe future ot the Spectrum line is

where it was never Introduced,

the tutu re ol Ihe QL is of great
interest. As was reported last

month, however, the U.S. might
nave a slight edge with the
Involvement ol A+ Computer
Response as Ihe new QL
distributor. At Ihe moment there
ore 16 authorized OL dealers as
well as the many other dealers
who still carry Sinclair products
including the OL.

A+ Is not lust supplying Its

dealers with OL's and other
Sinclair products, but Is truly

supporting Ihe line in a manner
unheard ot for Sincloir products
in this country. After the Sinclair

ComputerFest in May. Carol and
George Whithorn Mew to London
to attend the ZX Microlair. Upon
their return, we were happy to

hear that there are many
exciting developments on the

Computer Response will be
supporting. In addition, to

augment Ihe official Sinclair line

ot software and hardware. A+
will be adding third party
developments to their list ot

products available to the
authorized OL dealers. The lirsl

national advertising for the OL
has storied to appear thanks to

A+ Computer Response marking
the first national ods appearing
for Sincloir products since
Sinclair Research sold the ZX-81

by mailorder In the days before
Timex acquired the North
American marketing rights.

One of A+'s priorities is Ihe

Ihe current model OL. Two
directions being Investigated are
the purchase oT British model
OL's, or an additional production
run of the American model. The
first option would require that the
British models be modified for

use In the Slates (Including
perhaps the substitulion of a JSU
ROM!). The power supply would
have to be compatible with the

U.S. power system; the TV display
mode would hove to be
modified for the NTSC standard
in use in the U.S.. and additional
shielding would be required to

pass the Federal
Communications Commission
(FCC) required testing.

(Computers not passing FCC

coniiscated and heavy fines

being levied. U.S. owners of

Brilish models of Ihe QL are
technically In violation ol this

law which is currently being
enforced quite vigorously. Those
now considering the purchase ot

a OL should ascertain that they
are receiving an FCC approved
unit.) A+, who is supplying repair

and warranty service, informs me
that no warranty service Is

available tor Brilish units

although repairs can be done
for a rfths
authorized QL d
SAKE, to A+ Computer
Response (69-B Island

Slreel/Keene. NH 03431).

The second option would
have to be negotiated with the
owner of the production rights 1o

the OL — Amslrad. This would be
preferable in my opinion since

would be 100% compatible with

currently existing computers. A+
Is not stopping ils support wllh

the current model OL. and has
Investigated the next generation
QL's being developed by Tony
Tebby and by CST. It seems that

although Cllve Sinclair's

company is out of the picture,

the future of the OL In ihe U.S.

market Is brighter than ever. Not
all OL action is being
undertaken by A+ however. The
lirsl two soltware titles written in

the U.S. have now been
released. They represent the
beginning of a number of

packages being written in the
Slates by software authors long
familiar to the American Sinclair

Upgraded war
The first title released Is the QL
version of a gome which has
been with us since the days of

the ZX-81 (TIS 1000). Written by
Mark Stueber of Sharps, War In

the East Is now available tor Ihe
QL. With each new Sinclair

computer released. Wor In Ihe
East has been upgraded to lake
advantage ot the Increased
technology. The latest version is

In lour parts — a master games

dltferent years of the German-
Russian conflict during World
War II. Scenario I [Barborossa
1941) covers the initial invasion ot

Russia during World War II. The
player controls Ihe German
Army and allies while Ihe
computer directs the Russian
Army. Scenario II (Stalingrad

1942] covers the second summer
ot the war between Germany
and Ihe U.S.S.R. After tailing short

of victory the summer before, the
German army tries to knock out
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Russia - this time through the
wheal fields ol southern Russia
to deprive the Red Army of their
tood supply. Scenario III

(Destruction of Army Group
Center 1944) has the German
army spread thin on three fronts

and near total collapse as they
try to hold ground and prevent
the Red Army from entering the
Third Reich.

You get some Idea of the
quality of this product from the
time you receive It lust Py the
way It Is packaged. Inside the
(our cartridge "book" you will

find In addition to the four parts
of this program a full page copy
of the entire map [you only get
to see a portion onscreen at any

describing each :

Its individual victory conditions.
Each game will continue for

twenty turns or until the victory
conditions are met.
When first loaded, you will be

asked to Indicate If you have
any additional memory
installed. At this time, however,
Wor In the East does not work
with 512K added - os I

discovered — so you will have to
disconnect your expansion if you
have added 512K. Mark Stueber
has told me that he Is working to
correct thai and should have It

licked shortly. The loading
process takes quite a while,
switching back and forth

between the master module
carlridge and the scenario
cartridge. When loaded Ihe
screen Is divided Into three
windows. Window 1 shows a
portion of the map: window 2
shows the phase the game is In

Imovement/aftack/vlew) and zone
of control; window 3 shows the
type of lerroln the currently
active unit Is In. In addition,
Information Is presented
regarding the type ol unit In
question and the number of

positions It may move. The
player controls the Ails power
units while the computer
handles all Russian units.

This Is not an arcade shoot-
em-up type game nor is It on
adventure game. It Is In fact a
very sophisticated war
simulation In which you have to
analyze all (actors and plan
strategy, Unit size, strength,
position, weather (the seasons
change as the game precedes),
and many other (actors must be
considered In order to meet the
objective and produce the
victory conditions. Be prepared
to spend several hours with each

action game. Chances are that
you will find yourself using the
SAVE GAME feature more than
once before each scenario Is

completed.
If you are looking for a run of

llie mill arcade, shoot-em-up or
adventure game. War In the East
Is not (or you, If, however, you
want something which will

present a real challenge and
requires thought and planning,
you may consider the newest
release of this classic Sinclair
simulation. It is available from
most US. QL dealers as well as
from Sharps, Inc/Rt. 10, Box
45WMechanicsvllle, VA
23111W.S.AJ(804)746-16o4.

3-D Images
The second new U.S. release o(

QL software Is from another
Erogrommer whose work dates
ack to the ZX-81 - Robert

Flngerle of Tesseroct Software
Development. I first became
aware of Robert when I received
a copy of Textwrlter 1000
wordprocessor which

I
employed

extensively in the days when my
ZX-81 was my workhorse. When I

first started writing my Sinclair
column over here, I contacted
him to see If he had upgraded
TW1000 for my new TimexfSlnclalr
206B. It turned out that he had
indeed made the upgrade, and
my earliest columns were written
on Texrwriter 2000. (A full size

printer version - TW20CO + -

TW2000 + 64 - o follow a

first release for the QL is

wordprocessor. though a
oom type program Is In tt

works. Concept 3-D is a three
dimensional CAD (Computer
Aided Design) program.
Concept 3-D comes with
thorough 42 page manual with
many Illustrations. Even If you
have never had the need or
opportunity to design three
dimensional Images, by
following the Illustrations and
demos as presented In the

n find
le veryyoursell creating

sophisticated imag us.

The Concept 3-D screen Is In

three parts. Across the top In t fi-

red area you can see the
percentage of memory being
used, which model you are
currently using (you may store
number of different creations
called models), the viewing
angle, and the window size. The
second window, which occupies
most of the screen, is your work
orea. At the bottom left corner
you will see the reference
coordinate axes so that you can

design. The final window, across
the bottom of your screen In
green, Is your menu of options.
Your screen may be set to either
TV mode or high resolution
monitor mode, as well as having
the option of setting your design
and background colours

The manual takes you through
o very complete tour ot three
dimensional design, in both
theory and practice. There Is a
demo file containing a racing
-illplane with V-*

the s. Vou c
._... right, up

hard copy by utilizing the print
driver supplied with your copy of

QL Business Graphics (Easel).

Youc
creations completely freehand,
or use the built in figures such
as boxes, circles and ellpses.
Your figures con then be rotated
to create the 3-D Images which
are so vividly dlsployed by this

software. Text may be placed
into the screi

d to mlcrc

"What about speed?", I hear
you ask. Concept 3-D is a
Supercharged program, and
one which truly makes use of

Digital Precision's fine SuperBasIc
compiler. With each

redrawn with quite bearable
speed. Concept 3-D w'" -

any a iorv
including an unexaanded QL. It

does work with 512K added.
Concept 3-D Is being

marketed by Curry Computer
. a ..... v."'- . .-.-. a z

85312-5607/US.AJ(602)978-2902fTel-
ex(via WUI):6501267701) and Is

available through mosf US,
Sinclair dealers. Curry Computer
is the exclusive US. distributor for

many QL products Including the
Pyramide line of software from
France whose offerings Include
Wanderer and Pelntre.

Finally, In answer to a guery
by Timothy Parnell In

CROSSWIRES (ZXC June, 1986 -
yes Bryan, I do read Ihe whole
Issue each month!] both disc
drive interfaces and modems
are still available for the ZX-81

here In the States. For

to AERCO (Box 18093(Austln, TX
78760/(512) 451-5874). ^<\e

Westridge 2050 modem Is

available from many Sinclair
vendors, but the supply Is not
reliable as this modem was

start By contacling them you
can check on availability. [Send
me a letter asking about
availability and I will forward it

to dealers who I know currently
have stock. Write to Mark L.

FendrlckfRQ Box 2392 (Secaucus,
NJ 07094-u992)U.S.A.)Telex(vla

WUl):6502163495). Often, uncased
modems can be had for a
much reduced price. The Byte-

Back Company (Rl. 3. Box 147,

Brodle RdAeesvllle. SC
29070/[803] 532-5812) Is still

manufacturing their ZX-81

compatible modem (Interface)

software package. Don't forget lo

mention that you heard about It

here In ZX Computing Monthly
whenever you contact any of
Ihese vendors.
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Tonl Baker looks at

some of the functions

of the Spectrum's built-

in calculator.

""his article is oil about how (o

use Iriat magical machine code
Instruction RST 28. which controls
the Spectrum Calculator. We
shall cover the principles, and
most of the calculator functions
(le the easy ones). In next
month's article I shall deal with

the remainder of these functions.

RST 28 Is o machine code
Instruction. II is a shorl form ot

CALL 0028, which simply calls a
machine code subroutine at
address 0028 [In the ROM). But

si way to

'. This sequence of

bytes Is therefore a sequence ot

calculator Instructions, and. as
we know, any sequence ol
Instructions constitutes
program. RST 28 thus initiates

execution ot a program — not
BASIC or machine code, bul a
calculator cods program.

Such a 'Calculator Program'
must be terminated by the

which switches the calculator
oft. All bytes tallowing this end-

spare byte beyond the

ons between RST 28 and
c
e One In this article Is an

address 0028 Is In the ROM It

means thai all Spectrum users

will find RST 28 working
Identically (although WARNING
- the Shadow ROM of the ZX
Inlerface One. or the New Rom
ol the Spectrum 128. should not

be paged In when RST 28 Is

used In this way). The easiest

way to remember It is that RST 28
Is an Instruction meaning
"Switch the calculator on".

RST 28

A RST 28 instruction must be
followed by a sequence ot data
bytes, each ol which Is

Interpreted as a 'Calculator

calc" Is 38. This means that the
shortest possible calculator
program Is just two bytes long,
as follows:

EF DEMO RST 28
Switch the calculator on

38 end-calc
Swllch the calculator oil

As you can see from the
comments, the above program
has the effect of switching the
calculator on. then otf again,
and so etteclively achieving
nothing ot all. It does, however,
achieve one useful "side-eftect",

which Is to assign DE with the
contents of the system variable
ISTKEND), ond HL with (STKEND)-5.
In other words, both HL and DE
will become pointers Into Ihe
calculator stock, which was
discussed last month. HL will

point to the first byte (the

exponent byte) ol the topmost
Item on the calculator slack,

while DE will point to the first

has a hex code (the data byte
to be used In the byle-
sequence). ond a name (which
describes its function). The first

calculator instruction we shall

learn Is "add" which, os Its

name Implies, will add two
numbers together. To use "add"
Ihe two topmost Hems on the
calculator stack must be
numeric. The action of this

function is to remove these two
numbers from the stack, and lo

replace them with their sum.
Thus 'add" will reduce the
calculator stock by one Item,

"Odd" Is called a BINARY
function because II requires two
operands (although It only
produces one result).

Binary functions

There are many other binary
functions. As you would expect,
"subtract", "multiply" and
"divide". There Is also "power"
which raises one number to the
power of another.

The calculator also provides
us with UNIARY Instructions. These
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It (tori : "sqr
the lopmosf

Item on Ihe slack, and replace It

with Ihe square root of thai
number). These leave Ihe length
ol the stack unchanged,
because the number oi items on
the stock is Ihe same afterwards
s II was before. Figure Two Is a
calculator program lo calculate
SQRICOS X + SIN X) - you
should be able lo follow II quite
easily
Some of the tunclions are

logical ones, lor Inslance AND
and OR. These work the same
way as they do In BASIC lie X
AND V equals X. unless ¥ is zero,

similarly X OR V equals X, unless
V Is non-zero, in which case It

equals one). The (unction NOT Is

available, which produces one II

the original number was zero.

also two new logical tunclions
LESS_THAN ZERO and
GREATER THAN ZERO As their
names suggest, LT_Z will

produce one II Ihe original
number was less lhan zero, zero
ottierwlse, and GT_Z will

produce one il the original
number was greater than zero,— otherwise.

There Bfiven idyn
s which you can slack

onto Ihe calculator slack
automatically. Their codes run
Irom AO lo A4 Inclusive. AO lor

Instance Is Ihe calculator
Instruction "stk. zero", and Its

action is lo leave an additional
Hem — Ihe number zero — at
the lop ol Ihe calculator slack
Similarly "slk one" will stack Ihe
number one; slk half will stack
the number 112 (remember the
calculator stack con hold lull

lloaling point numbers); stk pi 2
will slack halt ol pi (or 1.5707963];
nd llnally stk ten will stack Ihe

Some ol the entries In Figure
One may surprise you. For
Inslance. we have two tunclions
- "usr (siring)" and "usr
(number]" In BASIC there is only
one USR keyword. The difference
islhat in BASIC Ihe same
keyword does two separate lobs.
USH J" lor instance will give you
Ihe address ol user-defined
graphlc-J. because 'J" is a
siring, nol a number. On the
other hand, PRINT 65S36-USR 7962
will tell you how many bytes ol
memory you've got left. The

y ol knowing whether It-

Hem ol the lop of Ihe calculalo

You have lo tell It! For Ihis reaso

calculator (unctions tor Ihe two
different operations.

"usr [number)" Is by far Ihe
mosl confusing calculator
Instruction ol all Whal it does
precisely is this: one number Is

lemoved from the top ol Ihe
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Ihe BC register pair (II il will HI, of

course — if If doesn't you'll get
an error report]. Then a machine
code subroutine will be called

at this address On return from

contained by the BC register

pair is placed at the top ot the

machine slack. The next

calculator instruction in

sequence will then be executed.

which discriminate between
strings and numbers. ADD (or

Instance has two different

calculator codes: "add
(numbers)" will add numbers
together In the normal way [so

that 1+2=3), whereas "add
(strings)" will concatenate two
strings [so that "CAT" + "FISH" =

"CATFISH").
PEEK (byte 2B) is possibly

confusing. This works by POPpIng
an address from the calculator

slock, PEEKIng there, and
PUSHIng the result back onto the

Calculator Memories

The Spectrum Calculator has six

memories (though this number
may be increased, as we shall

see later), each ot which Is

capable of storing either a
number or a string. The
calculator Instruction set

Includes a set of Instructions for

storing the item ot Ihe top ot the

slack in one of the memories
(codes CO upwards) — these

number from the top of the

stack, they just make an
additional copy In one ot the
memories. Conversely, codes EO

upwards will retrieve a number
or siring from one ot the

memories Figure Three Is an
alternative woy of calculating
SORICOS X + SIN X), but this

o tell you all

the
Before

memory space, I'd like to add i

word or two of warning: The
functions SIN. COS, TAN, ASN,
ACS, ATN and LN will corrupt
memories 0, 1 and 2. The
function EXP will corrupt
memories 0. 1, 2 and 3. The
functions INT, MOD_DIV and
GET ARGT, corrupt memory 0.

The (unction STRS corrupts all six

memories, and the function USR
(number) may or may not
corrupt absolutely anything.

Also, the machine code
subroutine PRINT_FP at address
2DE3 which prints a floating

point number, will corrupt all six

memories, and printing any of

the built in graphics characters
[CHRS 128 to CHRS 143) Will

norlesO and 1
ilnly important to

the
wrong. The

Spectrum, being a machine of

very' many bugs, gives us a
ready mode example of this

malpractice. As I've already
stated, the function INT corrupts

memory zero. In point ot fact it

will only corrupt memory zero if

the number being INTed Is

negative, otherwise memory zero

: unchanged. The function
MOD_DIV is supposed to

remove two numbers (x and y,

say) from the calculator stack,

and to replace them with two
new numbers: x-y"INT[xly],

INT(xfy). Unfortunately, the ROM
roullne lails to lake Into account
the fact that INT may corrupt

>, The consequence

Is that If x Is negallve then
MOD_DIV will produce the
wrong answerl (The first of the

Giving yourself more than six

calculator memories all hinges
on the system variable MEM, Vou
see, each Item on the calculator
stack takes five bytes. Therefore,

each of the calculator memories
must also take five bytes.

Memory zero Is stored al address
(MEM), memory one at (MEM]+5.
memory two at [MEM1+0A. and
so on. The address of MEM Is

5C68, and It normally contains
the volue 5C92. This means that

if normally polnls lo the system
variable MEMBOT. Since UEMBOT
contains thirty bytes, II follows

thai there Is room to store

exactly six memories (since five

times six equals thirty).

Suppose you wanted to give
yourself thirty-two memories [this

Is Ihe maximum number ol

memories possible). Firstly you
would need fo create six

hundred and forty byfes of spare
memory. Vou could use space
above RAMTOP for this purpose,
by CLEARIng enough space In

BASIC Another way of doing It

would be fo load BC with the
number of bytes needed (In Ihls

case 640d. or 280h), then use the
instruction RST 30. This will create
fhe required number of spare
bytes In the workspace.
Following Ihe use of RST 30, DE
will polnl lo the first byte, and HL
will point to the last. Thus, all you
now need do is to load [MEM]
with the value in DE.

The calculator codes to

operate the new memories will

be C6 (store .M6], C7
(store_M7), and so on up to DF
(store_M1F): also E6 [recall_M6],
E7 (recall . M7), and so on up to

EF (recall._M1FJ.
Warnings are attached lo

moving (MEM) as well. If (MEM)
contains any value other than
5C92 then the calculator
function STRS will not work, and
neither will the machine code
subroutine PRINT_FP which prints

floating point numbers. (MEM)
must be restored to 5C92 before
either ot these are used.

More complex
programs

As I have already stated, the

i RST 28 and "end-calc"
constitutes a "Calculator
Piogtom", written In a language
called "Calculator Code", but
no language would be
complete without controlling
Instructions: IFfTHEN's; GO TO

T
S:

FORfNEXT's; and so on. These

attention to. To be continued. . .
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This month we look at

machine code inputs

and a memory saving

technique for the ZX81.

w have
stage where we must move
away trom short relocatable
routines and begin to build a
series ot subroutines which
further routines In this series will

mofce use ol. It Is therefore of the
utmost importance that we use
consistent addresses so that
luture CA.LS will function. I am
going lo set these routines at

d and fhe si

for regular readers who hove
been building the glanf REM
mere are no problems as we
nave plenty ol room and other
general routines can be placed
in mo spore locations between
the ,ast bvte
ot these routl

will hove to i

LEAST 500 chi
appro*. 17 lines. Quite o taskl

The block ot code consists o

KEYBOARD SCAN - 16900

purpose keyboard scan and
to
necked lor any limits

tinu intj resultant key press is

relumed In register A which is

pretty useless il called from
BASIC A=1 II no key was pressed.

This routine Is 15 bytes long
and Is used by all the following

be pointless. It

NO keys ore being pressed
before continuing. When you
remember how fast machine
code works you will realise lhal
II subsequent keyboard scans
ore required then unless the
computer walls until the
previously pressed key Is

released a multiple input will

occur. Fine for realtime games
but not much elsel

a the
il this tl

sthe

accepts a number from
that the A register contair
CODE ot the number NOT
value you will have to SUB ICh

" returned r get

PRESS A KEV - 16959
A routine to demonstrate how

ie inputs con be used. From
>959 to 16974 Is o piece ol

code to print the message held
ot the end ot the routine

16975 calls the 'no key
pressed' routine to ensure no
carry over from the last key held.

16978 colls the 'key pressed'

16982 to 16992 holds the
message.

Used from BASIC or machine
code whenever a "PRESS ANY
KEY" message is required, the
texl being printed centrally af
position 21,10.

Next month I will lie some of

these routines together to give
Imputs of one or more
choraclers and make Ihem more
useful. Meanwhile If you wont to

check some of these routines Iry

this as a little exercise
Add routines to call each of

the Inpuls. transferring the result
trom A to C zeroing S and
returning to basic Using LEI
X=USR address, you should then
be obie to Identify which key
was pressed.

General tip 1.

I well remember the joy ot

having a 16K rampack for the
first time Instead ol only IK - In

today's 481641128(256+ memory

remember how quickly I used ol
of that memory as well!

Old hands will be awore of

the lact that when you save ond
load, the variables In the

im
KEY PRESSED - 16923
The opposite to the last routine
and it walls until a key is pressed
before continuing. Both these

routines ond can be used from
BASIC as long as there is no
need to know which key was
pressed (Is. a "press any key to

continue" prompt).

GET A LETTER - 16931

ROUTINES

1 REM AT LEAST 500
9 REM ROUTINES AS PER TEXT.
10 LET AC="CDBB02444D51143E01C

8CLBD077EC9"
20 LET A*=A**"CD0442FE0120F9C9

30 LET AS=A*<

40 LET A*=AS-
1930F5C63FC9'
50 LET A*-A*4

0A30F5C625C9"
60 LET A*=A*i

CD0442FE012BF9C9

CD0442D62638F9D6

CD0442D61C38F9D6

152422A0C4001C1
0209EB010B00EDB0CD1342CD1B42C953
35423656003800484262

'

100 FOR 1=16900 TO 16992
110 POKE I,16*C0DE AS+CODE A* (

2

1 -476
120 LET A*=AS<3 TO >

130 NEXT I

you type in LET
FRED=100, although there is no
line with this value if you lype
PRINT FRED then 100 Is

displayed, and II saved and
reloaded FRED Is still

remembered as 100.

Provided you never use RUN,
CLEAR or NEW [storl progroms by
GOTO 10 ar whatever] FRED will

always remain in the memory.
Those among you who are still

awake win realise that when you
enler a line such os 10 LIT
DS="COSMIC CONSCIENCE"
that not only Is memory used to

hold it in BASIC line form, but
also In memory in Ihe variables
area. I.e. using almost double
the memory,

Tip *(1 is lhat if you are
running out ol memory then go
through your program and note

constant (are nol altered during
the program run) and either
remove those lines after a RUN
or enler Ihem as direct

alteration to your program even
more difficult, a good system of

note keeping is essential.
I hove

soved some 6K in a 16K program
using this system.

P A G IE

I!
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You fell asleep In class

and woke to find

yourself trapped! Can
you escape In time to

enjoy the summer

holidays?

In this adventure, (here ore some
thirty verbs which the interpreter

will accept. With the open, close
and unlock commands, you
should type the verb, and then
the direction that the door is In.

For instance, to open door to

the east, you should type OPEN
EAST

1

, or 'OPEN EAST DOOR', or OP
E'. Most verbs ore tor use with a
certain object. For Instance
'WRAP BANDAGE' will wrap the
bondage 'WRAP' will not work
with any other noun. Object
names must be typed out in lull,

lated.

«?#*

Getting started
To type in the program, follow
Ihe following instructions.

First, type in Program 1 and
save It. Type in Program 2. the

the hex listing. Now, save the
loader, and load In Program 1

alter NEWing Ihe loader. Do no
type USR O. as this will wipe ou
the machine code and data.
Save the program finally by
typing GO TO 9999.
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Ml

la a aaatl ledga Dr. th.'nDrtn r- than .no.t.lt rauat have bWl (o . It Is dartar nere than mo,

I. on it, UWUBh.*, m impnuiiwohir.. although it la 870= DflTB «V* 1 -TFi.r. 1* • puddl

an iiy« i You may not paea unt ng that no- oris Ml found it Pat here. ' OND p IB, 2] > <] 1 , (1 L AND p(

te *!! are covered with a g Bt>2l- DOTfl "NYou ar* in the CDTpu B730 DBIO "NYou are In the toile
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si'E"!H"i°::;™:::; il^h^sK «dbs*T&ar%

SH15 DATA :'S,du jr. in | .lor. r U*W '»' bBen in here. H. u ,i b5 DATA "H.v. °™'rn d the M«
im bBtla to hiqh ju«p. .« *tor>a i* lots ol squipiwnt (or thin h 7170 DATA "H you h#ve «o«.. null

HBO DATA ''NVnu 4r. xn the cnr ri »P*y 'CO.. »*pi #n0 !&.. coy. ,112,221,210,355,68,217,91,235,6

9835 DATA "NYou *re in til. Hillc 90OO DATA "NVou ir. In tha 4tor-» 9223 DATA 45, 45, 4 , 58,60, 15,56,63

BH95 Doio "NVou *r« In the earn 9OJ0 DATA "(lou *i-h in 4 tunn.l . 4nu,s; .muni,-, -Immm
. TSi'jij

, 6S(j

B9U0 data "MVau ! In th. bolls 9035 DATA "Won ire in civt. T 9997 STOP

"! ks re.dy tn attack you." AND : BEEP 1,0 •••
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KAVOID THE MONSTER RUSH FOR
THE NEW

£15.00 for 12 Issues U.K. -
£18.00 for 12 Issues Overseas Surface Mail ~^
£61.20 for 12 Issues Overseas Ai

Send (his form wild your remittal

ITITB., limes Home, l79Tbe
llemel Hempstead. Herts. HPI IBB.



Inside every software

house it seems there is

a budget label waiting

to get out. Now Elite

have entered the £2.99

league with Elite

Classics.

Turn left at Birmingham,
proceed for twelve miles and
you reach the ollices of Ellle In

Walsall where over the past lew
months Steve Wllco* and co
have been hatching a new
budget label.

The aim, said Steve Wilco*. Is

for Elite Classics to become "the

fourth mo|or budget label," ond
the strategy from mid July Is lo

publish title a week. Initially

these will mainly be full priced
games from other houses
reissued at £2.99 but new
budget titles will also be
Introduced,

Elite Classics have ten
Spectrum titles lined up for

release, Full Throttle

IMIcromega), 3D Death Chase
(Micromega). Skool Daze
(Microsphere}, Valhalla (Legend),
Pool (CDS). Chess (CP Soltware],

3D Star Strike (Realtime), Jasper
(Mlcromega), 3D Tank Duel
(Realtime) and Tornado Low Level

(Vortei). "When we decided lo

ELITE

goa i rho

3 the games
«got

about 50 signed up tor the
future," said Steve
Why did Elite who have had

some chart topping full price

produce budget soltware? "It's

the way things seem to be

happening In the software

market and have noticed ov

the past 12 months that the
volume sole ol budget gam
have been growing and the
needed lo gel involved as c

extentIon of our present

Fierce competition
Was there a danger that budget
software would cause lull price
games to disappear? "Our
feeling Is that we see budget
sales as additional rather than
replacing full price games We
certainly wouldn't like to see
everything go budget."

With so many soltware houses
now opting to publish budget
soltware is the market becoming
too crowded? "I think after the
C16 the Spectrum has lo be the
best budget morket. It's (airly

buoyant and I think It's here lo

stay Our plan Is to publish high
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CLASSICS
COMPETITIONIncluded to create Interest as I

don't think people expected to
see It at a budget price. As lor

new titles having a budget label
Mows you to publish gomes that
are good quality but are not
perhaps all that Innovative.

Full price games In the
pipeline from Elite Include
Scooby Doo and the coin op
conversion ol Paper Boy which Is

expected to be ready before
Chrislmas. Steve expects that
Elite will produce lewer full price
gomes than In the past, "It's

likely we won't be producing as
Tony as the higher price has to
oejuililied."

Coin Op conversions have
accounted tor many ol Elites

success'u games and they
Currently employ about 35 to 40
j:c,inmr~eii on a freelance
oasis "There Is a lot going on
or.d a tot under development
oil' we ore still looking lor

programmers who can do
specific jobs tor us over a range
ol machines. 1

' Budding
programmers lake note.

Simple competition
Here Is your chonce to coplure
Elite Classics tlrst ten releases tor

"ie Spectrum and pep up your
software collection. There are

prizes on otter and
entering couldn't be simpler
We've listed the titles ot ten well

i games and all you have
is ring the five games that

were released by Elite. Entries

provided and the closing date is

" iday September Sth. The
>mpetltlon Is open to all

aders of ZX except employees
ol Argus Specialist Publications.
Allabasle; Passmore and Elite

Systems The editor's decision Is

llnal and no correspondence
can be entered into.

Elite Classics Competition
e live gomes that were released by Elite

Alrwoll Quazatron

Green Beret Frank Bruno's Boxing

Elite Ghosts n Goblins

Commando Young Ones

Biggies Bomb Jack

Address....
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I? 1= A D
Eric Doyle takes a look

^—: at guides to printers

^j^ and midi and answers

CD the critic who thinks

computer games are

harmful.

GETTING THE MOST has to admil he enormity ol his

FROM YOUR PRINTER Ihe range by
adiatelv cuts down
avlna that he is

JW Penfold primarily concerned with Epson

Bernard Babani Books compatibles. he fact that the

£2.95 writing expeT See s°ows
de 'able

through in ihe easy mailer ol

tact way he t ckles Ihe range ol

Attempting to wrile a general He starts bv explaining the
book (or the wide range of ASCII princip 3S as applied to

try to do Ihls In an A5 format valuable spa e by going into

ons of Ihe codesbook ol a mere 84 pages Is long explana
bordering on fhe foolhardy. Add
to this ihe fad ihoi ihe book NULL. HT. DEL und DC2. As you
covers all Ihe populor of these
computers and Ihe job seems
Impossible.

Right from the starl Penfold ever used in printer parlance

Getting The
Most From Your
Printer

MIDI PROJECTS
JW Pentold
Bernard Babani Books
£2.95
A timely book on a trendy
subject, MIDI Projects Is a
practical book principally
concerned with interfacing
synthesisers fo your computer.

In addition to this the book
considers the development o'
MIDI and fills in a lot ol

background knowledge which
confuses newcomers lo this

recent development In Ihe

VllOi slands'fortviuslclal

Instrument Digital interface. A
MIDI allows you to program an
Instrument lo play by Itself

controlled by the computer.
ihe b vto

The final section ol the book
dabbles In the circuitry required
lo drive any instruments based
on Ihe MIDI'S predecessor, the
CV system.

on saving a few quid this book Is

well worth a browse. The only
qualms that I hove Is that of

sottware compatibility. What
good is an interface link without
anything lo drive It?

Penlold's style is easy to follow
and Ihe book is well worth
considering especially at the

construct and modify o
purpose Interface for a wide
range of computers including
Ihe Spectrum, QL and humble
ZX81. The circuit Is built around
a general purpose 6402 UART
chip (Universal Asynchronous
Transmitter!Receiver). The text is

defatted but gives no comforl fo

non-technical people This Is

acceptable because the area
of computer interlacing of any
lype should not be tackled

l little

about what you're attempting to

da Blowing your computer vlo

the expansion porf is a shorl cut
to an expensive repair bill.

s days. With space al a
nium I'd have preferred to

this spoce given over to c

The next section of the b
sxcellent and cc
ienl to the printer behind a

)l code (CHRS27). Kicking
- 1

- "-e text movesOff v,

skly through Pic.

on to emphasised, double strike,

enlarged and condensed print.

Then Ihe lesser used super and
subscript modes are described
with a hint aboul using a
smaller line spacing to use
these modes for printing small
labels

Alter briefly touching on

d graphics printing. 1

word processors and printers

.vhk:h i:> so limited in scope as
to be little better than useless.

On the whole Ihis is a book
which is strangled by its own
ambilions. In his desire fo

the author spends tar too
isily

understood c
spends little time on the much
more difficult areas oi printer

graphics. Help for the hopeless
but no hope lor Ihe helpless in

Ihis slim volume
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CHILDREN AT RISK
David Porter
Klngswoy Publications

section
book which considers Ihe
pressures placed on children 0y
modern society, It is o relevant
expression ol a concerned
porenl and Christian,

The tact that the view
e<pressed In this book does nol
concur with my own attitude
does not detract Irom Its

relevance From the dedication
page my hackles rose. Mary
Whllehouse, Frederic Wertham
and Charles Oxley are nol three
people lor whom 1 hove a lot ol
respect. Fortunately, the words of
David Porter are a lot less
provocative to me.

Whatever subject he discusses
he tries to list any positive
benelils alongside the evil that

he sees lurking In Ihe shadows.
Sensibly he berates Ihe
eraotlces ol software piracy and
ackmg as encouragement lo

break ihe law. When he goes on
_ >style games
) see Ihe black

magic element and I see no
reference lo Ihe problem solving
and broadening effect which
these games encourage.

The one question which I leel

has no answer Is whether killing

In play increases the possibility

ol numbing the child to teal life

murder. Although my own
childhood was spent playing
cowboys and Indians, cops and
robbers, and soldiers. I hove
matured Into a fairly well
adjusted adult with very positive
onti-vloienl tendencies Perhops
the role playing ot adventures
makes a child Ihink more about
what dealh means Frequently
attacking a creature in o game
results in immediate onihliolion
tot the attacker. Giving
credence to Ihe policy ot

achieving your aim by
negotiation.

Obsession with ihe medium Is

warned against by the auihor
but in my experience this does
not cut Ihe child off totally from
social interaction with others.
Parents who don'f conlrol their

children would probably leave
them glued lo a much more
Influential medium, the television

Christian or nol Ihe book's
subtest Is one of caring aboul
the Interests of the child In a
world where parental guidance
seems to be going out of style. I

can't say that I enjoyed fhe book
but if certainly stimulofed me to
look more objectively at my own
attitudes.

The scope ol Ihe book is

much brooder taking In other
media Intluences and the evils

ol drugs and child abuse I

would classify this as a verbal
purgative or a crle de la coeur.

fears ot a coring parent. The
other side of Ihls coin is lhal If

you're too vehement about
avoiding fhe wrongs in life, they
lake on a morbid effraction lor

Ihe child during the rebellion ol
adolescence.

u pawtn 8 SPECTRUM
its easy to | )N Manchester

complain about
advertisements.
But which ones?UHHI

ONE OF THE BIGGEST
RANGES OF SOFTWARE

IN AND AROUND
MANCHESTER

Every week millions of advertisements

appear in print, on posters or in the cinema.
Must of them comply with the niles

contained in the British Code of Advertising

But some of them break the rules and
warrant your complaints.

If you're not sure about which ones they
are, however, drop us a line and we'll send you
an abridged copy of the Advertising Code

'

Then, if an advertisement bothers J
you. you'll be justified in bothering us. -#

The Advertising Standards Authority. W
If an advertisement is wrong,we're here to put it right

JOYSTICKS, INTERFACES, LIGHT PENS,
SPEECH SYNTHESISERS,

MICROD RIVES, ETC. ETC. ETC.

HMMMMMIVrm.
A WIDE RANGE OF SOFTWARE FROM
WORD PROCESSORS TO GAMES
ALL GAMES AT BUDGET PRICES:

AT ttAST StLOFFfl
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URTER-LINE
you control a frog i

gradually filling wit
jump to a conveyor be
obtain the objects up

R LADDER TO RID IN THE E5CRPE
R SPONGE TO MOP UP THE URTER
R BUCKET TO ROD TO THE URTER
RCID TO ERT RURY THE LRDDER
CONTROL JUMP BY KEY '

'

Score by how far you get up the

escape a 10 re per

TO CONTINUE.

.
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/Save the frog from a

watery grave in this

amphibian arcade

game.

up to gain the objects il needs lo

Overhead passes a conveyor

objects, oails ol a ladder which

I'wil*. ipongei W1ich w II r"op i.I>

finally get tree what
get? Yes. another
even more dirlicuiM

O
70
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ZX COMPUTING

Lineage: 40p per word

Semi display: E9.00 per S

E3 S

9
01 - 437 0699
Send your requirements to:

DUNCAN NEILSON
ASP Ltd., 1 Golden Square,
London W1

SPECTRUM REPAIRS
Guaranteed Sli Monlhe

intalnlngall typos ol computer sysiorn;

cros lor over 15 years and oiler you:

SPECTRUM REPAIRS

i!
! Missive ol pans an

ADVERTISERS
PLEASE NOTE.
RATES ARE
SUBJECT TO

REVIEW FROM THE
OCTOBER ISSUE

ONWARDS.

EgEZE

Bedlord

LISTING PAPER. I I ElH

2.11mm. 60 grams -L'JJ.Jii I:

TO ADVERTISE YOUR REPAIRS AND
SPARES SERVICE PHONE

01-437 0699
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WARNING NOTICE

brought a

iced in this magazine are to be in sir

ailable on request) and on the i

loes not infringe any copyright or ny interested party in the advertisei

}1 costs, damages, or any other claim

rtf'STW^^B

^M^-™JTT1!1_„„KS2
. eSS™.'&'£

IgzZZZIsessws JSZ

rM™TU
o
,s,

TH£ °LspEc,BuM:eB C.L.CT.O.
„„ u

FOR THE SPECTRUM:

OHDEHING ADD COST OF HFMLir,. [roller 1. 1 OUT! IDE EUBOPE.
Hdi or S!b" no»y I! 3.5" noppi - £• C-olM to

H:i-I'-I'II.',.HIW GRAPH PROGRAM lor the 08K
Spectrum C6.39 SAE tor del a its

Delta Soltwaie. 1 1 Carr Bank

FOR ADVERTISING
DETAILS PHONE

i 01-437-0626

ZX COMPUTING CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM

PI . ert in ZX lor issues

1. 2. 3

A.S.P. LTD) (46pp*rword VAT INCLUSIVE.)4 5. 6.

7 a. 9.

10. n 12.

,4

IS.

19. 20. 21.

22. 23. 24.

25. 26. 27.

SEND TC __ ——
1 GOLDEN S 3UARE, LONDON W1R FTl I

-JBO
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WIN THE WEST...THE WILD WAY
loin thenowfamousCLIFFHANGER in pursuit ol that sharpshootin'varmirit. This mulKscTBened

arcade gamefs available for the Commodore 64 and NOW lor the Spectrum 48/128

Spectrum 48/128 CassetteD Commodore64 CassetteD

Both versions ol Cliff Hanger cost £7.95. Please make cheques and postal orders to

Virgin Games Limited and post to the address below. Please do not post money.

Virgin Games Ltd, 2/4 Vemon Yard, 119 Portobello Road, London W11 2DX



ADVenTURe CR6ATOR
Ipiease rush me, for my Spectrum
Computer THE GRAPHIC ADVENTURE I

CREATOR -_- <—>.

n Cassette £22.95 ES mimm* i

I enclose Cheque/PO for £_
>r please debit my Credit Card

The amazing,combined text and graphics adventure generator enables

youtopraiuce fast,compact adventu re gameswith them i nimum ofeffortand
the maximum of creativity. Stunning graphics can be created quickly and easily

with the powerful picture generator that has many features including;- dot,

drde, elastic line, ellipse, fast fill, shading, step by step review, easy editing and
the abilityto merge pictures.

The comprehensive, intelligent command interpreter can handle complex

sentences and multiple input commands. There is also an extensive text com-
pression facility that allows you to produce far more detailed and numerous
location descriptions. Plus a full function editor, automatic word formatting.a
logical command interpreter and an abbreviated input acceptance facility.

So unleash the power of your imagination now with The Graphic
Adventure Creator, for your Spectrum computer. Available from all leading

retailers or direct from Incentive on 0734591678.

INCENTIVE SOFTWARE LTD. 54 London Street Reading RG14SQ. I 1 \



iLlJ^NEW ^U
CLASSIC TITLES AT
£2-99 from ga§)|)

i~

or order direct trom2-9S-C\

Quoting your credit card number,

or send a cneoue orpostal order

tor £2-99 learning P+PI

made payable to 2-99-CLASSICS
|

Ancttor House -Anctror ftoad

Akinioj I'.'j; a ivssiMtm/tui

wsa,

/ AUG4tt>> -SP


